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PREFACE
This Handbook sets forth in two parts, the following information for the guidance of users of the NASA
Management Directives System.
PART A: MASTER LIST OF NASA MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES in force as of August 1, 1982.
Chapter 1 contains introductory informative material on how to use this Handbook. Chapter 2 is a complete
mast6r list of agencywide management directives, describing each directive by type, number, effective date
and organization cod j of the office responsible for the directive. Chapter 3 includes a consolidated numerical
list of all delegations of authority and a breakdown of such delegations by the office or installation to which
special authority is assigned. Chapter 4 sets forth a consolidated list of all management Handbooks (NHB's)
and important footnotes on the availability of such documents. Chapter 5 is a consolidated list of NASA
Management Directives applicable to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Chapter 6 is a consolidated list of NASA
management directives published in the Code of Federal Regulations. Complementary manuals to the NASA
Management Directives System are described in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 contains a listiog of NASA safety
standards.
PART 3: INDEX TO NASA MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES in force as of August 1, 1982.
This Part contains an in-depth aiphabetical Index to all NASA management directives other than Handbooks.
NHB's 1610.6, 1620.3, 1640.4, 1900.1, 5103.6, 7121.4, and 7400.1 are indexed in depth. All other NHB's are
Indexed by titoas only.
To make this Handbook as useful as possible, employees are encouraged to submit entries for inclusion in the
Index. Such entries should be submitted on plain paper in the format described on the last page of this
Handbook. Originators of directives should make sure that titles of directives contain key words that will assist
in proper indexing.
Comments and suggestions are invited and should be submitted to the Directives Officer (Code NIM), NASA
Headquarters.
NHB1410.4EE dated February 1, 1982, is canceled.
Lawrence W. Vogel
Director, Logistics Management
and Information Programs Division
DISTRIBUTION: SDL 1(SIQ)
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PART A
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION; CHECKING AND
ORDERING OF NASA MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES
100 INTRODUCTION
1. NASA MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES SYST EM
Part A of this Handbook sets forth the MASTER LIST AND INDEX OF NASA MANAGEMENT
DIRECTIVES as of August 1, 1982, which
a. Is to be used for ordering agency directives from and within NASA Headquarters.
h. May be used as a check list (see paragraph 102).
This Handbook does not cover installation directives.
2. BREAKDOWN OF CHAPTERS
To facilitate locating specific NASA management directives, this document is designed as follows:
Chapter 1 : Introduction; Checking and Ordering of NASA Management Directives.
Chapter 2: A complete numerical list of all NASA management directives in force as of August 1,
1982, by major subject groupings; showing number, effective date, title, responsible
office and distribution code. For distribution codes, see paragraph 101.3.
Chapter 3:	 This chapter sets forth, in two sections, those delegations of authori ty in print as of
August 1, 1982.
Section l:	 Complete numerical list.
Section II:	 Breakdown of delegations of authority by offices/installations to which
certain authority is assigned.
Chapter 4.	 Consolidated numerical list of all NHB's. This list includes important footnotes
covering the control and ordering of NHB's.
Chapter 5: Consolidated list of NASA management directives applicable to the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
Chapter 6: Consolidated list of NASA management directives which have been published in the
Federal Register. This list shows their respective Code of Federal Regulation
citations.
Chapter 7: Consolidated list of NASA complementary manuals and the Headquarters offices
responsible for them.
Chapter 8.	 Consolidated list of NASA safety standards.
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3. REDUCTION IN QUANTITY OF NHB's PRINTED
Based on the reduction in printing funds, NASA NHB's are no longer printed in large quantities. Also
surcharge printing cost is rarely authorized. Therefore, it takes 10 to 12 weeks in many cases to print
NHB's. Public requests for those NHB's listed in Chapter 4 as being available from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Pri°iting Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, or National
Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va. 22161, should be referred to those sources.
101 DISTRIBUTION
TO FIELD INSTALLATIONS
a. All NASA Directives except NH8's. Except for NASA handbooks (NHB's), NASA directives are
distributed in bulk to field and component installations based on the requirements furnished by
each Installation Directives Manager and approved by the Directives Section, Records
Management Branch.
b. NASA Handbooks (NHB's)
(1) The initial quantity of NHB's distributed to the field is determined by the Directives Section,
Records Management Branch, in conjunction with the Headquarters originating office,
based on need-to-know, content and coverage of the handbook and, when time permits,
field responses to inquiries concerning the handbook. NHB's for each employee are not
authorized except for the handbook, "Standards of Conduct" (NHB 1900.1).
(2) Field installations should not use installation automatic distribution lists for automatic
internal dissemination of NHB's. Such distribution may result in overdistribution to offices
not having a need for the publication and an unnecessary depletion of stock. Each NHB is
screened for its application and distributed only on a need-to-know basis and any
Headquarters requirements stated in the Preface.
(3) For those NHB's invoKed in requests for proposals (RFP's) and contracts, the quantity now
printed is greatly reduced because of printing costs. Therefore, it is essential for the
installation procurement offices to abstract from these NHB's only such portions as apply to
a given RFP or contract action in lieu of handing out copies of NHB's. These NHB's
generally are placed on sale to the public through the Government Printing Office.
2 TO HEADQUARTERS OFFICES
a. Except for NHB's, NASA directives are distributed to Headquarters organizational element mail
codes only, based on the quantity requested and approved. Complete sets of directives shou!d
be ma.ntained only where essential.
b. NASA NHB's are not automatically distributed to all Headquarters organizational elements; they
are distributed only to those offices having a need-to-know or use for the documents
a
3. ESTABLISHED DISTRIBUTION LISTS
a. The following is a list of the Standard Distribution Lists which are used in distributing NASA
directives.
SDL	 Dissemination To
1 All field and component installations and all
Headquarters Offices needing NO.SA direc-
tives.
DU
	
	 Office of Personnel Management and National
Offices of Unions.
b. Because no NHB is distributed automatically in fixed quantities, the identification "SDL 1 (SIO)"
means distributed in "Special Irregular Quantities."
102 USE OF CHAPTER 2 AS A CHECK LIST
All organizational elements in an installation (Headquarters and field) do not maintain complete sets of all
NASA directives. In addition, there is a period between the cutoff date for preparing this handbook and
the time you receive it. During this period directives listed may have been revised or canceled or new
ones issued which are not listed. Therefore, if you use Chapter 2 as a Check List, the following rules must
be applied:
1. Verify the dates of directives as you check. Any directive dated after August 1, 1982, would be either
a revision (indicated by a new or different letter suffix) or a new directive which would not be listed;
any directive not listed was canceled by either another directive or a cancellation notice.
2. Verify separately the office copies of NHB's on a need-to-know basis only; just because they are
listed showing "SDL 1 (SIO)" does not mean your office should have one. They are distributed to
various offices in an installation onl y on a need-to-know basis.
103 ORDERING DIRECTIVES
1. FIELD INSTALLATIONS
a. Installation Directives Managers will submit NASA Form 2 for copies of NASA directives to the
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 20771, Attn.: Code 232.2/Receiving Officer, for
NASA directives of 10 copies or less except for those NHB's controlled by other offices as
indicated by footnotes in Chapter 4 or in the Headquarters Weekly Bulletin.
b. All requests for directives in excess of 10 copies, and changes in standard quantities of
directives will be submitted by memorandum to the Directives Section, Records Management
Branch, for approval.
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c. Requests for controlled NHB's will be submitted by memorandum direct to the cognizant office.
d. All routine requests for NASA directives will be consolidated and submitted monthly. Emergency
requests may be made by telephone or TWX.
2. HEADQUARTERS OFFICES
a. All requests for 10 or less copies of NASA directives (except controlled NHB's) will be obtained
from the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 20771, Attn.: Code 232.2/Receiving
Officer.
b. All requests for quantities in excess of 10 copies wi!I be submitted to the Directives Section,
Records Management Branch.
c. All requests for changes to distribution lists will be submitted to the Directives Section, Records
Management Branch.
d. All requests 'or additional copies of controlled NHB's w:'; be submitted directly to the office
controlling the document as stated in Chapter 4 or in the Headquarters Weekly Bulletin.
3. NASA COMPLEMENTARY MANUALS
The followi^^ nuhlirotinnc are rmmnlamantary manuals to the NASA Management Directives
System, but they are not controlled by the Directives Section, Records Management Branch. See
Chapter 7 for ordering these publications.
NASA Procurement Regulation (NHB 5100.2)
NASA Grants and Cooperative Agreement Handbook (NHB 5800.1)
NASA Financial Management Manual
NASA Supplements to the Federal Personnel Manual
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CHAPTER 2: COMPLETE MASTER LIST OF NASA MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES
1AS OF AUGUST 1, 1982)
1000 2999 ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
EFF	 REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
NMI 102011 MAR	 18 1916 NASA	 Oftic ial	 Seat	 insignia
	
Logotype
	
Official	 Program	 and	 Astronaut if 1
Badges	 and Flags
NMI 1020 2B F F B	 9	 1982 Holes for Displaying the United States Flag and NASA Flag at Half Staff NHS 1
NMI 10203 APR 29 1917 The NASA L .xlotype Insignia and the Agency s Und y ed Visual Communications LFF 1
System
NMI 10204 APR	 14 1918 Nominating Astronauts for the Congressional Space Medal of Honor NPM 1
NMI 1022 IC MAY 1 1982 Naming of Roads and Streets NXB
NMI lolO 18 DEC	 29 1917 Acceptance	 by	 Employees	 of	 Gifts	 or	 Decorations	 From	 Foreign G 1
Governments
NMI 10402( MAR 3 1978 Delegation	 of	 Eme,gency	 Authority	 and	 NASA	 Representation	 on	 the NHS 1
Federal Preparedness Agency Regional Preparedness Committees
NMI 1040 3A MAR 9 1978 NASA F metgency Preparedness Program NHS 1
NMI 1043 1D MAR	 12 1982 Fallout Shelters in NASA Buildings NXB 1
NMI 1046 26 APR	 19 1978 NASA Post Attack Registration for Emergency Work Fume Mobilization NPB 1 6
NMI 1050 18 `AP	 22 1970 tnteragency Agreements LD 1
NMO A	 1050 2A JAN 22 1969 Power	 and Authority to Negotiate 	 Execute	 Amend	 or	 Terminate Certain LD 1
IRLJUN 14	 1971 Interagency Agreements
NMI 1050 3H 01 C.	 1 7 1980 Delegation of Authority 	 To	 fake Actions Related to Certain Agreements LU 1
With (alleges and Universities
NMI 10504A APR 75 1979 Listing of NASA Interagency Ag reements LD 1
NMI 1050 1, OF c	 2 1 1981 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 To	 Take	 Certain	 Actions	 Related	 to	 Materials E N 1
Processing Agreements
NMI 1102	 1l. NOV	 14 1980 Hole and Responsibilities	 The Associate Administrator for Space Science F 1
NM. 1 1(12 2B AYH 5 1 987 Hole and He%ponsibilities 	 Arsoclatf ,	- aministrator 1U • Aerer.a Ut.C5 drio Space RP Y
Technology
NMI 1 102 3A .JUN	 12 1980 Role and	 Responsibilities	 Associate
	
Air
	
r1 is.rator	 foi	 Space	 Tracking	 and TC 1
Data Systems
(.H	 1 JAN	 15 1981 SAME	 TITLE TC 1
NMI 1 102 4A 0( 1	 23 1979 Role and	 Responsibilities	 Associate Admmrstratot	 tut Space and Terrestrial F 1
Applications
NMI 1 102 5A APR 2 2 1980 Holes and Responsibilities	 Associate Administrator for Space Transportation MSP 1
Systems
NMI 1 102 6 MAR	 i / 1980 Roles and Responsibilities 	 Associate Administrator lot Space Transportation OMM 1
Operation
NMI 1103	 1( JAN	 16 1981 Hole anti 	 Chief Engineer D 1
NMI 1 103 2A F E B	 6	 1978 Director	 Industrial Relations Office NR 1
NMI 1 10381) MAY 28 1982 Hole and Responsibilities 	 Assistant Administrator for Procurement HM 1
NMI 1103 10A JUL	 14 1978 General Counsel G 1
NMI 1103	 11(. AUG	 18 1980 Hole
	
and	 Responsibilities	 Associate
	
Administrator	 for	 Management NSM 1
Operations
NMI 1103 15D JUN	 15 1982 Rule anti 	 Associate Administrator for External Relations L 1
NMI 1103 16 APR 2 1978 Role and Responsibilities	 The Director for Equal Opportunity Programs U 1
NMI 1 103 19A AUG	 31 1979 Hole and Responsibilities 	 Director	 Personnel Programs Division NP 1
NMI 1 103 20 MAY 12 1978 Role and Responsibilities 	 Director	 Financial Management Division BE 1
NMI 110321A .JAN	 14 1980 Role and Responsibilities 	 Director	 Management Support Office LB 1
NMI 1 103 2) AUG 23 1978 Role and Responsibilities 	 Director of Legislative Affairs C 1
NMI 1 103 25A F E B	 25 1982 Role	 and	 Responsibilities	 Director	 Office	 of	 Small	 and	 Disadvantaged K 1
Business Utilization
NMI 1 103 26 AUG 3 1979 Roles and Responsibilities Director of Budget Operations Division BT 1
NMI 1 103 27 OCT	 18 1979 Role and Responsibilities 	 Inspector General W 1
NMI 1 103 28 OCT	 19 1979 Role and Responsibilities
	
Director	 Headquarters Administrative Division NHS 1
NMI 1 103 29A JUL	 28 1980 Role and Responsibilities 	 Director	 DOD Affairs Division LD 1
NMI 1 103 30A .JAN	 8 1 981 Role and Responsibilities 	 Director	 Government/ Industry Affairs Division LG 1
NMI 1 103 31 MAY 8 1980 Roles and Responsibilities	 Director	 International Affairs Division LI 1
NMI 1 103 32 APR	 10 1981 Role and	 Responsibilities	 Manager	 NASA	 Resident	 Office Jet	 Propulsion E 1
Laboratory (JPL)
NMI 1107 iB JAN	 10 1979 Role
	
and	 Responsibilities	 Manager	 National	 Space	 Technology M 1
Laboratories
NMI 1 107 2 DEC 2N 1978 Role and Responsibilities	 G.,ector	 Langley Research Center R 1
CH	 1 NOV 3 1980 SAME TITLE R 1
NMI 1 107 4 JAN	 10 1979 Role and Responsibilities 	 Director	 Lewis Research Center R i
If DEC	 21 1979 SAME TITLE R 1
(.H	 2 SEP	 16 1981 SAME	 TITLE R 1
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ORIGINAL PAC t­" IS
OF POOR QUALITY
EFF	 REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
(.H	 3 MAY 28 1987 SAM[	 TITLE If
NMI 1 107 5A SE P	 3 1981 °,de and Responadnlitioe	 Director	 Ames Rosoarc It Ccinler If
NMI 11076 FEB	 6 1979 Role and Rospon^,brhhv • 	Duoctor	 Gentile (	 Mor,hali Space Flight Center M 1
CH	 : f I B	 i3 1981 SAME	 TITLE M 1
NMI 1 1 01	 1 f E H	 2 1979 Holt- and Rospoi	 iner^	 Director	 John F	 Kennedy Space Center M 1
I,i:	 :. AU(.	 'o 1980 SAME	 TITLE Ff 1
NMi 1 107 9 MAY Il 1979 Role and Respowibibhes 	 Director	 Lyndon B	 Johnoon Spaco (.enter M 1
I.H	 I JUL	 14 1980 SAr1E	 TITLE M 1
CH 2 MAR 75 1982 SAME	 TITLE M 1
NMI 1 107 10 A 'A P 3 1981 Role and Responsibilities 	 Direc t or	 (roddard Spare Flight Conter I 1
(_f.	 1 0C1	 2 1981 SAME	 TITLE [ 1
CH 7 JUN	 18 1982 SAME	 TIT[[ F 1
NMI 1 120
	 11) JU.	 B 1982 Oiganiiational Responsibilities	 Structure and Changes Thereto NSM 1
NMI 11204 MAH	 1 1982 Independent Reviews of Major	 NASA Program Changes by the National D 1
Academy of Sciences/National Academy of Fngmoecing (NAS; NAFI
NMI 1 120 5 MAY 13 1987 Management of Organisation and General Information NSM 1
NMI 1127	 1 OCT	 28 1971 Assistant Administrator for Public Affairs LF 1
I,H	 2 DE(	 11 1976 SAME	 TITLE LF 1
NMI 1128	 1 MAR 21 1973 Role and Responsibilities 	 NASA C:ompiroller B 1
NMI 1 130 1 6 JUL	 12 1968 Director of	 Facddies NX 1
CH 5 APR	 1 1976 SAME	 TITLE NX )
NMI 1131	 IA OCT	 2 1976 Associale Deputy Administrator ADB 1
NMI 1 132 2W F E B	 22 1982 NASA Organisation and Definition of 	 'erms fv5 1
NMI 1 138 3 F E B	 1 1365 Designation of NASA Single Point of (.).matt with DOD for Manned Space M 1
flight Mission Operations
NMI 1 138 7 F F 8	 10 1965 Hedologation of Certain Authorities to Act for OMSF 	 Single Point of Contact M 2M 3M
with DOD
NMI 1150	 1(, 1 A 7 1980 Establishment and Management of NASA In'ornal Committees NSM 1
NMI 11507E )UN	 21 1919 E-tablishment	 Operation	 and Duration of NASA Advisory Committees L 1
NMI 1 152 1 D JAN 4 1980 Board	 ' Contract Appeals NC 1
r	 If	 I NOV 18 1980 SAME	 I LE NC 1
NMI 1152 5C OCT	 31 1978 Contract Adjustment Board 06 1
CH	 1 NOV 6 1979 SAME	 TITLE (IG 1
CH 2 OCT	 31 1980 SAM[	 TITI E GG 1
NMI 1152 9( AU(,	 31 1916 Callech/JPl	 Performance ivaluation Board NI 1
CH	 1 MAR 4 1979 SAME	 TITLE NI 1
!,H	 2 ',FP	 10 1979 ',AM[	 TITLE NI 1
NMI 1152	 11D NOV 20 1980 NASA Pals Sleermcl Committee DP 1
NMi 1152 17D JUL	 6 1978 Inventions and Contributions Board NB 1
CH	 3 NOV 13 1981 SAME	 TITLE NB 1
rH 4 APR 20 1981 SAME	 TITLE NB 1
NMI 1152 19D t•' \Y	 15 1979 NASA Information Security Program Committee NIS 1
NMI 1152 24G JUL	 21 1975 NASA Advarice Waiver	 Review Panel of the Inventions aid Contributions NB 1
Board
NMI 1152 26D JAN 4 1978 NASA Personnel Management Review Committee NP 1
CH	 1 JUN 28 1978 SAME TITLE NP 1
NMI 1152 37C JAN 6 1978 Subcommit[ee on Newer Employees NASA Personnel Management Review NP 1
Committee
CH 6 APR 3 1980 SAME	 TITLE NP 1
NMI 1 152 40f OCT 2 1981 NASA Intercenter Committee on Automatic Data Processing NSD 1
NMI 1 152 43A JUN 23 1975 OAST Research Council RR 1
NMI 1 152 47A AUG 9 1978 NASA Intercenter Aircraft Operations Panel NIB 1
NMI 1 152 48C MAY 1 1 1982 NASA Equal Opportunity Council U 1
NMI 115251E JUN 29 1982 Space Science Steering Committee Membership i 1
NMI 1152 54B JAN	 16 1981 NASA Operations and Engineering Panel U 1
NMI 1152 57D DEC	 24 1981 NASA Council LB 1
NMI 115259A JAN	 18 1980 Space Medicine Boards in Support of Space Crew Qualification for Space I 1
Fhghi
NMI 115260 APR 24 1981 NAoA S.fety Coordinating Commi"oe NIG 1
CH	 1 FEB	 16 1981 SAME TITLE NIG 1
NMI 1152  61 F E B	 3 1982 NASA Internal	 Standing	 Committee for the	 Issuance of	 Permits to	 Ship NIG 1
Rocket	 Motors	 Containing	 Class	 B	 Enp;osrves in a Propulsive Stale or
With the Igniters Installed
NMI 1154 1B DEC	 13 1977 NASA	 Participation in Activities of Federal Executive 	 Boards and	 Related NH 1
Associations (RC N10 0000 0)482)
NMI 11564F JUL	 1 1978 Ad	 Hoc	 Advisory	 Subcommittees	 of	 the	 Space	 Science	 Steering f 1
Committee
CH	 1 JAN	 1 1979 SAME TITLE E 1
CH 2 MAR 30 1979 SAME	 TITLE E 1
CH 3 DEC	 31 1979 SAME TITLE F 1
e
ORIGINAL Pf,,
- ,: ! I
;F OF POOR QUALITY
EFF REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NO OATIS SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
a# m
{. t ti	 4 NOV 30	 1980 SAME	 11I l l I 1
It	 1 , O(-1 31	 1981 ',AML	 Tiltt 1 I
NMI I 156 14 f APR 27	 1982 Aeu,spate Safety	 A Iv,-.—y	 Panel L B 1
I H
I
10	 1981 `,AML	 IITII
ILI
i
NMI 1 151, 241 111, 1	 19H2 NASA Ways / ammo H fit,I NP( 1	 a
!	 NMI t I51, J0 f t B i H	 19 i b Art Iluc	 AAv r.nry Sub, nmmdtees of the Apphr at 	 ',Ieonny (tun n..itia" l 1
( H	 1 NOV 19	 191(1 SAM(	 Till[ f
I
	
it MAR 9	 1919 `,AMI	 TOIL I )
i (M	 9 MAR S	 1981 SAM[ Wit t I
- I 	 10 D(( _31	 19H SAME	 Tilt[ f
NMI 1151, 34( JUN 1	 1981 NASA Advisory (oun,It and Related It -nnuttow, tH 1
NMI 1 160 11 AUG 20	 19BO l u+ •, 01 Sw c ess,on to Key Positions NSM 1
NMI 1162 IM APH I	 1961 0,,legabon of AuthwoV to Art to, the Adounsl ate, NSM 1
NMI) AO	 IIf, ,'M JUN 14	 1977 Authonty	 to	 Act	 for	 the	 Assistant	 Adm,no w1o,	 to,	 Pubb,	 Affans	 ui	 the if 1
" Event o f an Alta,'	 "'	 ,..,	 United	 (.hates
NMI 1200 1) 1 ( B 15	 1974 NASA Sp o.....	 -1 Management (onform.. es and Retieal •. NS I
NHH 120o )fit 1	 1981 NASA Baw MLwaq—rent P ru(essos N',M I
NMI 1.1 10 1 A St P lO	 1 1 ; 1 4 A, ( eplanc a of (,.its by NASA I
NMI 1,140 IA All' . 18	 1 Pi'tl f unr tional Management NSM I
NMI 1300 1 `,[ P I	 1,31H Uevelopmool Wink lo, Industry In NASA Wind lunneti, H( 1
NMI 1,320	 1 APH 19	 196ti Requests To,	 Leq.slatwe Material ( t
NMI 1315 1 .JUL I	 1965 Relationships with (wriwal A,(oumm.) Offne on Aud,l Matter. W 1
I H	 I AA 14	 1965 SAME	 Tlllt VV I
teMl 1,3153 JUL 19	 1974 Release to the r,oneral Accounting Office of Requested NASA In Two, aI W 1
arid He, aids
NMI 13SO 1H JAN 14	 1980 NASA f niployee P • 	 ,palion u1 Suenifi"	 and f nguunoinq Syrn po •,i,t NS 1
NMI 1 360 1 A UE ( 10	 1981 (cxndinahun of Rt	 1 - , t i (onc orninq f me„1n Areas I	 I 1
NPO 13 (1,' 
	
1 [1 Or 1 14	 1968 intIation .tad Devolupntenl of International Part, ipation and (oopeiation ui if 1
Aeronautic at and Spar o Programs
NMI 1.I
	
I I 	 1H JL'N 14	 1978 Requests fr.i Waivers of the Resident 	 Abroad Requnement to,	 I., hange (, 1
Visrto,s f ocI loyod by NASA Contra( ton and (,antoos
NMI 1.371	 3 JUL I	 19hti l(wnl,nat+on n, Fweiy,, 	 x.saui	 A,	 ,;v;twt. 11 I
NMI 1 380 2B 'A P 3	 1974 Dof wturo of Regions to, Public	 Altars Activities L I t
NMI 1380 i OF (" ib	 1914 Public	 ViS,Io •	Programs and Activities at	 NASA in •.t,rlldtions if 1
NMI 13804A JUN 8	 1976 Hrlease of Information to News and Information M-11a if
NMI 1 1806 At)(, 8	 1977 1 ondutI of Philatelic	 At tivitces and Services at	 NASA I. imallatio ns l f F I
NMI 1 380 1 1 E H '	 '	 1918 Nondisrnnunat,on	 Pol„ cos	 Apph(ahle	 to	 NASA	 Pwlu q„'t,on	 u,	 Public L I	 f 1
1 f vents
I'	 NMI 1.382	 1( NOV II	 1975 Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public AOB I
(H	 1 APH 4	 1977 SAME Wit AULT
NMI 1 381 3A DI (" 9	 1980 Release of Accident Investigation Reports to the Public I	 f iR( NMI 13874A `f8 5	 1981 Release	 to	 News	 Media	 of	 information	 Cunteoning	 At ridenis	 and if I
NMI 1381 11H StP 24	 1979 Protee lion of Personal Privacy 	 NASA Privacy A,I Rekitilatiuns N 1
L	 H	 I 0(1. 1980 SAME WILL N 1
'	 NMI 1385 1A MAR 14	 1916 Report(nyf of Public	 Appearances Scheduled by NASA Officials LF 1
NMI 13851A MAR 14	 191 1) Acceptance of Official Public Speaking Engagements by NASA Personnel I. t
NMI 1 387 1 H MAR T3	 1918 NASA E x`t,bds Program L F f 1
NMI 13871A NOV 15	 1975 Use	 (onl,ol and Dispo%own of Luna, Samples fu, Public	 Drsp!ay Purposes I 1
NMI 1:391	 1A SlP it	 1975 Conduct of NASA Educational Programs L 1
NMI 1.19,	 2H DE i 19	 1974 Preparation	 Production	 and	 Distribution of	 NASA	 Educational and	 Public
it 1
Informational Public ations
NMI 1394 1 UE (- 3	 19h5 Preparation	 Production and	 Disinbution of Motion	 Pictures	 Television and l F I
Radio Production
NMI 1410 )A APH 3U	 1979 NA%/. Manage ment Duecirves System NSM 1
NMI 1410 3( JUL 15	 1980 Application of the NASA Management Doric lives System lit 	 Jet Propulsion NSM I
L aboratory
NHH 1410411 AU(; 1	 )98? Master List and Index to NASA Duectrves	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NS 1(5101
NMI 1410 IOU f t B 19	 1982 Federal Register	 Delegation of Authority and Requirements for Publication NSM 1
of NASA Documents
'	 NMI 141011 SE 30	 1971 Timely	 Implementation	 of	 Policies	 and	 Other	 Requirements	 Based	 on AE 1
Legislation and Presidenlial Decisions
NiiB 1410 11 JUN 1979 NASA Management Directives System Handbook NSM 1(SIOI
CH	 I NOV 7	 1979 SAME	 TITLE NSM 1(Slpl
( H	 1 f E8 6	 1 981 SAME	 TITLE NSM 1(SIO)
NMI 14201( JUL 1	 1980 NASA Forms Management Program NHS 1
NHB 14201E JUL 1981 Index of	NASA	 and	 NHO	 Prefixed Forms	 (To Order	 See Chap)	 41 N)1S 1610)
NFIB 14301 MAR 1	 968 NASA	 '.,randards	 and	 Guidelines	 for	 Visual	 Information	 and	 Graphic NHG I(SIOI
Prtrsentat.ons	 i to Order	 See Chapt	 4)
NHB 14301 JAN 1	 1976 Graph.(% Standards Manual 	 f r o Order	 See Ch r, pt 41 L i F 115101
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EFF	 REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLF UFC SOL
NIIH 144() J All	 I	 1 96, NA',A	 PuL,.o^	 and	 (,udehnes on	 Ilia	 1 L•>c	 of	 Muruf+lrn1111l	 I ll )	 O,clw	 "tic W,M 115101
( Rapt	 41
NHH 1440 4A ,4)l	 I	 ")fi ll NA',A `,poi J(( shoos anol Slandard5 to 	 NASA I ng(noannO, Data Motrompro NSM Ii`,!!L
duc tiun Syslorns	 1711 011er	 ',or, U+apt	 41
NMI 1444)-,A AU(,	 :2 1919 NA',A Vrt. i l Hoconls P,ogram NH`) I
NMI ) 444) 68 DE (	 14 1919 NA1,A Hv(otds, Mdnageunent Program IN 1
NHH 1441	 1A I	 ii	 l	 ' 141n NA',A Hoc o,d •, D,spos,tion Handbook	 To Ord—	 See '-hapt	 4) NHS 11510)
r	
if
	
I AU(,	 14 1911 ',AM[	 full NHS I1 Wl;
if 141.1 ',AMI	 TITLE NHS 11510I
I	 N	 i I I B
	
1914 ',AMI	 TITLE NHS 11510)
NMI Will 11 All(,	 1. 4 /4 Fidndhnq t onosponden( or frorT, the Whole 	 House Olfic o and the (.c)(+gres" of I
NMI 14hc) 4B All(,	 1!, 1914 Hdnclidnl	 ( on tyos,ronaI	 CorreapcUUlone a	 and	 Inform itn,n	 (.o— erninq t. 1
(.ong ressiunal Ac twOes
NMI 14!)0',H A(!(,	 12 1914 flandhnll Cunosponden(e and InforrnatUOn from 4)+e Whitt House Office l.I M 1
NMI 14')0 Oil APH	 11 1919 Ur, •,g i ro 	 d rool Printing	 of	 NASA	 Letterhead	 Statione ry	 do'(]	 Coue •,poodan(e! NHS I
E nvolopes
NHB 14h0 11'A "I It	 I 197H NA',A (uoosponderne HandLxsok	 ITo Order	 So •+ Chapt	 41 NHS '15101
NMI 145011( 11(1	 1'1 198) NA',A Mad Management Pro,liam NH 1
1 4M1 4 /()	 1 t)(	 T	 1	 / 1919 NA',A Management Improvement and the Use of E valuation NSM 1
1480 1A APH 1976 Ho.,se Orgdns if 1
NF'D 149(!	 to G(	 t	 1 1971 NASA Pnnhn ll Management Program NHS 1
NMI 1490 1UN	 1h 1969 Hesl,onvbrLties	 Pnnedums	 and Standard, for NASA Printing	 Oupicitu+g NHS 1
dn(1 Bm(fn.
NMI 1490 1A All(,	 18 1912 Fit,1	 1 1, to the lnnt Committee on Printing NHS 1
(	 H	 1 'JP	 ih 1911 ',AM[	 Tilt[ NHS 1
;'MI 14904 111 P	 21 1911 Unjdwful Heproductoo,, of Corldrn Materials by Implo,ees NHS 1
NMI 1-1 40 2A AM, 13 1914 Notih(ation and Alert Systern for NASA Officials During Duty and Off Duty NHS 1
Hours
NMI t 64)0 1 A APH 4 1978 Inspe( tion of Persons dnd Personal E ffe(ts on NA. A Property NIS 1
NMI 1610 3A MAR	 t I 1^66 Personnel `,e(urity Program NIS 1
NHB 161	 ,c. ..,. 1,,6fi NP,`:P Pe•so. ,	 l	 __	 _r,ty	 Hendhook	 Ill, Older	 See Chapt	 41 MS IISIOI
( H	 1 APH	 '1 1967 SAME	 TITLE NIS 11SIO1
l.H	 2 SEP	 1 1961 SAME	 TITLE Ni`, 1(SIO)
NPD 1620 1 OC1	 :11 1967 Authorisation to Carry Fuoarms NIS 1
NMI 1620) SI P	 1 1961 CunUOI do i Is • ,,ante of Firearms NIS 1
NHB 1620 3A Of( 	 1 1919 NASA	 ' i	.r Security Handbook	 (To Order	 Sell 	 4) NIS 11SIOl
NMI 1610 4B NOV 19 1978 Potosi I..,	 dvel Within Communist Countries or Areas NIS 1
NMI 1620 7 ION	 1 197', (,uulehnes	 for	 Safeguarding	 Unclassified	 Systems	 of	 Records	 Under	 lire NIS 1
Pruviseone of the Privacy Act of	 1974
NMI 16302D MAY 11 191H lelegaton of Authority to Cenrty, (or Access to Heslncted Data NIS i
NPD I( H'.;)
	
16303 JUN 6 1966 Nc•lease of Classified Defense Information to Foreign (,overornents NIS 1
NHH 16404(. Jill	 1979 NA',A Information Sorunty Program	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NIS 1(SIO)
( H	 1 JAN	 11 1980 SAMF	 TITLE Nt'., I1SIO)
NMI 1640 7L MAY 4 1919 Dele,.Jatron	 of	 Authority	 to	 Make	 Determinations	 u,	 Original	 Security NIS 1
Clds',J1( Moon	 Matters
CH	 1 .JUN	 27 1980 SAME WIT NIS 1
NMI 1650 1 JUN 30 1966 Industrial	 Security Policies and Procedures NIS 1
NHB 1700 1(V1) JIIL	 1 1969 Basic Safety Requirements	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NIG i(SIO)
NHB 1700 11V31 MAR 6 1970 System Safety	 ITo Order	 See Chapt	 4) DP 1(SIO)
NHB 110011V10) JAN	 1979 Occupational Safety and Health Program NIG i(SIOI
NHB 17008 JAN	 1B 1976 (,wde	 for	 InseNlce	 Inspection	 of	 Groundbased	 Pressure	 Vessels	 and NIG 1(SIO)
Systems
(.H	 1 JUN 23 1976 SAME TITLE NIG 1(SIO)
NHB 1 700 7A DEC 9 1980 Safety Poll( 	 and Requirements. !or Payloads Using the Space Transportation MR 1(SIO)
System ISTSI
NMI 1 710 3B F E 8	 23 1982 Design	 Inspection	 and	 Cerlfication of	 Pressure	 Vessels and	 Pressurized NI(i 1
Systems
NMI 1712 1A OCT	 2li 1980 Investigation	 Reporting	 and Analysis of Occ patlonal Injuries and Illness NIG 1
NMI 1 730 11 AUG 8 1978 Policy on Purchase and Issue of Protective Clothing and Equipment NIS 1
NMI 160010 SEP	 27 1979 NASA Occupational Medicine Program NIH 1
NMI 1815 1C MAY 14 1980 Handling	 of	 Narcotics	 and	 Other	 Dugs	 Regulated Under	 the	 Controlled NIH 1
Substances Act of 1970
NMI 18202A SEP	 15 1980 f.:edredl Services on International Travel or Assignment WIH 1
NMI 18203 MAR 31 1981 NASA Hearing Conservation Program NIH 1
NHB 1900 1B JUN	 1 1976 Standards of Conduct for NASA Employees 	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) G 1(SIO)
NHB 19002A OCT	 12 1967 Standards	 of	 Conduct	 for	 NASA	 Special	 Government	 Employees	 ( T o G 1(SIO)
Order	 See Chapt	 4)
NMI 1900 3A MAY 5 1978 Confidential	 Supplementary	 Statements	 of	 Employment	 and	 Financial G 1
Interests
NMI 19004A MAY 31 1978 Responsibilities for Safeguarding Crop Information G 1
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EFF	 REVAL- RESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
NMI 1900 5 MAY 31) 1918 Pub, y and f4ml m-menu for Invostmentn ar id Outside E inploymont At twit-no (0 16
of Key Offa wk.
NMI 19006 0(1	 16 1918 Articles Authoruod to tie (:allied oo Spaco Traw,po •tatiun SyMOrn flights , 1
NMI 1900 7 'A P B	 1980 Adrniov&ative E n rorcement	 Procedures for Alloys ' 	 Jiclations of	 18 U S ( G I
101	 Post Employment (:onfllct of Interest Statute
NMI 19008 0('T	 10 1981 Foot Employment Regulations ti 1
NMI 1000 1 f E 6	 ? 1 1979 Delegation of Authority	 To Take Cortaro Ar lions for the Genecol Counsc (i 1
NMI 2010 1 DE (	 1 1969 Court Action, Involving NASA and NASA E mptoyoos G 1
NMI 2080 I B A li"	I 1980 Pro( os5uig of Monetary Clmms (General) G 1
NMI 10901 1EB	 1965 Civil	 Hight-,	 Act	 Nondiscrimination	 in	 Federally Assistod	 Piograrns	 '^ U 1
NASA
NMI 10903 "t F'	 10 1979 Nondiscrimination on Basis of Handicap GK 1
NMI 2110 IA SE P	 11 1974 Foreign Across to NAS> Technology Utilization Matc•ial E T 1
NHB 21101 OCT	 1 1966 Management	 (iuidolines	 for	 Now	 Tochnolog •	Reporting	 to	 NASA	 (To ET i(SIO)
Order
	
Soo Chapt	 4)
NHB 1170 3 APR	 1 1969 Doc umontation Guidelines for New	 Technology Roportmg 	 (To Order	 See I	 T 11510)
Chapt	 41
NMI 11101 DEC	 13 1973 t	 ly Domestic Dissemination of Technical Information D 1
NMI 21101 APR 24 1978 Distribution of NASA Computer Programs ET I
NMI 2214 1 )U1	 7 1982 control	 of	 the	 Production	 and	 Distribution	 of	 NASA	 Publications	 arid NSM 1
Audiovisual Products
NMI 112016 DEC	 26 1979 Definitions and	 Characteristics of	 NASA	 StAtintific	 aril	 Technical	 Pubbcat NST 1
NMI 22201B IAN	 14 1980
ions
DvIogation of Authority
	
Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific NST I
and To(Irfi cal Papers and Roports for Professional Audiences
NPD 12204 'AP	 14 1970 Use of the International System of Units (SII in NASA Publications D 1
NMI 22)(15A TAN	 14 1980 NASA :crentific and Technical Info • mation NST 1
NMI 22206A Of(	 26 1979 Quality	 in	 Visua l	Aids	 for	 NASA	 Sponsored	 Scientific	 arid	 Technical NST 1
Meotrngs
NMI 2)10 1A DEC	 19 1978 Dolegation of Authority 	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Sc,entrtic T 1
and Tochmc.al Papers and Reports for Professional Audiences
NMI 20 8A MAR b 1979 Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation arid Publication of Scientific E P 1
arid le(hmcal Papers and Roports for Professiona'. Auuiences
NMI 1	 z(:	 I MAR	 19 14 1 9 Delega,,on of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific E 1
and Tot finical Papers and Reports for Picifessional Audiences
NMI 2120 1 1 A OCT	 7 1 980 Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific R 1
aria Teihn«:al Papers and Reports for Professional Audiences
NMI 1120 IJA DEC	 26 1979 Evaluatiur. of NASA, RE CON Reference lists NST 1
NMI 222013A DEC	 10 1979 Review of r'roposed Special Publications NST 1
NMI 2130 1 MAY 12 1978 NASA .`scientific and Technical Document Release Authorization NST 1
NHB 2311 IA JUN	 27 1978 NASA Reports Management Handbook NSM 1
NMI 23122( MAY 30 1978 NASA Reports Management Pobc ,i NS 1
NMI )314 2 AUG	 12 1980 NASA Micrographics Management NSM 1
NHB 23402 NOV	 1 1966 OSSA/OAR1 Project Management Information arid Control System (MICS1 EP 1(SIO)
(To Order	 See Chapt	 4)
CH	 1 MAR	 ' 1967 SAME TITLE EP 1(SIO)
CH 2 JUN 9 1961 SAME TITLE FP 11SIQ)
CH 3 AUG 26 1969 SAME	 TITLE EP 1(SIQ)
NHB 24101C DEC	 1980 Computer Resources Management	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NSD 1(SID)
CH	 1 MAR 23	 !982 ',AMC	 TITLE NSD 1(510)
NMI 24106 110	 1 1979 NASA Sohware Management Requirements for Flight Projects NS 1
NMI 2410 7 JUL	 13 1979 Assuring Security and Integrity of NASA Data Processing NS I
NMI 24301 JAN 29 1979 NASA Word Process.ng Management NSM 1
NMI 252010 MAY 22 1978 Communications System Management TN 1
NPD 253018 AUC	 31 1973 Transcription	 Monitoring	 Interception	 or	 Recording of Telephone or	 Other T 1
Conversations or the Proceedings of Moatings
NMI 25302B DEC 9 1977 Assigning of Precedences to Record Messages TN 1
NMI 253038 MAR 5 1979 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 to	 Prescribe	 Standards	 for	 and	 to	 Approve T 1
RUUN 14	 1971 Procurement and Utilization of Telocommumcations Services
NMI 2530 7A DE  13 1978 Provision	 of	 Reliable	 Electric	 Power	 for	 Comm imcations	 Equipment	 and TN 1
F a, titres
NMI 2b30 10A DE7 9 1977 Administrative	 Control	 of	 Communications	 Traffic	 During	 Emergency TN I
Conditions
NMI 253011A DI  13 1978 Providing Communications Services to Other Governinent Agencies During TN 1
E mergency Situations
NMI 254010 DEC	 13 1977 Placing of Official Telephone Calls IN 1
NMI 25701B DEC 9 1977 Control	 of	 Radio	 Frequency	 Transmission	 from	 Space	 Vehicles	 and TN 1
Spacecraft
NMI 25702B DEC 9 1978 Radio frequency Management TN 1
NHB 25703 M1R	 15	 1971 Radio Fregiericy Management Manual (Formerly 	 NPC	 102 11	 (To Order TN 11SIL1)
See Chapt	 4)
11
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EFF REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
NMI 31003 F I B 1	 1980 Mangement of the Senior Executive Sorvir u N 1
NMI 325038 JAN 27 1982 NASA Positive Placement Assistance Program NP 16
NMI 32504A APR 19 1978 Career Counseling NPM 1
NMI 1-271 1 APR 1 1982 Employee Mobility NPM 1 DU
NMI 32803B OCT 29 1980 Detail of Military Personnel to NASA LD 1
NMI 32806B [IEC 13 1979 Dele,lation of Authority	 Approval of Suqu -15 for or	 Extensions of Military LD 1
Personnel Assignments to NASA
NMI 32808 JAN 16 1980 Recommendations for Awards of Military Decoration. to Military Personnel LD 1
Assigned to NASA
NMI 32809 JAN 16 1980 Military Detailee Parent Service Report LD 1
NMI 328010 JAN 15 1980 Processing Military Evaluation Report 	 (Effectiveness	 Efficiency	 fitness) LD 1
NMI 3780 11 JAN 16 1980 Wearing of Uniforms by Military Personnel Detailed to NASA LD 1
NMI 3291	 1 JAN 23 1967 NASA Personnel Management Information System (PMTS) NP 1
NMI 3303 1C APR 1'? 1978 Scueenmg of NASA Employees in the Ready Reserve NPB 1 6
NMI 3304 1 C SE P 1	 1 1980 Employment of Experts and Consultants NPM 1
NMI 3306 1A MAY 9 1978 Employment of Handicapped Individuals U 1
NMI 3311	 1C JUN 24 1982 Delegation of Authority	 Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office NPM 1
NMI 3311 4B Al IN 24 1982 Delegation of Authority	 To Make Appointments and Set 	 Pay for	 NASA 4PD 1
E xcepted Positrons 	 Positions in 5 U S C J104	 and Non SE 
	 GS 16	 17
or	 18 Positions
NMI 33304 .JUN 7U 1979 NASA Astronaut Candidate Recruitment and Selection Program M 1
NMI 3334 to FEB 2	 1982 Delegation of	 Autnority	 Intergovernmental	 Personnel	 Act	 (IPA)	 Mobility NPD 1
Program
NHL 3335 18 AU6 31 1981 The	 NASA	 Competitive	 Placement	 Plan for	 Positrons GS 15 and Below NP 11SIO1
(Including Trades and LlaW? Positions) 	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4)
NMOj AD	 34102A APP( 3 1915 Power anti Au p fiurrty to App;or Trai n ing !^	 Necn	 F , pinyeec Snnnsnred NPM 1
and Provided by (!	 S	 Organiiations e; Institutions Located in U	 S	 and
Possessions
NMI 34104A APR 3 1975 Personnel Development NPM 1
NHB 34105A AUG 1 1977 NASA Upward Mobility Program	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 41 NPM 1(SIO)6
NMI 34106A JUL 6	 1978 Foreign	 Training NPD 1
NMI 3410 7A APR 19 1978 Employee Development 	 Supervisory Training NPD 1 6
NHB 34108 JUL 31 1980 Procurement Career Development Program Guide NPB 1(SIW
NMI 34109 SE P 1981 Procurement Intern Program Handb( y)k HME 1
NMI 34502 OCT 27 1965 Inventions Made by NASA Employees G 1
NMI 3451 IA MAY 22 1978 NASA Incentive Awards NPM 1
CH	 1 JUL 27 1979 SAME TITLE NPM 1
CH 2 SEP 27 1979 SAME	 TITLE NPM 1
CH	 3 JUN 25 1981 SAME TITLE NPM 1
NMI 3451 2 OCT 14 1981 NASA Equal Opportunity Trophy U 1
NM; 3510 IF APR 20 1987 Delegation of Authority	 Positron Classification and Positron Management NPC 1 DU
NHB 35'05 MAY 1 1972 NASA Position Classification Handbook	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NP 1(SO)
NMI 35302 MAY 15 1978 NASA Policy lot Application of Highest Previous Rate Rule NPM 1 6
NMI 3531	 1E APR 27 1982 Delegation of Authority	 To Adjust the Pay of General Schedule Super isors NPC 1 DU
of Wage Board Employees
NMI 3531 3A APR 10 1978 Delegations of Authority Concerning Star) Increases and Quality Increases NPM 1 6
NMI 35501E JUN 8 1982 Delegation of Authority	 Overtime Work and Compensation NPC 1 DO
NMI 35502C AP'i 20 1982 Delegation of Authority	 To Make Determinations Regarding Premium Pay NPC 1 DU
on an Annual Basis
NMI 3594 to JUL 16 1981 Delegation of Authority	 Prescribe and Administer Allowances for Uniforms NPC 1 6
NMI 3610 1B MAY 24 1982 Delegation of Authority	 To Take Certain Actions with Respect to Hours of NPC 1 DU
Duty
NMI 36303B MAY 15 1978 Absence and Leave NPM 1 6
NMI 3711	 3F JUN 17 1990 NASA Federal Employees Labor Management Relations Program NP 1
NMI 3711	 5E APR 27 1982 Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Labor Management Agreements NP 1 DU
NMI 3711 68 JUN 19 1980 Employee Management Communications Channels NP 1
NNII 3711 8C APR 30 1982 Delegation of	 Autho r ity	 to	 Grant	 Waivers	 and	 Make	 Compelling	 Need NP 1 DU
Determinations	 for	 Agency	 Regulations	 Wren	 Respect	 to	 Bargameig
Pr000sais Under Trt:e VII 	 Civil Service Reform Act of	 1978
NMI 3711 10A APR 30 1982 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 to	 Administer	 Labor Management	 Relations NP 1 DU
Matters
NMI 371 1	 1 JUL 31 1981 NASA Federal Employees Labor Management Relations Program 	 Reporting NP 1
and Review Requirements
NMI 3713 2C AUC, 27 1974 NASA Equal Employment Opportunity U 1 6
NMI 371348 JAN 27 1970 Specific	 Assignments	 of	 Responsibilities	 Concerning	 the	 NASA	 Equal U 1 6
E mploymeni Opportunity Program
13
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NMI 3713 bB IAN 30 1978 M--my (,roue Reporting and Data Base Management NPB 1 6
NMI 3113 bi MAY 10 1978 Dvlc^gation of Authority to Act in Matters Pertaining to Equal 	 Opportunity U 1 6
Programs
NMI 316,	 l b DE C 4 1981 Dologation of Authority	 to	 Take Disciplinary Actions	 Adiorse Actions and NPM 1 6
Reductions in Grado or Removals Based on Unacceptablo Perlormanco
NMI 3771	 1( S1  1 1981 Delegalion of Authority to Act on Grievances NPM 1.6
NHB 3711 28 JUN	 15 1981 NASA (inevanco System	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NP 1(SIQ)
NMI 3792 11) ( )CT	 13 1981 NASA Employee Assistance Program NIH 1
NMI 3810 to MAY 8 1979 Procewno	 Claims Under the Federal Employees 	 Compensation Act NIH 1
NMI 38701U DEC	 11 1981 NASA Employees Benefit Association (NE BA) B 1
NMI 39402 AUG	 18 1980 Fund Raising NH 1
14
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EFF REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
NMI 40002( )UL 21 1981 NA',A E qugimont Managoment NE M 1
NMI 4050 1 B MAY I!, 1980 Supply Support By Defense Logist.. 	 Agony NE S 1
NMI 40502D APR 5 1979 Assignment and Maintenance of FE(.STRIP and MIL SIRIP A(`vity Addross NES 1
Codes
NMI 40601A MAR 8 1976 1ontrol of Returnable Containers NES 1
NHB 4100 1A )UL 1980 NASA Materials Inventory Management Manual NE 1
(H	 I MAY 24 1982 SAME	 TITLE NE 1
NHB 42001H JUL 1 1980 Equipment Manal7oment Manual	 (To Order	 Soo Chapt	 4) NE 1(SIO)
(H	 1 JAN 4 1982 SAME	 TITLE NE 11510)
NMI 4210 4F DE ( 23 1981 Supply	 Equipment	 Pnd Traffic Managoment Reporting Requnomonts NE 1
NMI 42201( NOV 7 1977 Standards for Office Furnduro and Fu , nshmgs NE 1
NHB 43001 1 E 6 1 1980 NASA Personal Property Disposal Mani at NE S I(SIO)
NMI 4.1o02 JUL 31 1980 Recovory of Pro( sous Metals and Critical Materials NE S 1
( H	 I APR ; 3 1982 SAME	 TITLE NE S 1
NMI 4300 3 DE C 29 1981 Disposal of STS Materials Other Than Artifacts L 1
NMI 43102 APR 25 1966 Utiluation of Ex(oss Personal Property of Other Federal Agencies NE 1
NMI 4:1104A APR 27 1982 Identification and Disposition of NASA Artifacts NES 1
NMI 4310 ., JUL 10 1980 Annual Report of Personal Property Provided to Non federal Organrlations NES 1
NMI 432(`	 ,A MAR 26	 1979 Purr has p	of	 Government Owned	 Surplus	 Personal	 Property	 by	 NASA NES 1
Personnol
NMI 4340 1() APR 17 1979 Dulegatioo of Authority	 to Approve Poi,	 ps and Other Matters Related to NE S 1
Disposal of Foreign Excess Personal Property
NMI 4-14031) APR 25 1919 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 to	 Approve	 Disposal	 of	 Foungn	 F x(oss	 Personal NE S 1
Property
NH8 441010 JUN 1982 WOitdtion dod Mdmlondnce of Federal Cataloging 	 ilo Oider	 See Chapt Nt Itst"
4)
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EFF REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
NMI 5000 1 MAY 28 1982 Small Business Policy K
NHB 51001(, JUN 1 1979 Selling to NASA	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) K 1(SIQ)
NHB 610020 OF  1981 NASA Procurement Regulation	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) H 1(SIQ)
NMI 5101	 1A DE ( 16 1971 Requirements for legal Review of Procurement Matters GK 1
NMI 5101 6B JUL 24 1981 Determination Authoriring Negotiation During National Emergency HP 1
NMI 5101 8G JUN 8 1982 Delegation of Authority
	 To	 Take Actions in	 Procurement	 and	 Related HP 1
Matters (Assistant Administrator for Procurement)
NMI 5101	 111 NOV 28 1978 Delegation of Authority to Debar or Suspend Firms and Individuals HP 1
NMI 5101	 121 NOV 11 1981 Policy and Procedures (concerning Procurement Requosts HP 1
NMI 5101 16D MAY 28 1982 Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Procurement Plans HP 1
NMI 5101	 171 MAY 28 1982 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 to Waive the
	
Requirement	 for	 Submission of HP 1
Cost and Pricing Data
NMI 5101	 19 JUL 1 1968 Avoiding Conflict of Interest Situations in the Placing of NASA Contracts G 1
NMI 5101 24F JUN 30 1982 Delegation of Authority to Take Actions in Procurement
	 Grants	 Cooperative H 1
Agreements
	 and Related Matters (Various Officials)
NMI 5103 IF APR 7 1982 Debriefing	 of	 Unsuccessful	 Companies	 in	 Competitive
	 Negotiated HS t
Procurt ments
NMI 510346 JUL 8 1982 Source Selections by the Administrator in Competitive Procurements H 1
NHB 5103 b DEC 15 1975 Source Evaluation Board Manual 	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) HS 11S1Q)
CH	 1 DEC 31 1976 SAME	 TITLE HS 1(SIQ)
CH 2 JAN 25 1980 SAME TITLE HS 1(SIQ)
NMI 5104 2B DF C 9 1977 Procedures
	 Governing	 NASA Acquisition of Certain	 Communications and TN 1
Electronic Equipment
NHB 5104 3A OCT 1 ;969 DOD and	 NASA	 Incentive
	
Contracting	 Guide	 (Formerly	 NPC 4031
	
(To H 1(SIQ)
Order	 See Chapt	 41
NMI 5104 5 F E B 12 1981 Policy	 and	 Guidelines
	
for	 the	 Use	 of	 Consulting	 Services	 Obtained	 by NSM 1
Contract
NMI 5106 IA NOV 28 1918 Determinations Under the Buy American Act
	 End Products and Construction HP 1
Materials
NMI 5106 2A NOV 28 1978 Determination Under the g uy American Act	 Canadian Supplies HP 1
NMI 51092D JUL 1 1981 Patent Waiver Regulations GP 1
NMI 5109 3B NOV 2 1981 Licensing of NASA Inventions GP 1
NMI 51094 F E B 1 1965 NASA Foreign Patent Program G 1
NMI 5109 5 AUG 18 19613 Foreign Patent	 Licensing Regulations G 1
NHB 51096 SUP 1 1966 NASA Patent Waiver Regulations Manual 	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) GP 1(510)
NHB 5109 7 MAR 1 1968 NASA Patent Soliciting Manual	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) GP 1(SIO)
NMI 5109 13A jUN 15 1978 Recoupment Policy for the Use of NASA Technology LG 1
NMI 5115	 11) JUN 16 1982 NASA Cost Accounting Standards Administration and Overhead Monitoring HC 1
Program
NMI 51 15 2 SE P 21 1976 NASA Involvement in Contractor Independent Research and Development R 1
IIR&DI
	 Activities
CH	 1 AUG 28 1978 SAME TITLE R 1
NHB 5117 1 MAR 31 1968 Contract	 Adjustment	 Board	 Index/Digest	 of	 Decisions	 (To	 Order	 See NF 1(SIQ)
Chapt	 4)
NHB 5151 6 SEP 19 1974 Guide for Monitoring Contractors
	 Indirect Cast	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) HC 1(SIO)
NHB 5154 1 APR 10 196 7 NASA	 Board of	 Contract
	 Appeals	 Index/Digest	 of	 Decisions	 (To Order NC 1(SIO)
See Chapt	 4)
SUP	 1 MAR 5 1968 SAME TITLE NC 11510)
SUP 2 FEB 26 1969 SAME TITLE NC 1(SIO)
SUP 3 FEB 29 1972 SAME iiTLE NC 1(510)
SUP 4 JAN 31 1914 SAME TITLE NC 1(SIO)
SUP 5 JAN 3 1976 SAME TITLE NC 1(SIO)
SUP 6 FEB 28 1979 SAME TITLE NC 1(SIQ)
NMI 515428 AUG 26 1977 Contract Appeal Procedures NC 1
NMI 5154 3 APR 7 1980 Contract	 Appeals
	 Procedures
	
Implementing	 the
	
Practices	 and	 Procedures NC 1
Required by the Contract Disputes Act of 1978
NHB 5200 1A OCT 1981 NASA Industrial Labor Relations Manual Nh i(SIQ)
NHB 5300411A) APR 1 1970 Reliability Program Provisions for Aeronautical and Space System Contractors DP 1(SIQ)
(Formerly NPC 250 1) 	 (To Order	 See Chapt
	
4)
NHB 530041181 APR 1 1969 Quality Program Provisions for Aeronautical and Space System Contractors DP 1(SIQ)
(Formerly NPC 200 2)
	
(To Order	 See Chapt	 4)
NHB 5300 41 1 C) JUL 1971 Inspection System Provisions for Aeronautical and Space System Materials DP 1(SIOI
Parts	 Components and Services (Formerly NPC 200 3)
	
(To Order	 See
Chapt	 4)
NHB 5300411D 2) OCT 1 1979 Safety	 Reliability	 Maintainability	 and	 Quality	 Provisions
	
for	 the	 Space MH 1ISIQ)
Shuttle Program	 (To Orde r	See Chapt	 4)
16
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NHB 530041281 NOV 1	 1971 Quality Assurance Provisions for Government Agencies (Formerly NPC 200 DP 1(SIQ)
1A)	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4)
NHB 53004(3A 11 DEC 1	 1916 Requirements for Soldered Electrical Connections	 ETo Order	 See Chapt	 4) DP 1(SIQ)
NHB 53004(3F) JUN 1	 1972 Qualified	 Products	 lists	 Requirements	 lot	 Microcircuits	 (To	 Order	 Suet [!F' i(SIQ)
Chapt	 4)
NMI 5300 78 JUL 15	 1981 Basic Policy and Responsibilities for Reliability and Quality Assurance D 1
NPD 53008 JAN 18	 1972 Lifting Program Hardware in Manned Space Flight Operations MoP 2M 3NI
NMI 5310 1C JUN 10	 1975 Alert Reporting of NASA Parts 	 Materials	 and Safety Problems DP 1
CH 1 MAR 31	 1976 SAME TITLE DN 1
NMI 531028 JUN 1	 1976 Participation in Government Industry Data Exchange Program (GIDEP) OF 1
NPD 5320 5 MAY 7	 1974 Basic Policy for Electronic Parts 01' 1
NMI 53206 OCT 8	 1974 Implementation of NASA Standard Parts Program UP 1
NMI 533028 FEB 14	 1977 Quality Status Stamping Requirements T F 1
NHB 5330 7 MAY 3	 1966 Management	 of	 Government	 Quality	 Assurance	 Functions	 for	 Supplier DP 1(SIO)
Operations	 (To Order	 See Chapt	4)
NMI 53309 OCT 18	 1978 Metrology and Calibration ( 1
NHB 53401B JAN 2	 1980 NASA Standard Procedures for the Microbiological 	 Examination of	 Spar. IH 1(SIQ)
Hardware	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4)
NHB 53402 AUG 1	 1967 NASA Standards for Clean Rooms and Work Stations for the Microbiali t B 11S101
Controlled Environment	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4)
NHB 5500 lA NOV 1	 1966 Petitions for Patent Waiver 	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NB 1(SIOI
CH 1 MAR 31	 1967 SAME	 TITLE NB 1(SIQ)
CH 2 DEC 28	 1967 SAME TITLE NB 11SIQ)
CH 3 JUN 1968 SAME TITLE NB 11510)
CH 4 DEC 1968 SAME TITLE NB 1(510)
(.H 5 JUN 1969 SAME	 TITLE NB 1(SIQ)
CH 6 FEB 1970 SAME TITLE NB 1(SIO)
('H 7 DEC 1970 SAME	 TITLE NB 1(SIO)
CH 8 MAY 22	 1972 ',AMI	 TITLE NB 1151	 it
i:H 9 DEC 21	 1973 SAM[	 TITLE NB 1(SIQ)
CH 10 DEC 1	 1974 SAME	 TITLE N8 1(5101
CH 11 (AC 1	 1975 SAME	 TIT IE NB IIS,U1
CH 12 DEC 1	 1976 SAME	 TITLE NEI SIQI
CH 13 DEC 1	 1977 SAME	 TITLE NB 1I^AQ)
CH 14 DEC 1	 1978 SAME	 TITLE NB i(SIQ)
(.H 15 DEC 1979 SAME	 TITLE NB 1(SIQ)
CH 16 DEC 1980 SAME	 TITLE
NET
CH 17 DEC 1981 SAME	 TITLE NB 1(SIO)
NH8 56002 F F B 1	 1975 Statements of Work Handbook	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) H 1(SIO)
NH8 5610 1 FEB 1	 1975 Handbook for	 Preparation of Work Breakdown Structure-	 (To Order	 See H 1(SIQ)
Chapt	 41
NMI 5700 1 APR 11	 1961 Awards for Scientific and Technical Contributions NB 1
NMI 5100 3B FEB 22	 1978 Policy and Procedures for Granting Monetary Awards for Reported Scientific. NB 1
and Technical Contributions to NASA and Contractor Employees
NHB 5800 1 JAN 1	 1981 NASA	 Grant	 and	 Cooperative	 Agreement	 Handbook	 (To	 Order	 See HF 1(SIQ)
Chapt	 4)
17
0000 0999 TRANSPORTATION
EFF
	
REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SDL
NHB 6000 i(. JON	 1	 1976 Requirements for Packaging 	 Handling
	
and Transportation for	 Aeronautical NE 11SIO)
and Space Systems	 Equipment and Associated Comp.nentt, 	 ITo Order
`we Chapl	 4)
NMI 60003A AU(,	 18	 1917 Use of NASA Airfield localities by Aircraft Not Operated for 	 he Bereht of NIB 1
the federal Government
NHB 62001 NOV	 1	 1976 NASA	 Transportation	 and	 General	 Traffv	 Management	 ITo Order	 See NF 1(510)
Chapt	 41
(.H	 2 MAY 16	 1919 SAME	 TITLE NE 11SIO)
NHB 65402 MAY P,	 1966 Admdu5tldtrve Aircraft Operations Manual 	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NIB 1($10)
CH	 1 I F B
	
1968 SAME TITLE NIB 11SIO)
( H
	 2 1 LI	 11	 1968 SAME	 TITLE NIB 11510)
CH 3 FEB
	 1969 SAME	 TITLE NIB 11SIO)
( H	 4 FEB
	
1970 SAMF	 TITLF NIB 1(SIO)
( H	 5 OCT	 1970 SAMF	 TITLE NIB 1(SIO)
( H	 6 MAR	 24	 1971 SAME	 TITLE NIB t(SIO)
CH	 7 1EB	 1	 1912 SAME TITLE NIB 11SIO)
(H 8 MAR	 25	 1974 SAML	 TITLE NIB 1(SIO)
CH 9 )UL	 19	 1918 SAME	 TITLF NIB 11510)
Nf1i 6560 1 ALA,	 27	 1968 Issues of Aviation Fuel and Oil for	 NASA Controlled Aircraft NIB 1
(fd+ 6600 1 MAY 30	 1975 Malntoname and Operation of NASA Owned Marine Equipment NE 1
NMI 6720 IA MAY 5	 1975 NASA Motor Vehicle Management NE 1
-)RIGINA9_ PA(:.t 13
OF POOR QUALITY
is
7000 7999 PROGRAM FORMULATIOP'
EFF REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
NMI 7000 16 APR 5	 1978 Awhorizahon and Control of Agency Programs H 1
NMI 70003A APR 5	 1976 Alteration and Control of Agency Resources H 1
NMI 101010 JUN 8	 1918 Procedures	 tut	 Processing	 Material	 for	 Inclusion	 in	 the
	
NASA	 legislative 66 1
Program
NMI 7040 1 NOV 1	 1955 Budgeting	 Approval and Funding of 	 Project Type	 Public Affairs Activities IF 1
NMI 71002B AUG 18	 1980 Establishment	 of	 Responsibilities	 for	 Obtaining	 Carlogtaphic	 Products	 and l0 1
Related Services from Other Government Agencies
NHB 71005B JAN 1	 1973 Launch	 Vehicle	 Estimating	 Factors	 for	 Advance
	
Mission	 Planning	 (To 0 1(SIO)
Order	 See Chant	 4)
CH	 1 F I B 23	 1973 SAME	 TITLE 0 l(SIOI
NMI 71008 FEB 2	 1972 Human Research Poh<y and Procedu r e<i G 1
CH	 i JUL 18	 1974 SAME	 TITLE G 1
NMD; AD	 71009 F E B 2	 1972 Power and Authority to Authorize	 Human Research and to Grant Certain [B 1
Related Exceptions and Waivers
NMI 7100 10 SEP 12	 1973 Control of Lunar Materials EL 1
NMI 7100 11 JUN 20	 1975 Announcement of	 Opportunity	 Process	 Acquisition	 arid 	 of E 1
Space Science Investigations
NMI 7 100 12 JUL 25	 1975 Standard RTOP Management System RM 1
NMI 7100 14A APR 19	 1978 Major System Acquisitions HS 1
NMI 7100 16 MAN 10	 1978 Payload Specialists for NASA Related Payloads E 1
CH	 1 MAR 26	 1980 SAME TITLE E 1
NHB 71202 JAN 1982 Principles of Project Management AE 1(SIO)
NMI 1121	 'C MAR 24	 1977 Planning and Approval of Major Research and Development Projects B 1
NHB 7121 4 JUL 1972 Guidehnes for Project Planning	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) B 1(SIO)
NMI 1232 1C SEP 24	 1975 Master Planning of NASA Facilities NXB 1
NMI 1234 16 JAN 28	 1977 F—M.vs Utiliation^ Program NXB 1
NMI 724011) MAY 18	 1978 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 to	 Approve	 Employment	 Cndings	 and	 Activities NI 1
Funded by Appropnsbons for Research and Program Management
NFD 1300 2 DEC 4	 1972 Policies and Reporting on NASA Facility Requirements NX 1
NH8 7320 1B MAY 1982 Facilities Engineering Handbook 	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 41 NX 1(SIOI
NHB 73202 JAN 1	 1972 Laboratory and Industrial Ventilation 	 (To Order	 Seo ( hapt	 4) NXS 11SI0)
NHB 73203 FEB 1973 Identification of Utility Systems	 ITo Order	 See Chapt	 4) NX 1(SIO)
NMD A	 7330 18 DEC 13	 1974 Approval Authorities for Facility Projects NX 1
,R)JUN	 14	 1971
NHB 7400 1 H JUN 8	 1978 Budget Adm nistrahon Manual 	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) BTF 1(SIO)
CH	 1 JUN 29	 1979 SAME TITLE SIF 1(SIO)
CH 2 JUL 17	 1981 SAME TITLE BTF t(SIO)
NMI 7410 1C MAR 16	 1979 Budgeting	 Funding	 and Payment for Contract Administration and Related BT 1
Field Services Performed by Others
NMI 74103B ALAI 13	 1919 Delegation of Authority for Acquisition of Commercial or Industrial Products NI 1
and Services for NASA Use
NMI 7620 1B APR 28	 1978 Official Names for Major NASA Projects LFC 1
NMI 18301E DEC 9	 1981 Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Resources Authority Warrants (NASA BT 1
Form	 506	 Green)	 Establishing	 Resources	 Authority	 Within	 the	 Funds
Available to NASA
NMI 7900 16 JAN 15	 1982 Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Policies and Other	 Matters Related NIB 1
to NASA Aircraft
NMI 7910 1A AUG 10	 1978 NASA Aircraft Management NIB
NMI 7920 1 FEB 28	 1977 Utilization Of Headquarters Aircraft NIB 1
CH	 1 FEB 28	 1977 SAME TITLE NIB 1
NMI 79202 MAR 22	 1979 Management and Operation of NASA Administrative Aircraft NIB 1
19
8000 8999 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
EFF REVAL RESP
ISSUANCE NU DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
NPD 80001 MAY 10 1972 NASA Earth Rosoufcos Survey Program Imagery ER 1
NMI 80101 St 26 1979 Classification of NASA Space Transportation System (STS) Payloads D 1
NMI 80102 OC1 9 1980 The international System of Units (51) D i
NPD 8020 7 SEP 6 19117 Outtwund	 Spacecraft	 Basic	 Policy	 Relating	 to	 Lunar	 and	 Planetary E 1
ConlCmmation Control
NPD 8020 10A AUG 1 1972 Oui..c:vnci	 Planetary	 Biological and Organi(. Goulammation Control 	 Policy It 1
and Responsibility
NPD 8020 11 JUL 9 1968 Lunar and Plano-ry Nomenclature E 1
NHB 8020 12A F F 8 1 1916 Quarantine Provisions For Unmanned Extra 	 Terrestrial Missions 	 ITo Order IS 1(S10)
Sea Chapt	 4)
NPD 8020 14 JUL 16 1969 Extraterrestrial	 Exposure F 1
NMI 80201BB MAR 15	 1973 Space Shuttle Program Management MS 1
f  1 SEP 20 1974 SAME	 TITLE MS 1
NM I 802021A OCT 1 1974 Spacelab Program Management O 1
NMI 802022A MAR 14	 1977 Interim Upper Stage (IUSI Project MS 1
NMI 30303A MAY 2 1978 Pohcy Concerning Data Obtained from Space Science Flight In v estigations EP 1
NHB 89306A NOV 1 1978 Guidelines for Acquisition of Investigations 	 (To Order	 See Chapt
	
4) HS 1(SIO)
NMI 80403 JUN 23 1978 Space Transportation System (STS) Operations Program Management O 1
NHB 80b') 1B :AP 1 1981 Flammability	 Odor and Offgassing Requirements and Test 	 Procedures for MR 1(SIO)
Materials	 in	 Environments	 that	 Support	 Combustion	 (To	 Order	 See
Chapt	 4)
NMI 83101if OCT 18 1979 Maintaining Continuity and Stability in NASA 	 Funded University Projects LU i
NMI 83201B AIR, 1 1978 Basic Policy for N>SA University Relationships LU 1
IN 83301A JUN 15 1979 Unsolicited Propasals From Universities LU 1
NMI 8340 1A JUL 9 1974 Actions	 Leadval to Decisions to Terminate University Grants arid Contracts LU 1
for the Convenience of the Government
NMi 841(; 1 '1CT 1 :974 Policy	 Go,rdelines	 for	 NASA	 Tracking	 and	 Data	 Acquisition	 Support	 for T 1
Reimoursable Launches of Non U S Government Spacecraft
NMI 8430 1A SE 12 1969 TrP_xing and Data Acquisition Support for Unmanned Space Flight Projects T 1
NMI 86102B JAN 27 1975 Public Appearances of Astronauts LF 1
NMI 861 O 30 MAY 13 1982 Delegation of Authority
	
To Approve Mission Objectives and Rate Missions NH 1
as Successful or Unwccessful
NMI 86104 JUN 2b 1968 Procedures
	
Governing	 Ground	 Operations	 Support	 Systems	 for	 Manned M 1
Space Flight Missions
NPU 8610 5 JAN 1 2 1973 Reimbursement for Launch Vehicles and Other Services Which are Associated BR 1
with Sparse Flights and Provided to Non U S	 Government Users
NMI 8610 b AUG 28 1974 Selo( con and Use of Insignias on Reimbursable Launch Vehicles LF 1
NMI 8610 7A SEP 28 1975 Management of Non U S Government Reimbursable Launches 0 1
NMI Bb 108 ,AN 21 1977 Reimbursement	 for	 Shuttle	 Services	 Provided	 to	 Non U S	 Government 0 1
Users
NMI 86 10 9 F E B 1	 1 1977 Reimbursement 	 for	 Shuttle	 Services
	
Provided	 to	 Civil	 U S	 Government 0 1
Users and Foreign Users Who Have Made Substantial Investment in the
STS Program
NMI B610 10 MAY 20 1977 Space	 Transportation	 System	 Support 	 Requirements	 Management	 and MH 1
Documentation
NMI 8610 11 NOV 13 1978 Control of	 Access to Operational Voice Communications Circuits 	 Space MHS 1
Shuttle Program
NMI 861012 JJN B 1979 Utilisation of and Funding for Space Transportation System (STS) Elements 0 1
and Services for NASA and NASA Related Payload
NMI 8610 13 JUL 6 1979 Space Transportation System Personnel Reliability Program MR 4 1
NMI 8610 14 SE P 8 1980 5paco Transportation System	 Procurement of Spinning Solid Upper Stages OTP 1
ISSUS)
NMI 8610 15 NOV 4 1980 Space Transportation System	 Use of Small Self Containeo Payloads Of 1
NMI 8610 16 JUL 1 7 1981 Delegation	 of	 Authority to
	
Take	 Certain	 Actions	 Related	 to	 Launch	 and 0 1
Associated Services Agreements and Other Transactions
NMI 861017 JAN 22 1982 Space	 Transportation System	 The Authority of	 The Space	 Transportation M 1
System ISTS) Commander
NMI 8621 1 C F E 8 26 1982 Mishap Reporting and Investigating NIG 1
NMI 80402 DE C 2 1978 Notification of Intent to Terminate Operating Space Systems NSM 1
NMI 87101A APR 13 1979 Promulgation of NASA Safety Standards and Health Standards NIG 1
NMI 87 10 2 FEB 19 1982 NASA Safety and Health Programs NIG 1
NMI 880011 JUN 25 1980 Real Property Phvscal Accountability	 Rccording	 and Reporting NXB 1
NMI 88003A APR 21 1967 Prevention	 Contra!	 and Abatement of Water Pollution NXB 1
NMI 88004 MAR 15	 1967 Prevention	 Control	 and Abatement of Air Pollution NXB 1
NHB 88005A , 1 OCT 1 1974 Technical Facilities Catalog 	 Volume I	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NXB 11510)
NHB 8B005A!lu OCT 1 1974 Technical Facilities Catalog 	 Volume II	 (To Order	 See Chapt	 4) NX6 t(SIO)
20
EFF REVAL RESP
,6SUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
NHB 8800 5AIIIU OL T 1	 1914 Technical Fa-lilies Catalog
	
Volume III	 I To Or rer	 See , Chat ) [	 41 NXB 1(510'
NMI 880071) JUL 30	 1979 Pro,odures	 for	 Implementing	 the
	
Previta, r :,s of the National	 Envuonmontal 18 1
Polity A, t INE PAI
(.N	 1 AU6 24	 1979 SAME	 TITLE LB 1
NMI 8800 8B AU(, 26	 1961 Polity and	 Procedure Owint; 	 First	 Priority	 to	 the	 Location of	 Now	 Offices NXB 1
and Other	 Facilities u:	 Rural Areas
NMI 88(JU 9B .JAN 16	 1981 Coordination of NASA Facilities Plann ng and Projects NXB 1
NMI 880010 AN 4	 1979 Floodplain an ri Vvetlands Management NXB 1
NHB 8800 11 APH 24	 1980 Implementing the Provisions of the National Environmental Polity Act LB i(SIG)
(.H	 1 JUN 24	 1931 SAME	 TITLE LB 1(SIO)
NMD A	 88101B OCT 14	 1975 Power and Authority to Taka Actions in Heal Estate and Relatod Matters NX8
NPD 8811	 1 MAP 31	 1964 Delegations of Authority to the Corps of Engineers 	 U S	 Army	 Concerning NXB 1
NASA Land Acquisition Act-vities
NMD FIX	 8811 3A MAY 10	 1976 Power and Authority to Take Certain Real Properly Acquisition Actions NX8 1
NMI 8811 S JAN 30	 1967 Procedure for Approval for Certain Real Property Acquisition, NX 1
NMI 8811 6A SE 24	 1975 Procedure for Acquisition of Real Property by Transfe r NXb 1
NMI 8812 1 MAR 13	 1965 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 Adjudication	 of	 Appeals	 Ansing	 Under	 Certain NXB 1
Corps of Engineer Leases of NASA Real Property
NPD 8813 1 DEC 10	 1964 Determination	 and	 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 Concerning	 the	 Granting	 of NXB 1
E asements
NPD 881 3 2 JUN 1	 1964 Determination	 and	 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 Concerning	 the	 Granting	 of NX 1
Leaseholds	 Permits and Licenses in Real Property
NMI 8813 3A JUL 29	 1981 'Delegation of Authority to Dispose of Real Property NXB 1
NHB 88202 MAR 1981 Facility Proje c t Implementation Handbook NX USIO)
NMI 8823 1 JUN 1	 1965 Approval of the Design for Proposed Monuments LF 1
NHB 88301 OCT 1	 1975 Operation and Maintenance Managers Guide NXB 1	 ISIOI
NMI 8833 1 JUN 18	 1975 Boilers and Elevators	 Periodic Inspection NXB 1
NMI 88.38 1B JAN 28	 1982 Reciprocal Fire Protection Service Agreements and Emergency 	 Fire Fighting NIG 1
A•,,'stance
.,.,1 850L1 to JAN 77	 1981 Ouo,ational	 Me(fi(:31	 Responsibilities	 for	 the	 Space	 Transportation	 System EB 1
ISTS,
NPD 89002 APR 30	 1969 Control iif Exposure of Space Fligh: Crews to	 Communicable	 Disease and E 1
Injury
NN,I 8900 3A JUN 1	 1978 Atitmnaut Medical and Dental Observation 	 Study	 and Care Program MSP 1
21
9000 9999 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
EFF	 FIEVAL F1ESP
ISSUANCE NO DATES SUBJECT TITLE OFC SOL
NMI 9010 1A NOV 8 1974 Policies and Ob;.ctivos of Financial Accounting arid 	 in NASA BFG 1
NMI 9050 3A OCT 25 1978 Adrninislralive Control of Appropriations and Funds B 1
NMI 9050 4B FIB	 9 1978 Administrator s Fund AE 1
NMI 90506A AU(,	 4 1977 NASA Exchange Activities B 1
NMI 908018 OCT	 19 1918 Review	 Approval	 and Imposition of User Ct • nrgos BFP 1
'EMI 9090 1D JUN 4 1982 Delegation of Authority	 To Act in Miscellaneous Financia	 Matters BFG 1
NMI 9090 2B JUN 20 1974 Procedures for	 Designating NASA Personnel to Perform Specific Financial BFG 1
Management Functions
NMI 9090 31 MAY 1 1 1982 Delegation of Authority and Procedures for	 Certifying	 Telephone	 Company BFG 1
Charges
NMI 90904H MAY 17 1979 Delegation of Authority to Certify Annual Obligation Ropor.s BFG 1
NMI 91101A MAY 5 1982 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 To	 Presc.ibe	 financial	 and	 Related	 Policies	 and BF 1
Procedures
NMI 91401 FIB	 2 1976 Hnimbursoment for Expendable Launch Vehicles and Other Services Which BFP I
Are Associated with Space Flights and Provided to Non U S Government
Users
NMI 92801A DIC	 20 1979 Pdyniont of Paelo and Reprint Charges	 Technical Information Documonts NST 1
NMI 9393 1C JUN 8 1982 NASA Transactions Entering the International Balance of Payments BFG 1
NMI 939320 JUN 8 1982 Use of Ixcess and Near Excess Foreign Currency BFG 1
NMI 9501 1C MAR	 15	 1982 NASA Contractor Financial Management Reporting System BFC 1
NHB 9501 2A OCT	 1 1911 Procedures for	 Contractor	 Reporting of	 Correlated	 Cost and	 Performance BF 1(S1Q)
Ddia	 (To Order	 Soo Chapt	 4)
NMI 963020 MAY 15 1979 NASA Utilization of Statistical Sampling Techniques BFG 1
NMI 9b30 3A AUG 5 1980 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 To	 Rendor	 Advice	 on	 any	 Question	 Involving BF 1
Certain Payments or Vouchers Presented for Cortdicathon
NMI 9645 1A MAR	 i iP73 C;o:ma !c! E!._..___* Payments of Pay and Allowances BFG 1
NMI 96701A OCT	 30 1975 Allowances for Notaries Public BFG i
NMI 9710 1H JUN	 1 1982 Delegation o f Authority	 to Authonrc or Approve Travel on Official Business BF 1
and Related Matters
NMI 97106F JUN 8 1982 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 To	 Authorize and Approve Travel and	 Related NPM 1
Matters Involved in Moving to P rmanent Duty Stations
NMI !,'1, 0 8(, MAY I4 1982 Delegation of Authority	 To Execute*	 Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for BFG 1
Travel and Related Matters
NHB 9720 3C f E B	 1 197 7 Travel	 Suggestions for	 NASA	 Employees Including Advisors	 Consultant-, BF 11S10)
and	 Experts	 Inside	 Conterminous	 United	 States	 (To	 Order	 aee
Chapt	 4)
NMI 97204A JUL	 6 1981 Claims	 for	 Collision	 or	 Upset	 Damage
	
to	 Vehicles	 Rented	 ay	 NASA BFG 1
Travelers
NMI 9720 5A APR 4 1580 Foreign T rdVOI Costs Charged to Giants 	 Contracts	 arid Other Agreements LU 1
With Colleges and Universities
NHB 9760 18 OCT	 12 1979 Employees Guide for Permanent Change of Station Moves 	 (To Order	 See BFG 1ialO)
Chapt	 4)
NMI 9910 1 JAN 28 1980 The NASA Audit Program W 1 1(510)
NMI 9920 2 AUG	 17	 1966 Audit Reports and Follow up Actions Relating to the Manned Space Right M 2M 3M
Organization
NMI 99501A MAY 26 1982 The NASA Investigations Program W ?
F.i
CHAPTER 3: NASA DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY
SECTION 1 COMPLETE NUMERICAL LIST
ISSUANCE NO TITLE
NMI	 1070 1[ NASA Olficial Seal	 In,rgnsa	 logotype	 official Pn,grari anti 	 tronrrut Badger,	 and f lays
NMI	 1022 IC Narning of Roads aricd %hoots
NMI 10402( UeHngohuri	 of	 t nengen,.y	 Authunty	 and	 NASA	 Hepresenldtiun	 on	 the	 Fede,al	 Proparndneon	 A(les, y	 Rol wool
Preparedness (".)mn'rtteo5
NMI 1043 10 fallout Shelters m NASA Huddiruls
NMI) A 1050 2A Power arid 	 to Negotiate	 I xecute	 Amend	 or Terminate (wilacn Interagency A,Iroements
NMI 1050 Of Delerlatuin of Authority 	 To Tako Attains Related to Certain Agroernerits Wilt , (AMegw, and lln,vrs^Ues
NMI	 1102 1( Holt, arid Rospunaibihturo	 The Associalo Administrator for Space Scren:.e
NMI	 1 102 70 Rule arid 	 Assoc Cato Administrator for Aeronautic s and Space Trs(nnology
NMI 1101 3A Holt, ti-I Hespone,rbr6tros	 Asiioccato Administrator It 	 Space	 Tratlorig and Data Systernr
NMI	 1102 4A H-v and ResponsdAd,o5	 Asso(coto Administrator for Space and Toireslna, Applications
NMI 1 102 5A Holes anti 	 Associate Admun5trator for Spa(v transportation Systems
NMI	 11026 Roles and Hesponr,rbddroo 	 Assoc idte Administrator for Spats Transportation Operatruns
NMI	 1103 1t. Hole and ResponsdelrtiesChef Fngirieer
NMI	 I1(r32A [)I'(" to,	 Indust nai	 Heldhons Office
NMI	 1 10381) Hole dnd Re5ponsdnhhes	 Assistant Administrator for Pro( urensenl
NMI	 1 103 10A (societal	 ( ounserl
NMI	 1103 11(. Hole and Respunsmdrties 	 Associate Administrator for Management Oporrahons
NMI	 1 103 15D Hole dnd Responr,dnhhns	 Assoc safe Administrator for I n (ornal Relation,,
NMI	 110316 Hole and Hesponsdnlihes 	 The Director for Fqual Op(wrlundy Programs
NMI 1 103 19A Hole and Respon • Aliddios	 Difm tot	 Personnel Programs Division
NMI	 1 103 20 Hole and Hespori%bdrlres	 Duector	 Financial Management Drvreron
NMI	 110321A Hole and Respunsdnlities 	 Duector	 Management Support Offce
NMI	 1 103 22 Rule arid H—pon,ibrbtio •,	 Director of legislative Affairs
NMI 110325A Hole arid Hosponvbihties	 Director	 Office of Small and Us. .vdntagod Business Util(7atrun
NMI	 1 103 26 Holes dnd Hosponsibilihes Director of Budget Operation-, fiivtsron
NMI	 110327 Hole aril	 °spun>iinhi,es	 „Spei*Or	 r.,.,.....e!
NMI	 1 103 28 Hula dnd Hrsponsibdihes 	 Dire( for	 Headquarters Administrative Dwivun
NMI	 1 103 29A Hole and Responsibilities	 Dire( for	 000 Affairs Division
NMI 110330A liole and Hesponsibilmos	 Doet for	 Government; Industry Affairs Dives,on
NMI	 1 103 31 Roles and Responsibilities 	 Director	 International Ahairs Division
NMI	 1103 37 Hole aril Responsibdihes	 Manager	 NASA 'tosudenl Office Jet	 Propulsion Laboratory tJPI I
NMI	 1107 1B Holt- and Hosponsibrhnes	 Manager	 National Space To(hnology Laboratories
NMI	 1107 , Role and Responsibddie5	 Director	 langley Resea r ch Contet
NMI	 1 107 4 Hole and Responsibilities	 Director	 Lewis Resea,, h (.onto,
NMI	 1 107 5A Hula aril Hespon s,bditie!,	 Due, tot	 Ames Research Center
NMI	 1 107 6 Hole dnd Respunsr Its III es	 Duet. for	 George C	 Marshall Spare Flight Center
NMI	 1107 7 Hole arid HospunsibiltI 	 Otto( for	 .John F	 Kennedy Space Center
NMI	 1 107 9 Rule and Responsibilities	 Duet for	 Lyndon B	 .Johnson Space Center
NMI	 1107 10A Hole 'm1 9esponsibdrtres 	 Director	 Goddard Space Flght Center
NMI	 11302 6 Unertu, of iaciuties
NMI	 1'62 IM Delegation c. Authority to Act for the Administrator
NMU	 AD 1 11 . 2 5F Authority to Act lot the Assistant Admmistratur for Pit. he Affairs on the I vent of an Attack on the .Jrolod Slates
NMI	 1 3t,n 1 A Coordination of Research Con timing Foreign Areas
NMI 1 30r 4A Release of Informdlion to News dnd Inforroahoci Media
NMI	 1381 1(. Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public
NMI	 I-'H2 11H Protection of Person d t Priva, r	 NASA Privacy Act Regulations
NM I 1410 3C Application of the NASA Manage-ont Directives System to the Jot Propulsion Laboratory
NMI 1410 100 Federal Register	 Delegation of Authority and Requiremonts for Publication of NASA Documents
NMI	 145011(1 NASA Mad Management Program
NPO 14901A NASA Printing Management Program
NMI	 14'j0 2 Responsi Lids ties	 Procedures	 and Standards for N".SA Printing 	 Duplicating	 and Binding
NMI '4903A Reports to the Joint Committee on Printing
NMI ' 590 2A Notification aril Alert System for NASA Officials During Duty and Off Duty Hours
NN	 1630 2D Delegation of Authority to Cerldy for Access to Restricted Data
P,MI	 Ih40 7D Delegation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Security Classification Matte,,,
NHB
	
17tH) I(VII Basic Safety Requirements
NMI	 1711 1A Investigation	 Reporting	 and Analysis of Occupational Injuries and Illness
NMI 18,0 2A Mecdu.al Services on International Travel or Assignment
NMI 2000 1 Delegation of Authority	 To Take Certain Actions for the General Counsel
NMI 2090 1 Civil Rights Act	 Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs of NASA
NMI 221028 Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and	 Publication of Scientific and	 Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NPU 72104 Use of the International Systerr of Units (SI) in NASA Publications
NMI 1120 7A Delegation of	 Authority	 Approval	 for	 Presentation and	 Publication of	 Scientific and Technical Pdpers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
23
ORIGINAL 
pAC'nv la
,F POUR QIJALIT1
ISSUANCE NG	 TITLE
NMI 1111) BA Delmlabon -d A-thurrty 	 Approval In,	 Praor.ri lation and Publication of	 S',anube.	 and	 'echne.al	 Paporo and Reports
lot	 Prc:lossrondl Aodrent en
NMI ,'11u 1OR Delmlation of Authonty	 Approval for	 Presentation and	 Publication of	 S(.wntifu	 and	 Tochnrcal Papers and floports
Ior Professional Auchenceo
NMI .71u t to 0olec)abo., of Aulhu • ty	 Approval for Presentation and	 Pubhcatio+i of	 Scientifit.	 and	 Tochnrcal	 Papers and	 Reports
lot Prolossrondl Au, witw,
NHH 1140: 0`+f•A OAP1 Violet  .vlanagetnont Information and Control Sy- ' tern (MICSI
NHH 74101(. ("omputot Hesounes Management
NMI 14106 NASA `iollwaro Managemont Requirements for flight Projects
NMI )410 1 Assuring Security and Integrity of NASA Jota Processing
NMI 1510 11 " (.on,munic.abons	 .'arn Management
NMI ,' f) V) 36 Delegation of Ault rn.ty	 to Pmscnbe Standards for and to Approve Procurement and OMiration of Toler ommunications
Serv.ces
NMI 15 f0 10A Ac1omw'rotive (ontrol of Communications Traffic During Emergency Conditions
NMI 153() 11A Providing (A)tnrnwucations Services to Other Government Agent w5 Du r ing Emergency Situations
NMI 2540 t H Plir(ing of	 Oflu_rdl	 Tolephone (-alts
NMI 1570 18 (.	 ool of Hadru Frequency Twr,5missvtn from Space Vehicles and Spacecraft
NMI	 11110 211 Radii F requem y Management
NHH 15703 Hadio Ftequency Management Manual (Formerly NPC 162 11
NMI 32806If Oelacldtion of Authority	 Approval of Requests tot or Extension, of Military Personnel Assigrrmerils to NASA
NMI	 331 1	 11. Delegation of Authority	 Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office
NMI 3311 413 OvIegation of Authority	 To Make Appointments and Set Pay tot NASA Excepted Positrons, 	 Positrons in	 5	 U SC
3104	and Non Sf S GS 16	 1 7 or 18 Positions
NMI AD 34101A Power and Authority to Approve Training for I'ASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U 	 S	 Organirabons or
Institutions located in LI	 S	 and Possessions
NMI	 "it, IO If Oelegation of Authority	 Position Classification and Position Management
NMi 3531 it Di leclatron of Authonty	 To Adjust the Pay of General Schedule 5upervis os of Wage Board Employees
NMI 3511 3A Deh,gations of Authority Concerning Stop Increases and Quality Increases
NMI 3550 IE 0elegation of Authority 	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI	 3h5( i 2C. Delegation of Authority	 To Make Determinations Regarding Premium Pay on an Annual Basis
NMI 3594 1 Delegation of Authority	 Prescribe and Ada-nnislor Alit	 a i„eo !o: Ur.:!c"ms
NMI 3610 1 B Ielegation of Authonty	 To Take Certain Actions with Respect to Hours of Duty
NMI	 3711 bE Delegation of Authority	 To Approve labor Management Agreements
NMI	 Ill 1 HL Oelegdtion of Authority	 to Grant Waivers and Make Compo l ling Need Determinations for Agency Regulations With
Respect to Bargaining Proposals Under Title VII 	 Civil Servit .	 .deform Act of	 1978
NMI 3111 ,OA Deltiganon of Authority	 to Administer Labor Management Relations Matters
NMI :17 1 3 6J Oelegation of Authority to Act in Matters Pertaining to Equal Opportunity Programs
NMI 3151 1 Delegation of Authonty to Take Disciplinary Actions 	 Adverse Actions unit Reductions in (trade or Removals Based
on Midi-optable Performance
NMI 3771	 1C Ov:eyat-on of Authority to Act on Gnevancas
NMI 40002( NASA Equpment Management
NMI 43003 Disposal of STS Materials Other	 TE	 •i Artifacts
N x1il 4340 ID Delegation of Authority	 to Approve	 Policies and Other	 Matters	 Related to Disposal of	 Foreign	 Excess Personal
Property
NMI 4,14030 Delegation of Authority	 to Approve Disposal of Foreign 1; 	 -ss Personal Property
NHB 4410 1 U Utilisation and Maintenance of Federal Cataloging
NMI 5101 BG Delegation	 of	 Authority	 To	 Take	 Actions	 in	 Procurement	 and	 Related	 Matters	 (Assistant	 Administrator	 for
Prot utri-entl
NMI	 6101	 1 1 E Delegation of Authority to Debar or Suspend Firms and Individuals
NMI 5101 160 Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Procurement Plans
NMI	 5101	 171, Delegation of Authority	 to Waive the Requirement for Submission of Cost and Pacing Data
NMI 5101 24f Ur•Ir )ation	 of	 Authority	 to	 Take	 Actions	 in	 Procurement	 Grants	 Cooperative	 Agreements	 and	 Holai-d	 Matters
Nuncio, Offi(ials)
NMI 5103 1 F Debriefing of Unsuccessful Companies in Competitive Negotiated Procurements
NMI 5104 2B Procedures Governing NASA Acquisition of Certain Communications and Eleebomc Equipment
NN8 5300 41 1 Al Reliability Program Provisions lot Aeronautical and Space Svstern Contractors (Formerly NPC 250 1)
NHB E. 3004118) Ouaiity Program P r ovisions for Aeronautical and Space System Contractors (Formerly NPC 200 21
NHB 530041 1 (.) Inspection	 System	 Provisions	 for	 Aeronautical	 and	 Space	 System	 Materials,	 Parts	 Compone its	 and	 Servicei
(Formerly NPC 200 31
NHB 53044 11 B' Ouality Assurance Provisions for Government Agencies (Formerly NPC 200 IA)
NHB 5300413A 1, Roquiremonts lot Soldered Electrical Connections
NMI 5310 IC Alert Reporting of NASA Parts	 Materials	 and Safety Problems
NMI 531018 Participation in Government Industry Datd Exchange Progr,.m (GIDEPI
NHB 5330 7 Management of Government Quality Assurance Functions lot Supplier Operations
NHEI 8200 1 NASA T ransportation and General Traffic Management
NHB 65402 Administrative Aircraft Operations Manual
NMI 6560 1 Issues of Aviation Fuel and Oil for NASA controlled Acrc•ah
NMI 67201A NASA Motor Vehicle Management
NMI 71002B Estabhshment of Res{xinsbdrties tot Obtaining Cartographic Products and Related Services from Othe r (iovernmen'
Agencies
NMD AD 71009 Power and Autho r ity to Authorize Human Research and to Grant Certain Related Exceptions and Waivers
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OF POOR QUALITY
ISSUANCE NO	 TITLE
NMI	 • 100 14A Malor Systorn Ar qu..... its
NMI	 1 111 1( Plannartl and Approval of Ma joi Por,oan-h and Development Pioje. is
NHB
	
1111 4 (,urdebnes for Proftci Plar,nmq
NMI	 1232 1( Master Planninq of NASA Fdcdrlros
NMI	 7234 IB Fdcdrh(n lllihvolion	 Prngrarn
NMI 1240 1 h Delegation of Authority to Approve F mployme it	 Cadiol,g and Activrtros Funclad by Appropriation!, for	 Riv,t)ait h and
Piogreni Managmnumt
NPD 1300 1 Poht w, and Repomi,i, l on NASA i a, &ty Roguiromenis
NHB 7320 1 H f du,ities E n,prneenng Hdndbook
NHB 13202 ldborato(y and Industndl Ventilation
NHB 13203 Identification of	 Utility	 Systems
NMI)	 A 11.10 18 Approval Authorities for facility Projects
NhB 1400 1 H Budget Admanstidtion PAanual
NMI 1410 i Detiiyation of Authority for Acquisition of Commercial or Industrial Product!, and Servi(w, for NASA Unt,
NMI 78 i II Delegation of Authority	 to Approve Resources Authority Warrants (NASA Form 606 Groeni Irtablo,hafg Hesounus
Authority Within the Funds Available to NASA
NMI 1900 1 3 ()e1c,)ahon of Authority	 To Approve Policies and Othei Matters Related to NASA Ain raft
NMI 7 NASA A.n tuft Managerrfont
NMI 1 Mdnagement and Operation of NASA Administrative Aucraft
NPD 8000 1 NASA Earth Resources Survey Program Imager,
NMI 8010 1 Classification of NASA Space Transportation System (STS) Pdyloodr,
"PD 8020 10A Unthound Planetary Biological and Organic Contamination Control 	 Pohcy and Responsibility
NPD 8020 1 1 Ion& and Planetary Nomenclature
NHB H020 12A Ouarar:me Provisions For Unmanned Extra TerresVial Missions
NMI 8O303A Policy Comenung Oats Obtained from Space S(.ience Flight Investigations
NHB 80306A (iuidehnes for A, gtivition of Investigdtions
NMI 84301A Tratkmg and Da ,i Acquisition Support for Unmanned Space Flight Projects
NMI 6610 31) Uelcgation of A. fhonty	 To Approve Mission Objectives and Rate Missions as Successful or Unsuccessful
NMI 8610 1't Space Tianspoddnon System Personnel Relidbrhty Program
NMI Elb 10 la Delegation of Authority to Take Certain Actions Related to Launch and Asso(lated Services Agreements and Other
NMI 88003A Prevention	 Cont rol	 and Abatement of Water Pollution
NMI 88004 Prevention	 Control	 and Abatement of Air Pollution
NMI 88007D Procedures for Implomentinq the Provisions of the National Envfronmentel Pol icy Act 1NEPA1
NMI 8800 10 f loodplain dnd Welland% Management
NMD A 8810 18 Power and Authority to Take Actions in Heal Estate and Related Matters
NPD 8811 1 Delegations of Authority to the Corps of Engineers	 U S Army	 Containing NASA Land Acquo0ion Achvrtres
NMD fix 8811 3A Power and Authority to Taks :,ertam Heal Property Acquisition Actions
NMI 8812 1 Delegation of	 Authority	 Adjudication of Appeals An51ng	 Under	 Certain Corps of Engineer	 leases of NASA	 Redl
Property
NPD 8813 1 Deteinunatwn and Delegation of Authont y Concerning the Granting of Easements
NPD 8813 2 De for rninalion	 dnd	 Deregation of Authority	 Co.icerning the Granting	 of	 Leaseholds	 Permits and	 ticenses	 in	 Real
Properly
NMI H81 3 3A Delegation of Authority to Dispose of Rea. Property
NMI 9090 1D Delegation of Authority	 To Act in Miscellaneous Financial Matters
NMI 909031 Delegation of Authority and Procedures for Certifying Telephone Company Charges
NMI 909048 Delegation of Authority to Cortify Annual Obligation Reports
NMI 9210 1A Delegation of Authority	 To Prescribe Financial and Related Policies and Procedures
NMI 9393 2C Use of Excess and Near Excess Foreign Currency
NMI 9501 t( NASA (;of tractor Financial Management Reporting System
NHB 9501 2A Procedures for Contractor Reporting of Conelmed Cost and Performance Data
NMI 9b303A Delegation of Authority	 To Render Advice on any Question Involving Certain Payments or Vouchers Presented for
Certification
NMI 9710tH Delegation of Authority	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 9710hl' Delegation of Authority	 To Authorize and Approve Travel and Related Matters Involved in Moving to Permanent
Duty Sidtions
NMI 97108( Delegation of Atthw, r	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
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oHI GINAL PACE 13
OF Po)(.)R QUA TTY
SECTION 2 BREAKDOWN OF DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY BY 07FICES INSTALLATIONS
TO WHICH CERTAIN POWER AND AUTHORITY IS ASSIGNED
OFFICE Of THE ADMINISTRATOR
NMI, A 10-Al IA	 Towel and Aulhunly h, Netp,holo I .,it vto Anwnd or lotmainto l nstaln lsdo,atlonty Atpoonwntn
NMI I640 I ts
	
Polotlaliuu ul Aulhun lv to Mako Dolt nnnnahonn . n ( llualal `wtunty Clwnndit wbun Mallorn
NMI ! : ; 0 !H
	
Iirlellahun ul Aulhunly A;geovol it,, Pl000nto' . .+kid Publu ahun of St motih, and lal hmt al 1 1 01 .oro and flolnnto
lui Pu,lo,mtinnl Alois.- on
NMI I 1 1 1 It	 I,oh,ilahun nl Aulhunly h, All • tit l.navam on
NMI, A	 1 10 111	 Apt n.vol A,nhn..bon Iw 1 a, Ihty Pm1sra in
OfFiCf Of THE ASSOCIATE DEPUTY ,WMINISTRATOR
NMI 1041 1 	 , l I n.er ip+n, v Aulhunly and NASA	 t it 	 I odwal Ropmmlmmn A tlon, y Rniponai
Ih uparmba,,, t millmi(non
NMI 1 161 1 M	 Dvleilnhol. of Aulhunly w A, I lur tho Adimne imto,
NMI 1 IH121	 Avndabihty of P. 11muy Hr , md. to Mombasa of tho
NMI 1 102 1111 	 'n,lm bun of Po, ,I nal P,-vi. v	 NA` .A Pnvncy A, I Noilulntrunn
14MI Its
	 111	 IloletlalUUn ,I Aulhunly lu (n,ldy is-, Ask non lu finalist tad Onto
NMI III I Ir	 Dolrila, tin nl Aulhunly Appuo,imonl and Admuu,tmattl Onll.n of Offito
NMI POW II
	
11t+Inila hen uI AuthmNV Otto, tuns, Wo,k and Cuugwnoalum
NMI 4110 11,	 D'dollnhnn nl A,,Ilumty In Authtintr or Approve l,nvol till Offs, lnl thentionn will llniatod Molinrn
NMI '1I In 131	 Ilrlo,lnhun M Autbouty lu 1 ,e, ,to fieunbw nahle Anan iµnhonln ' .ololy fill Irnvol kind linintmt Malnnn
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER
NMI, A IuhU;A III-- rmd Aulhn.Ity Io Ne iy,llnie	 I ,mwo	 Amami	 .n	 Ienno,at, (,,,inm Inter ailon,y Ailmo...onto
NM;
	
1 It) I I Nuln atilt Henpnn • . IInW.n,	 Ihn„ tar	 . n.ant ,al Mnnngon ,etit (hvmu,ti
f4Ml	 I	 II, 1
	 2 (I nn.I Ileni.....	 . pis, Ihrm tw u' Iludilot npa . otumn (hvmton
NMI	 I Its.'	 IM Ilrloiiahun ul AuthmitV lu A,I Im the A,Inumatialm
NMI	 . ; ; (• 2 H I lnlo i lnhnn ul	 Authority	 Approval	 In.	 I"onaniahun	 and	 Tubb, Alan,	 ul	 !,l	 tiff,	 nml	 I w hill, al	 'I'm,	 atilt
Iii	 r rnfnonn,ari	 . u.,....., P.%
NMI	 ,	 I I 0,1nildltun of Aulh-ov	 llveltln... Wu,k atilt (umpannn hun
!J MI	 11	 ;	 Ilk I lningat.un tit Au1h- ! v 	 In	 I aka It, n, g,hnnly	 A, tUOnn	 A,tvo„o A, Roll, and finds., nun, n, tirade uI	 lionnnolr llannd
I'll
	 oplablo 1'mi-mom n
NMI	 I liW II llPloilot	 I	 if Authunly
	
I, App,uvo Honotmon AUth„ilty Wannntn (NASA Lou., !,Oil	 (,rornl Ininhh,hmu Il000w,on
A.rihunty	 WIthI.. Iho I,n.d, Available it,	 NASA
NMI 9„'i011 , Itch, ila bun I+1 Autl untV	 lo	 A,t	 is 	 I,namial	 Mallmn
NMI 4,411 11 1Iniotlot	 I of Asoliow),	 o... 1 I'Iat odu.on fur	 ( orlllymi)	 I olophom, ( ur,gntnv	 l ha,pon
NMI 41,90 411 Ita lntlohun nl Authunly lu l widy Annual Obhilnhtin Iloportn
NMI 9;to IA Dologaltun W A,.thunty	 in 1'mn, nhn Imomml and Nolated Poh„on and I"madman
NMI	 0, 10 to Ilnloilninm tit	 Authunty	 to H,nnhu	 Advl, o ro, any Ouanlinn Involvut tl ( p itmn Pnyn,on t, uI	 vom hmn P-linntilod it,,
l otUh. ahun
NMI 9 i 10 111 Ilelotlol	 ul Authunty	 h, Atiflu—to m	 Apprnvo	 I,avol tin Milk u I limmionn and liolatml Mailoin
NMI 111,0 H, I,eluilahun n, A,Ilhur,iv	 lo I.o,ul„ It 	 Woonahle Acinnilomm i ll, Snloly Im	 Iravol and lielwlml Matio.n
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER
NMI	 1 It, 1	 1( Nutn nn•I Nm.pul	 ..tnhi n,	 l hurl 1 nipnoor
NMI	 1 I01 I /0 I ,isle, is 	 I t  Pm,unal II—mV	 NASA Pnvwcy A, I Nailulnhun
NMI	 .1!000 11 Dolni)ahtiu of Authunly	 Ovo,hme Wwk and ( ompannnhon
NMI	 9110 111 l,r,,,ilnhun ul Auli.tu av	 In Authomo tit Approve	 l,nvnl till Offi, Iwl lluna.onn and fielntod Mattom
NMI 4110 Ht Dolnilahnn of A,01lowy	 Ili
	 .e, uto Flcnmburitablo Ankin tlott.enln Solaly fm	 I,avol and fiolotod Matto,n
OFFICE Of SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL.CATIONS
NMI1 A	 1 0 1,0 'A Poo	 w and Authunty t, , Neipmoto	 I ^wtjty	Amend	 uI	 'mmmnto l * mlom htlo , alloncv Aprnamnntn
NMI I 10 1( Nnlp ar.d Noniron Imlaw, 	 Tho Annti,.ato Admanntmit), for Spmo St,omo
NMI	 , 102 4A Iloilo and 4enpor..tbihhnn	 Anaut uNo Admmratrator for	 Sp	 t and Tar.onhtol AI-I., ahonn
NMI	 I Ili) IM Drilnllnhun of Aulhow N,	 to A,I	 is),	 Ili,,	 Admintatiotor
NMI	 1 040 Ill OvIci lnmo, of A„ tl.uniy it, Make Ilotonninat.00n u, lh,go ,al Sm unty ('.Iann.ht ation Mnttmn
NMI 2220 Ira Dolailat	 ul Authww,	 App—,al ion	 Placentation will Pubb,nhoti of `„tnr.h0t	 will	 Tothnoal Papmn and liolw0n
lo,	 P,ulnnntunal Au I no, an
NMI 22 2U ILA Uologotru I	 ul	 AulhonP,	 A l ..,,oval	 i t ),	 Pronontt.hnn	 and	 Pubh, ohon	 kit	 '	 tenlih(	 antl	 Toehno al	 I l opwit and Nnpoita
tin Pndowutonal Audioncan
ml 2221 ) 100 Ilnloilwhon s.1 Authunty 	 Apt .... val his	 Pmocintolion	 atilt	 Pistils, nttti,	 S, u> tiUfn	 and	 lothni, n1	 Papo,n	 and	 fiel,tnin
It), I'mlonanmol Amhom on
NMI	 .1hh11 It Delegation of Authotlly 	 Ovorhmo Work and Contponnauun
NMI	 11 1,1 	 111 Ilnlnvlat o , of Authority in	 Tako ( lm, q,	 a Actions	 Adratno At horn mM Nodu, hun• Ili 	 o, ilomovolo tinnad
nti llnn<I ni,lnblo I" •rdo, man,o
NMI	 1111	 Il D nlouwhon of Autl,ar+Iv to A,I tin (,ro van, as
it,
NMI 86 10 30
	
Delegation of Authonty 	 To Approve Mission Objectives and Rate Missions as Succowful or Unsuccessful
NMI 9710 1H
	
Delegation of Authority to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Busmoss and Related Matters
NMI 97108(	 Delegation of Authority To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL
NMD, ,O 	 1050 2A Power and Authority to Negotiate	 Execute	 Amend or Terminato Ceilam Interagency Agroornents
NMI 1103 10A General Counsel
NMI 1 152 IM Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NM I
 1382 2C Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public
NMI 1640 70 Delegation of Autnonty to Malu Determinations in Original Security Classification Matters
NNII 2000 1 Dolegatren of Authority 	 To take Certain Actions for the General Counsel
NMI 2220 28 Delegation of Authority 	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of	 Scientific	 and	 Technical	 Papers and	 Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 3550 1[ Delegation of Authority	 Overtime W(irk and Compensation
NMI 3752 I B Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions 	 Adve r se Actions and Reductions in Grade or Romovols Based
oo Unacceptable Performance
NMI 9710 IH Delegation of Authority	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 97'080 Delegation of Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for 	 (ravel and Related Matters
OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT
NMD A 1050 2A Power and Authority to Negotiate	 Execute	 Amend	 or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1 103 2A Director	 Industrial Relations Office
NMI	 1103 :iD Role and Responsibilities 	 Assistant Administrator for Procurement
NMI 1 103 25A Role and Responsibilities	 Director	 Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization
NMI 1410 100 Federal Register	 Delegation of Authority and Requirements for Publication of NASA Documents
NMI 22202B Delegation of Authority	 Approval for	 Presentation	 and	 Publication of	 Scientific;	 anr!	 Technical	 Papers and	 Reports
for P.11135sional Audiences
NMI 3550 1L Delegation of Authonty 	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3752 1B Delegation of Authorit y to Take Di,t plmary Actions	 Adverse A(tions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 5101 86 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 To	 Take	 Actions	 in	 Procurement	 and	 Related	 Matters	 (Assistant	 Administrator	 for
Prucurernenll
NMI 5101	 1 IF Delegation of Authority to Debar or Suspend Firms and Individuals
NMI 5101	 161) Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Procurement Plsns
NMI 5101	 17F Delegation of Authority 	 to Waive the Requirement for Submission of Cost and Pricing Data
NMI 9710 1H Delegation of Authority 	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Oft:cial Business and Related Matters
NMI 971080 Delegation o f Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely lot Travel and Related Matters
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
NMD A 1050 2A Power arid 	 to Negotiate
	
Execute	 Amend	 or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI
	 110327 Role and Responsibilities	 I nspector General
NMI 1640 7D Delegation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Facunty Classification Matters
NMI 3550 1I Delogati(in of Authority	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3752 1B Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions 	 Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI	 3711	 1( Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMI 9710  1 if of Authority	 to Authorize or Approve Travet on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 47108( Delegation of Authority	 to Execute i..-mi,wsable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
OFFICE OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS
NMD A 10502A Power and Authority to Negotiate
	
Execute
	
Amend	 or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI	 1103 15D Role and Responsibilities 	 Associate Administrator for External Relations
NMI	 1 103 2 1 A Role and Responsibilities
	
Director	 Management Support Office
NMI 1 103 29A Role and Responsibilities	 Director	 DOD Affairs Division
NMI 1 103 30A Role and Responsibilities	 Director	 Government/ Industry Affairs Division
NMI	 1 10331 Flores and Responsibilities	 Duector	 International Affairs Division
NMD AU 1 161 5E Authority to Act for the Assistant Administrator for Public Aff3us in the Event of ar. Attack on the United States
NMI 1640 7D Delegation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Security Classification Matters
NMI 22201B Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and 	 Technical	 Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 32806B Delegation of Authority 	 Approval of Requests for or Extensions of Military Personnel Assignments to NASA
NMi 3550 1[ Delegation of Authority	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3752 18 Delegation of Authority to Take Discipitnary , Action,	 Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 43003 Disposal of STS Materials Other Than Artifacts	 j
NMI 8610 30 Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Mission Objectives and Rate Missions as Successful or Unsuccessful
NMI 9710  1 H Delegation of Authority	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 97108( Delegation of Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
	 a
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OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
NMD/A 10502A Power and Authority to Negotiate
	
Execute	 Amend or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1 103 22 Role and Responsibilities	 Director of Legislative Affairs
NMI 2220 2B Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and 	 technical	 Papers and Reports
for Professioral Audiences
NMI 3550 1[ Delegation of Authority	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3752 18 Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions
	
Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 3771 1C Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMI 9710tH Delegation of Authority
	
to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 97108C Delegation of Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
OFFICE OF SPACI TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS
NMI 1 102 6
	 Holes and Responsibilities Associate Administrator for Space Transportation Operations
OFFICE OF SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
NMD/A 1050 2A Power and Authority to Negotiate
	
Execute	 Amend or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1 102 5A Holes and Responsibilities	 Associate Administrator for Space Transportation Systems
NMI 1 162 1M Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NMI 22202B Delegation of Authority
	
Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and 	 Technical	 Papers and
	
Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 355011 Delegation of Authority
	
Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3752 1B Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions. Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 3771 1C Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMD/AD 71009 Power and Authority to Authorize Human 'lesearch and to Grant Certain Related Exceptions and Waivers
NMI 8610 30 Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Mission Ob;ectives and Rate Missions as Successful or Unsuccessful
NMI 8610 16 Delegation of Authority to Take Certain Actions Related to launch and Associated Services Agreements and Other
Transactions
NM; 9710 tH Delegation of Authonty	 !o Autho rize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 97108 r. Delegation of Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
HEADQUARTERS ADMINISTRATION DIVISION
NMI 104020 Delegation	 of	 Emergency	 Authority
	
and	 NASA	 Representation	 on	 the	 Federal	 Preparedness	 Agency	 Regional
Preparedness Committees
NMD/A 10502A Power and Authority to Negotiate
	 Execute	 Amend or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 10503H Delegation of Authority 	 To Take Actions Related to Certain Agreements With Colleges and Universities
NMI 11038D Role and Responsibilities	 Assistant Administrator for Procurement
NMI 1 103 28 Role and Responsibilities	 Director	 Headquarters Administrative Division
NMI 1382 2C Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public
NMD/AD 34102A Power and Authority to Approve Training for NASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U 	 S	 Organizations or
Institutions Located in U
	 S	 and Possessions
NMI 3550 If Delegation of Authority	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3550 2C Delegation of Authority 	 To Make Determinations Regarding Premium Pay on 3n Annual Basis
NMI 3594 1A Delegation of Authority	 Prescribe and Administer Allowances for Uniforms
NMI 3711 5E Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Labor Management Agreements
NMI 3711 10A Delegation of Authority	 to Administer Labor Management Relations Matters
NMI 9710 6F Delegation of Authority 	 To At-thonze and Approve Travel and Related Matters Involveo in Moving to Permanent
Duty Stations
NMI 97108C Delegation of Authority 	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
NMI 1103 16
	 Role and Responsibilities The Director for Equal Opportunity Programs
NMI 20901
	
Civil Rights Act Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs of NASA
NMI 3531 3A	 Delegations of Authority Concerning Step Increasus and Quality Increases
NMI 35501E
	
Delegation of Authomy Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3713 6.1
	
Delegation of Authority .:) Act in Matters Pertaining to Equal Opportunity Programs
NMI 3752 1B	 Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions. Adverse Actio , .:. and Reductions in Grade or Removals 9ased
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 3771 1C
	
Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMI 9710 i H	 Deleyahon of Authority to Authorize or Approve travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMi 97108C	 Delegation of Author:ty To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Relate( ! Matters
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT
NMD, A 10502A	 Power arid Authority to Negotiate Execute Amend. or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1050 3H	 Delegation of Authority 	 To Take Actions Related to Certain Agreements With Colleges and Universities
NMI 1 102 1C	 Role and Responsibilities The Associate Administrator for Space Science
28
NMI 1 10 2B Role and Responsibilities
	
Associate Administrator for Aeronautics and Space Technology
NMI 1103 11C Role and Responsibilities	 Associate Administrator for Management Operations
NMI 1103 19A Role and Responsibilities
	
Director	 Personnel Programs Division
NMI 1 103 28 Role and Responsibilities	 Director	 Headquarters Admmretrobve Division
NMI 1103 32 Role and Responsibilities
	
Manager	 NASA Resident Office Jet Propulsion Laboratory UPLI
NMI 11302 6 Drector of Facilities
NMI 1162 1M Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NMI 1410 10D Federal Register	 Delegation of Authority and Requirements for Publication of NASA Documents
NMI 1820 2A Medical Services on International Travel or Assignment
NMI 2220 2B Delegation of Authority 	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and 	 Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 3311 1C Delegation of Authority 	 Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office
NMI 3311 4B belegation of Authority	 To Make Appointments and Set Pay for NASA Excepted Positions
	
Positions	 in 5 U S C
3104 and Non SES GS 16	 17 or 18 Positions
NMD/AD 34102A Power and Authority, to Approve Training for NASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U	 S	 Organizations or
Institutions Located in U	 S	 and Possessions
NMI 3510 IF Delegation of Authority 	 Position Classification and Position Management
NMI 3531 1E Delegation of Authority 	 To Adjust the Pay of General Schedule Supervisors of Wage Board Employees
NMI 3531 3A Delegations of Authority Concerning Step Increases and Quality Increases
NMI 3550 1 E Delegation of Authority 	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3610 1 B Delegation of Authority	 To Take Certain Actions with Respect to Hours of Duty
NMI 3711 8C Delegation of Authority 	 to Grant Waivers and Make Compelling Need Determinations tot Agency Regulations With
Respect to Bargaining Proposals Under Title VII	 Civil Service Reform Act of 1978
NMI 3711 10A Delegation of Authority 	 to Administer Labor Management Relations Matters
NMI 3752 1 B Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions 	 Adverse Achoris and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 4340 1 D Delegation of Authority	 to Approve Policies and Other Matters Related to Disposal of Foreign Excess Personal
Property
NMI 4340 3D Delegation of Authority	 to Approve Disposal of F o reign Excess Personal Property
NMI 72401D Delegation of Authority to Appiove Employment Ceilings and Activities Funded by Appropriations for Research and
Program Management
NMD/ A 7330 1B Approval Authorities for Facility Projects
NMI 7410 3B Delegation of Authority for Acquisition of Commercial or Industrial Products and Services for NASA Use
NMI 7900 1 B Delegation of Authority 	 To Approve Policies and Other Matters Related to NASA Aircraft
NMD/A 8810 1 B Power and Authority to Take Actions in Real Estate and Related Matters
NPD 8811 1 Delegations of Authority to the Corps of Engineers. U S 	 Army. Concerning NASA Lend Acquisition Activities
NMI 8812 1 Delegation of Authority 	 Adjudication of Appeals Arising Under 	 Certain Corps of Engineer Leases of NASA Real
Property
NPD 8813 1 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of Easements
NPD 8813 2 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of Leaseholds. 	 Permits and	 Licenses in	 Real
Property
NMI 8813 3A Delegation of Authori t y to Dispose of Rear Property
NMI 9710 1 H Delegation of Authority	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 97108C Delegation of Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY
NMD/A 10502A Power and Authority to Negotiate	 Execute. Amend. or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1102 2B Role and Responsibilities	 Associate Administrator for Aeronautics and Space Technology
NMI 22202B Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 222011A Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and Technical Papers and 	 Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 3550 1E Delegation of Authority 	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3752 1B Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions. Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 37; 1 IC Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMI 8610 3D Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Mission Objectives and Rate Missions as Successful or Unsuccessful
NMI 9710 1H Delegation of Authority 	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 97108C Delegation of Authority	 To Execute Retmbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
OFFICE OF SPACE TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEMS
NMD /A 10502A	 Power and Authority to Negotiate Execute Amend. or Terminate Cdrtam Interagencv Agreements
NMI 1102 3A	 Role and Responsibilities Associate Administrator for Space Tracking and Data Systems
NMI 1 162 1 M	 Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NMI 222020	 Delegation of Authority Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 7A	 Delegation of Authority Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 253038	 Delegation of Authority to F -scribe Standards for and to Approve Procurement and Utilization of Telecommunications
Services
NMI 2530 10A	 Administrative Control of Con unications Traffic During Emergency Conditions
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NMI :1550 It
	
Delegation of Authority Overtime Work end Compensation
NMI 3152 IB	 Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performancc
NMI 3171 IC	 Delegation of Luthonty to Act on Grievances
NMI 861030	 Delegation of Authority	 To Approve Mission Objectives and Rata Miss.ons as Successful or Unsuccessful
NMI 9710 1 H	 Delegation of Authority to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 91108(
	
Delegation of Authority To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
NN1D A 1050 2A Power and Authority to Negotiate	 Execute	 Amend	 or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1050 3H Delegation of Authority 	 To lake Actions Related to Ce.lam Agreements With Colleges and Universities
NMI 1 10 7 5A Role and Responsibilities	 Director	 Ames Research Center
NMI t 162 IM Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NMI 1381 2C Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public
NMI 1382 176 Protection of Personal Privacy	 NASA Privacy Act Regulations
NMI 1530 2D Delegation of Authority to Certify for Access to Restricted Data
NMI 1640 7D Delegation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Security Classification Matters
NMI 2000 1 Delegation of Authority 	 To Take Certain Actions for the General Counsel
NMI 2)20 7A Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Prosentation and Publication of 	 Scientific and	 Technical	 Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 BA Delegation of Authority	 Approval for	 Presentation and	 Publication of	 Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 1 O Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and 	 Publication of	 Scientific and	 Technical	 Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 222011A Delegation of Authority 	 Approval lot	 Presentation and Publication of 	 Scientific	 and	 Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI	 331 1	 1( Delegation of Authority	 Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office
NMI AD 34102A Power and Authority to Approve Training for NASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U 	 S	 Organizations or
Institutions local ,)d in 1J	 S	 and Possessions
NMI 3510 IF Delegation of Authority 	 Position Classification and Position Management
NMI 3531	 1 F Delegation of Authority 	 To Adjust the Pay of General Schedule Supervisors of Wage Board F mployees
NMI 3550 11 Delegation of Authority	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 35502C Delegation Of Authority 	 In Make Determinations Regarding Premium Pay on an Annual Basis
NMI 3594 1 A Delege' on of Authority	 Prescribe and Administer Allowances '	 Uniforms
NMI 3711 10A Delegauun of Authority	 to Administer Labor Management Relations Matters
NMI 3152 1 B Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions 	 Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 3771	 1C Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMI 4340 3D Delegation of Authority 	 to Approve Disposal of Foreign E xcess Personal Property
NMI 5101 241 Delegation of	 Authority	 to	 Take	 Actions in	 Procurement	 Grants	 Cooperative Agreements	 and	 Related	 Matters
(Vanous Officials)
NMI; AD 71009 Power and Authority to Authorize Human Research and to Grant Certain Related Exceptions and Waivers
NMD; A 7330 1B Approval Authorities for	 Facility Projects
NMD, BX 881 1 3A Power and Authority to Take Certain Real Property Acquisition Actions
NPD 8813 1 Determination arid Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of Easements
NPD 8813 2 Determination and	 Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of 	 Leaseholds	 Permits and	 Licenses in Real
Property
NMI 8813 3A Delegation of Authority to Dispose of Real Property
NMI 9090 1D Delegation of Authority 	 To Act in Miscellaneous Financial Matters
NMI 9090 3E Delegation of Authority and Procedures for Certifying Telephone Company Charges
NMI 9710 1 H Delegation of Authority	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 9710 6F Delegation of Authority	 Ti	 '	 T horne and Approve Travel and Related Matters Involved in Moving to Permanent
Duty Stations
NMI 9710 BC Delegation of Authority 	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
NMDiA 10502A Power and Authority to Negotiate. Execute	 Amend. or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1050 3H Delegation of Authority 	 To Take Actions Related to Certain Agreements With Colleges and Universities
NMI 1 107 10A Role and Responsibilities	 Director	 Goddard Space Flight Center
NMI 1 162 IM Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NMD AD 1 162 5E Authority to Act for the Assistant Administrator for Pubic Affairs in the Event of an Attack on the United States
NMI 1382 2C Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Pubic
NMI 1382 1 76 Protection of Personal Privacy	 NASA Privacy Act Regulations
NMI 1630 2D Delegation of Authority to Certify for Access to Restricted Data
NMI 1640 7D Delegation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Security Classification Mattes
NMI 2000 1 ; elegalion of Authority 	 To Take Certain Actions for the General Counsel
NMI 2220 7A relegation of Authority	 Approval for	 Presentation and	 Publication of Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
— Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 8A Delegation of Authority 	 Approval for Presentation and 	 Publication of	 Scientific and	 Technical	 Papers and	 Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 IOB Delegation of Authority	 Approval for	 Presentation and Publication of 	 Scientific	 and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
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NMI 222011A Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and 	 Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 3311 1 C Delegation of Authority 	 Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office
NMD/AD 3410 2A Power ana Authority to Approve Training for NASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U 	 S	 Organizations or
Inshtubon5 located ai U	 S and Possessions
NMI 3510 IF Delegation of Authority 	 Pcsition Classification and Position Management
NMI 3531 IF Delegation of Authority	 To Adjust the Pay of General Echodulo Supervisors of Wage Board E mployees
NMI 3550 I E Delegation of Authority	 Overtime Work and Comper.sation
NMI 3550 2C Delegation of Authority
	 To Make Determinations Regarding Premium Pay on an Annual Basis
NMI 3594 1A Delegation of Authority 	 Prescribe and Administer Allowances for Uniforms
NMI 3711 10A Delegation of Authority 	 to Administor Labor Management Relations Matters
NMI 3752 18 Deleqation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions. Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 3111 1( Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMI 4340 3D Delegation of Authority	 to Approve Disposal of Foreign Excess Personal Property
NMI 5101 24E Delegation of	 Authority	 to	 Take Actions in	 P rocurement. Grants	 Cooperative Agreements 	 and	 Related Matters
(Various Officials)
NMD/ AD 71009 Power and Authority to Authorize Human Research and to Grant Certain Related Exceptions and Waivers
NMD/A 7330 1B Approval Authorities for Facility Projects
NMD/BX 8811 3A Power and Authority to Take Certain r1eal Property Acquisition Actions
NPD 8813 1 Dutermination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of Easements
NPD 8813 2 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of	 Leaseholds	 Permns and	 Licenses in	 Real
Properly
NMI 8813 3A Delegation of Authority to Dispose of Real Property
NMI 9090 1 D Delegation of Authority	 To Act in Miscellaneous Financial Matters
NMI 9090 3F Delegation of Authority and Procedures for Certifying Telephone Company Charges
NMI 9710 1 H Delegation of Authority 	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 9710 6F Delegation of Authority 	 To Authorize and Approve Travel and Related Matters Involved in Moving to Permanent
Outy Stations
NMI 971080 Dele,jation of Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely 'or Travel and Related Mattary
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
NMD; A 1050 2A Power and Authority to Negotiate. Execute Amend or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 10503H Deleqation of Authority 	 To Take Actions Related to Certain Agreements With Colleges and Universities
NMI 1107 9 Role and Responsibilities 	 Duector. Lyndon 9 Johnson Space Center
NMI 1 162 IM Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NIWID,AD	 1162 5E Authority to Act for the Assistant Administrator for Public Affairs in the Event of an Attack on the United States
NMI 1382 2C Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public
NMI 1382 17B Protection of Personal Privacy
	
NASA Privacy Act Regulations
NMI 1630 2D Delegation of Authority to Certify for Access to Restricted Data
NMI 1640 7D Delegation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Security Classification Matters
NMI 2000 1 Delegation of Authority 	 To Take Certain Actions for the General Counsel
NMI 2220 7A Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and 	 Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 22208A Delegation of Authority	 Approval for	 Presentation and	 Publication of Scientific and 	 Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 10B Delegation of Authority 	 Approval for Presentation and	 Publication of Scientific and 	 Technical	 Papers and	 Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 222011A Delegation of Authority Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 3311 IC Delegation of Authority	 Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office
NMD, AD 3410 2A Power r nd Authority to Approve Training for NASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U
	 S	 Organizations or
Institutions Located in U	 S	 and Possessions
NMI 3510 1 F Delegation of Authority 	 Position Classification and Position Management
NMI 3531 It Delegation of Authority 	 To Adjust the Pay of General Schedule Supervisors of Wage Board Employees
NMI 3550 IF Delegation of Authority 	 Over-time Work and Compensation
NMI 3550 2C Delegation of Authority 	 To Make Determinations Regarding Premium Pay on an Annual Basis
NMI 3594 1 A Delegation of Authority 	 Prescribe and Administer Allowances for Uniforms
NMI 3711 IDA Delegation of Authority 	 to Administer Labor Management relations Matters
NMI 3752 1 B Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions. Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 3771 1C Delegation of Authonty to Act on Grievances
NMI 4340 3D Delegation of Authority 	 to Approve Disposal of Foreign Excess Personal Property
NMI 5101 24E Delegation of Authority to
	
Take Actions in	 Procurement. Grants.
	 Cooperative Agreements,	 and	 Related	 Matters
(Various Officials)
NMD/AD 71009 Power and Authority to Authorize Human Research and to Grant Certain Related Exceptions and Waivers
NMD/A 7330 1B Approval Authorities for Facility Projects
NMD/BX 8811 3A Power and Authority to Take Certain Real Property Acquisition Actions
NPD 8813 1 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of Easements
NPD 8813 2 Determination and Delegation of Authority Conceming the Granting of Leaseholds. Permits and
	 Licenses in Real
Property
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NMI 8813 3A Delegation of Ainhonty to Dispose of Real Properly
NMI 9090 11) Delegation of Authority	 To Act in Miscellaneous Financral Matters
NMI 909031 Delegation of Authority and Procedures for Certifying Telephone Company Charges
NMI 97101H Delegation of Authority	 to Avthorue or Approve Travel on Official %lusiness and Related Matters
NMI 97106F Delegation of Authority	 To Authorize and Approve Travel and Related Matters Involved in Moving to Permanent
Duty Stations
NMI 97108( Delegation of Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Mallets
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
NMD,`A 1050 2A Power and Authority to Negotiate	 Execute	 Amend or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1050 3H Delegation of Authority	 To Take Actions Rotated to (certain Agreements With Colleges and Universities
NMI	 1107 7 Hole and Responsibilities	 Director	 John F	 Kennedy Space Center
NMI 1 162 1 M Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NMD, AD 1 162 51 Authority to Act for the Assistant Administrator for Public Affairs in the Event of an Attack on the United States
NMI 1382 2C Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public
NMI 1382 1 7B Protection of Personal Privacy	 NASA Privacy Act Regulations
NMI 1630 2D Delegation of Authority to Certify 	 or Access to Restricted Data
NMI 1640 7D Delegation of Authority to Mbk, Determinations in Original Security Classification Matters
NMI 2000 1 Delegation of Authority	 To Take (certain Actions for the General Counsel
NMI 2220 lA Delegation of Authority	 Approval for	 Presentation and Publication of Scientific 	 and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 8A Delegation of Authority	 Approval lot Presentation and Publication of Scientific	 and Technic.,ol	 Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 10H Delegation of Authority 	 Approval for	 Presen • ation and Publication of Scientific	 and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 11A Derogation of Authority 	 Approval for Presentation and 	 Publication of Scientific	 and Technical	 Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 331 1
	 1( Delegation of Authority	 Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office
NMD'AD 34102A Power and Authority to Approve Training for NASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U	 S	 Organizations or
Institutions located in U	 S	 and Possessions
NMI 3510 IF Delegation of Authority	 Position Classification and Position Management
NMI 3531	 It Delegatior	 •, I A	 iity	 To Adjust the Pay of General Schedule Supervisors of Wage Board Employees
NMI 3 55x1 It Delenation of Awn-rity	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3550 2C Delegation of Authority	 To Make Determinations Regarding Premium Pay on an Annual Basis
NMI 3594 1A Delegation of Authority	 Prescribe and Administer Allowances for Uniforms
NMI 3711 IDA Delegation of Authority	 to Administer labor Management Relations Matters
NMI 37!:" 1B Delegation of Authority to fake Disciplinary Actions 	 Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI 3711 1C Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMI 4340 3D Delegation of Authority	 to Approve Disposal of Foreign Excess Personal Property
NMI 5101 241 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 to	 Take	 Actions in	 Procurement	 Grants	 Cooperative Agreements	 and	 .1elated	 Matters
(Various	 Officials)
NMD,'AD 71009 Power and Authority to Authorize Human Research and to Grant Certain Related Exceptions and Waivers
NMD; A 7330 18 Approval Authorities for Facility Protects
NMD/BX 8811 3A Power and Authority to Take Certain Real Properly Acquisition Actions
NPD 8813 1 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of Easements
NPD 8813 2 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of 	 Leaseholds	 Permits and	 Licenses in	 Real
Property
NMI 8813 3A Delegation of Authority to De )ose of Real Property
NMI 90901D Delegation of Authority	 To Act in Miscellaneous Financial Matters
NMI 9090 3f Delegation of Authority and Procedures for Certifying Telephone Company Charges
NMI 9710 1 H Delegation of Authority	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 9 710 6[ Delegation of Authority	 To Authorve and Approve Travel and Related Mallets Involved in Moving to Permanent
Duty Stations
NMI 971080 :aiegat)on of Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
NMI	 A 1 050 2A Power and Authority to Negotiate	 Execute	 Amend	 or Terminate Ce :ain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1050 3H Delegation of Authority	 To Take Actions Related to Certain Agreements With Colleges and Universities
NMI 1 107 2 Role and Responsibilities	 Director	 Langley Research Center
NMI 1 162 1 M Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NMI 1382 2C Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public
NMI 1382 17B Protection of Personal Privacy	 NASA Privacy Act Regulations
NMI 1630 2D Delegation of Authority to Certify for •lccess to Restricted DMa
NMI 1640 7D Delegation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Security Classification Matters
NMI 2000 1 De:egation of Authority	 To Take Certain Actions for the General Counsel
NMI 2220 7A Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of	 Scientific and Technical 	 Papers an, Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 22:0 BA Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 108 Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and 	 Publication of Scientific and Technical 	 Papers and	 Reports
for Professional Audiences
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NMI 1
NMI 2210 11A Delegation of Authonty	 Approval for	 Piesonlatlon	 and	 Publaation of	 °:ceonlifu	 and	 Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 3311	 1 C Delegation of Authority	 Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office
NMD;AD )4102A Power and Authority to Approve Training inr NASA Frnployec5 Sponsored and Provided by U 	 S	 Organization, or
Institutions Located in l) 	 S	 and Possessions
NMI 3510 11 Delegation of Authority 	 Positron Classification and Position Management
NMI 3531 IF Delegation of Authority	 To Adjust the Pay of General Schodule Supervisors of Wage Bowd F mployoos
NMI 3550 I t Delegation of Authority	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3550 2(. Delegation of Authority	 To Make Determinations Regarding Premium Pay on an Annual Basis
NMI 3594 1A Delegation of Authority 	 Prescribe and Administer Allowances lot Uniforms
NMI 3711 10A Delegation of Authority	 to Administer Labor Management Relation!, Matters
NMI 3752 1B Delegation of Authority tit 	 Disciplinary Actions	 Adverse Actions and Reductions in 6tado or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI	 :II I 1	 1 C Delega Ion of Authority to Ala on Grievances
NMI 434031) Delegat xi Af Authority	 to Approve Disposal Of Foreign [xcess Personal Property
NMI 5101 241 Delegation of Authority	 to	 Take	 Actions in	 Procurement	 Grants	 (cooperative Agreements	 and	 Related	 Matters
IVanous Off1(.14115)
NMD/ AD 1100 9 Power and Authority to Authonze Human Research and to Grant Certain Related Exceptions and Waivers
NMD/A 7330 IB Approval Authorities for Facdrty Projects
NMD/BX 8811 3A Power and Autho r ity to Take Certain Real Property Acquisition Actions
NPD 8813 1 Determination ;nd Delegation of Authority Concerning the (;ranting of Easements
NPD 8813 2 Determination	 and	 Delegation	 of Authority	 Concerning the Granting of 	 leasehold	 Pormll% and	 licenses in	 Real
Property
NMI 8813 3A Delegation of Authority to Dispose of Real Property
NA41 9090 11) Delegation of Authority 	 To A( t In Miscellaneous Financial Matters
NMI 909031 Delegation of Authority and Procedures for Certifying Telephone (company Charges
NMI 9710 111 Delegation of Authority	 to 'Wthonze or Approve	 Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 971061' Delegation of Authority 	 To Authorize and Approve Travel and Related Matters Involved in Moving to Permanent
Duty Stations
NMI 97108( Delegation of Authority 	 To F xel rite Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for 	 Travel and Related Matter!.
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
iviVi [i; A	 i(i^(i 2A •....^.	 o.... Aut!:c:;ty	 ..,	 !`!^5)L`!itae	 Ex..,.ti re	 Amend	 _	 Turm rn:ge Cw train Intetaoen^v Auteenlents
NMI 10503H Delegation of Authority	 To Take Actions Related to Certain Agreemen., With Colleges and Universities
NMI	 1 107 4 Role and Responsibilities	 Duecto(	 Lewis Research Cooler
NMI	 1 162 1M Delegation of Authority to Act for the Administrator
NMI 1382 2C Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public.
NMI 1382 1 7B Protection of Personal Privacy 	 NASA Privacy Act Regulations
NM 1
 163021, Delegation of Authority to Certify for Access to Restricted Data
NMI	 1640 71) Deregation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Security Classification Matters
NMI 2000 1 Delegation of Authority	 To Take Certain Actions for the General Counsel
NMI 2220 7A Delegation of Authority	 Approval for	 Presentation	 and	 Publication of	 Scientific	 and	 Techru(.al	 Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 8A Delegation of Authority 	 Approval for	 Presentation	 and	 Publication	 of	 Scientific.	 and	 Technical	 Papers	 and	 Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 108 Delegation of Authonty	 Approval for	 Presentation and	 Publication of	 Scientific	 and	 Technical Papers and Reports
For Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 11A Delegation of Authority 	 Approval for	 Presentation	 and	 Publication	 of	 Scientific	 and	 Technical	 Papers	 and	 Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI	 331 1
	 1(, Delegation of Authority	 Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office
NMD; AD 34102A Power and Authority to Approve Training for NASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U 	 S	 Organizations or
Institutions Located in U	 S	 and Possessions
NMI 35 10 11 Delegation of Authonty	 Position Classification and Position Management
NMI 3531 11 Delegation of Authority	 To Adjust the Pay of General Schedule Supervisors of Wage Board I mployees
NMI 3550 11 Delegation of Authority	 Overtime Work and Compensation
NMI 3550 2( Delegation of Authority	 To Make Determinations Regarding Premeurn Pay on an Annual Basis
NMI 3594 1 A Delegation of Authority	 Prescribe and Administer Allowances for Uniforms
NMI 3711 10A Delegation of Authority	 to Administer labor Management Relations Matters
NMI 3752 1B Delegation of Authonty to Take Disciplinary Actions 	 Adverse Actions and Reductions in Grade or Removals Based
on Unacceptable Performance
NMI	 3111	 11, Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMI 4340 31) Delegation of Authority	 to Approve Disposal of Foreign Excess Personal Property
NMI 5101 24[ Delegation	 of	 Authority	 to	 Take	 Actions in	 Procurement	 Grants	 Cooperative	 Agreements	 and	 Related	 Matters
(Various Offloalsl
NMD; AD 71009 Puwet and Authority to Authorize Human Research and to Grant	 ertam Related Exceptions and Waivers
NMD A 7330 16 Approval Authorities for Facility Projects
NMD; BX 8811 3A Power and Authority to Take Certain Real Property Acquisition Actions
NPD 8813 1 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of Easement'.
NPD 8813 2 Determination and	 Delegation of Authority	 Concerning the Granting of 	 Leaseholds	 Permits and	 licenses	 in	 Real
Property
NMI 8813 3A Delegation of Authority to Dispose of Real Property
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NMI 9090 ID
	
OvIvilation of Authority To Art in Miscellaneous Financial Matters
NMI 9090 31
	
Delegatton of Authority and Procedures for Certifying Telephone Company Charges
NMI 9710 1H	 Delegation of Authority to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Rotated Matters
NMI 91 I0 6F	 Celeyation of Authority 	 to Authorize and Approve Travel and Related Matters Involved in Moving to Permanent
Duty Stations
NMI 9 1 10 SC	 Delegation of Authority To E xvt „to Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
NMD A 1(150 2A Power arid Aut' onty to Negotiate 	 E xecuto	 Amend	 or Terminate Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 1050 3H Delegation of Aulhcnty	 To Take Actions Related to Certain Agreements With Colleges and Universities
NMI	 1 107 6 Role and Responsibilities	 Or otter	 George C	 Marshall Space f ligh, Center
NMI	 1162 1M Delegation of Authority to All for the Administrator
NMI	 1 382 2( Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Pubhc
NMI	 1382 17,1 Protec it( n of Personal Privacy	 NASA Privacy Act Regulations
NMI 16302D Delegation of Authority to Certify for Access to Restricted Data
NMI 1640 ID Delegation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Security Classification Matters
NMI 2000 1 Delegation of Authority	 To Take Certain Actions for the General Counsel
NMI 2220 7A Deleyation of Authority 	 Approval for	 Presentation and	 Publication of	 Scientific	 and	 Technical	 Papers and	 Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 22208A Delegation of	 Authority	 Approval	 for	 Pm-	 citation	 and	 Publication of	 Scientific	 and	 Technical	 Papers and	 Reports
Inr Prolessional Audiences
NMI 22211 108 ityaw- of Ato:,,	 ity	 Approval	 for	 Presentation	 and	 Publication of	 Scientifi(	 and	 Technical	 Papers arid	 Reports
f— D wfessional Audiences
NMI 222011A Delegation of Authority	 Approval	 for	 Presentation	 and	 Publication	 of	 Suentific	 and Technical Papers arid Reports
fur Professional Audiences
NMI 351 1 1C Deleyation of Authority	 Appointment arid Administering Oaths of Office
NMD AD 34102A PoWPi and Authority to Approve	 Training for NASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U	 5	 Organizations or
Instituuuns located in U	 5	 and Possessions
NMI 3510 IF Deleyation of Authority 	 Position Classification arid 	 Management
NMI 3531 If Deleyation of Authority	 To Adjust the Pay of General Schedule Supervisors of Wage Board Employees
.,.,,	 — ! [ r,f A ( ithnnt y,	 Overtime 3York and Compensation
NMI 3550 2C Delegatior	 if Authority	 To Make Determinations Regarding Premium Pay on art 	 Basis
NMI 3594 1A Delegation of Authority	 Prescribe and Administer Allowances for Uniforms
NMI 3711 10A Delegation of Authority	 to Administer Labor Management Relations Matters
NMI 3752 18 Deleyation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions	 Adverse Actions and Reductions in Gracie or Removals Based
tin Unacceptable Po:formance
NMI	 3711 1C Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
NMI 43403[: Delegation of Authority	 to Approve Disposal of Foreign Excess Personal Property
NMI 5101 241 Delegation of Autnonty to 	 Take	 Actions in	 Procurement.	 Grants	 Cooperative Agreements	 and	 Related	 Matters
Wdrious Officials)
NMD;AD ?1009 Power arid Authority to Authorize Human Research and to Grant Certain Related Exceptions and Waivers
NMD%A 733018 Approval Authorities for	 Facility Projects
NMD1 BX 881 1 3A Power arid Authority to Take Certain Rea! Property Acquisition Actions
NPD 8813 1 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of Easements
NPD 8813 2 Determination	 arid	 Delegation	 of Authority Concerning the Granting of	 Leaseholds	 Permits and	 Licenses in	 Real
Property
NMI 8813 3A Delegation of Authority to Dispose of Real Property
NMI 9090 10 Delegation of Authority	 To Act in Miscellaneous Financial Matters
NMI 9090 3E Delegation of Authority and Procedures for Certifying Telephone Company Charges
NMI 9710 1H Dole( ation of Authority 	 to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
NMI 97106F Delegation of Authority	 To Authorize and Approve Travel and Related Matters Involved in Moving to Permanent
Duty Stations
NMI 911080 Delegation of Authority	 To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES
NMD A 10502A Power and Authority to Negotiate. Execute	 Amend. or Termina.e Certain Interagency Agreements
NMI 10503H Delegation of Authority	 To Take Actions Related to Certain Agreements With Colleges and Universities
NMI	 1107 1B Role and Responsibilities	 Manager	 National Space Technology Laboratones
NMI !38110 Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public
NMI	 1382 17B Protection of Personal Privacy	 NASA Privacy Act Regulations
NMI 1630 2D Delegation of Authority to Certify for Access to Restricted Data
NMI 1640 7D Delegation of Authority to Make Determinations in Original Security Classification Matters
NMI 2000 1 Delegation of Authority	 To Take Certain Actions for tho General Counsel
NMI 222C 7A Delegation of Authority 	 Approval for	 Presentation and Publication of Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 BA Delegation of Authority 	 Approval for	 Presentation and Publication of Scientific and	 Technical Papers and	 Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 2220 10B Delegation of Authority	 Approval for	 Presentation and	 Publication of	 Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
NMI 222011A Delegation of Authority	 Approval for Presentation and Publication of Scientific and Technical Papers and Reports
for Professional Audiences
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NMI 3311 1C
NMD/ AD 3410 2A
NMI 3531 tE
NMI 3550 i E
NMI 3594 1A
NMI 3711 10A
NMI 3752 1B
NMI 3771 1C
NMI 43403D
NMI 5101 24E
NMD/A 733018
NMD/ BX 8811 3A
NPD 88.3 1
NPD 88132
NMI 8813 3A
NMI 9090 1 D
NMI 9090 3E
NMI 9710 1H
NMI 97106F
NMI 97108C
Delegation of Aulho^ity Appointment and Administering Oaths of Office
Power and Authority to Approve Training for NASA Employees Sponsored and Provided by U 5 Organrzolions or
Institutions Located in U S and Possessions
Delegation of Authority To Adjust the Pay of General Schedule Suporvrsors of Wage Board Employees
Delegation of Authority Overtime Work and Compensation
Delegation of Authority Prescribe and Administer Allowances for Uniforms
Delegation of Authority to Administer Labor Management Relations Matters
Delegation of Authority to Take Disciplinary Actions Adverse Actions and Roductions in G ado of Removals Based
on t 'nacceptable Performance
Delegation of Authority to Act on Grievances
Delegation of Authority to Approve Disposal of Foreign Excess Perscnal Prope.ty,
Delegation c! Authority to Take Actions in Procurornent Grants Cooperative Agreements and Related Matters
(Vnnous Officials)
Apprc.ral Authorities for Facility Projects
Povver and Authority to Take Certain Real Property Acqui;,ition Actions
Determination and Delegation of Aut ,onty Concerning the Granting of Easements
Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of Leaseholds Permits and Licenses in Real
Property
Delegation of Authority to Dispose of Real Property
Delegation of Authority To Act in Miscellaneous Financial Matters
Delegation of Authority and Procedures for Certifying Telephone Company Charges
Delegation of Authority to Authorize or Approve Travel on Official Business and Related Matters
Delegation of Authority	 To Authorize and Approve Trave' and Related Matters Involved in Moving to Permanent
Duty Stations
Delegation of Authority To Execute Reimbursable Arrangements Solely for Travel and Related Matters
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CHAPTER 4: CONSOLIDATED LIST OF NHB's
This Chr,ptt. r provides a ready reference list of f,l! NASA directives published as handbooks (NHB's;
The footnotes indicate those handbooks available to the public from the Superintendent of Docurf
Government Printing Office, and the National Technical Information Service (See Chapter 1 for requt,
instructions).
NHB TITLE
12006 18 NASA Basic Management P,m asses
1410 4F F Master list and Index to NASA Duoriives
1410 12 NASA Ma iagement Duectives System Handbook
1420 2E 1,1 Index of	 NASA	 and	 NHO	 Prefixed Forms
1430 1 2r NASA Standards and Guidelines for Visual Information and Graphic Prosentations
14302 I	 9; Graphics Standards Manual
14403 NP SA Pohcic_ and Guidelines on the Use of Microfilming
1440 4A 2 NASA Spe d-, ations and Standards for NASA Enginaenng Data Microroproduction Systems
1441	 IA NASA Rocord-, Disposition Handbcxik
1450 10A NASA Wifesponden(a Handbook
161 O b I NASA Personnel Security Handbook
1620 3A l; NASA Physical Security Handbook
16404C 1, NASA Information Security Program
1 700 1 (V 11 1, Base	 Safety Requirements
1700 1tV3) 1 System Safety
1700 IWO) Occupational Safety and Health Program
1 700 6 11,	 1, Guide for Inwrvice Inspection of Ground based Pressure Vessels and Systems
1700 7A Safety Poll(	 d • id Requirements for Payloads Using the Space Transportation System (STS)
i 900 ,o t 5;,,; ;;!mot;!^ of 	 _nd,,rt f.i	 NASA F-ployeos
19002A Standards of Conduct for NASA Special Government Employees
2170 1 2, Management Guideline!, for New Technologv Reporting to NASA
2170 3 2/ Documentation Guidelines for New Technology Reporting
2312 1A NASA Reports Management iandbook
2340 2 1;	 19 OSSA, DART Project Manaq. 	 nnont Information and Control System (MICS)
2410 1 ( 2, Computer Resources Management
25703 1 Radio Frequency Management Manual (Formerly NP	 102 1)
3335 16 1 The NASA Competitive Placement Plan for Position	 .S :5 and Below (Including Trades and Labor Positions)
3410 5A NASA Upward Mobility Program
34108 Procurement Career Development Program Guide
3510 5 1,' NASA Position Classification Handbook
3771 2B 1 NASA Grievance System
4100 IA NASA Materials Inventory Management Manual
4200 16 1	 8; E quit-ment Management Manc.al
4300 1 NASA Personal Property Disposel Manual
4410 tD Utihcatcon and Maintenance of Federal Cataloging
5100 1 C 3- Sailing to NASA
5100 2C 2	 31 NASA Procurement Regulation
5103 6A I;' Source Evaluation Board Manual
5104 3A 2; DOD and NASA Incentive Contracting Guide (Formerly NPC 403)
5109 6 NASA Patent Waiver Regulations Manual
5109 7 1	 14, NASA Patent Soliciting Manual
5117	 1 6, Contract Adjustment Board Index! Digest of Decisions
5151 6 Guide for Monitoring Contractors	 Indirect Cost
5154 1 4: NASA Board of Contract Appeals Index/ Digest of Decisions
5200 to IO NASA Industrial Labor Relations Manual
5300 41 1 Al 2, Reliability Program Provisions lot Aeronautical and Space System Contractors (Formerly NPC 250 11
5300 4( t B) 2' Quality Program Provisions for Aeronautical and Space System Contractors (Formerly NPC 200 2)
5300 At 10 2; Inspection System Provisions for Aeronautical and Space System Materials 	 Pans	 Components and Services
(Formerly NPC 200 31
5300411D 2) 2, Safety	 Reliability	 Maintainability and Quality Provisions for the Space Shuttle Program
53004(28) 2 Quality Assut,..ice Provisions for Government Agencies (Formerly NPC 200 1A)
5300413A 1) 2, Requirements for Soldered Electrical Connections
53004(3F1 2.' Qualified Products Lists Requirements for Microcircuits
5330 7 Management of Government Ou p ' y Assurance Functions for Supplier Operations
5340 18 2 NASA Standard Procedures for 	 tie Microbiological Examination of Space Hardware
53402 2	 16 NASA Standards for Clean Rocros and Work Stations lot the Microbially Controlled Environment
SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER
37	 PRECEDING PAGE 13LANK NOT FILMED
NNB	 TITLE
6600 1 A	 I;	 Petitions for Patent /Voivei
5600 2
	
1-latemonts of Work r!andtxsak
5610 1	 Handbook I.- Prr,poratnrir of Work Broakdown Structures
5800 1A	 2, 3 ; NASA (iron, and Coonoiotve Agreement Handtxxlk
WOO 1 C	 21 Requirements for Poc kag rig Handling and Tronsportation for Aeronautical and Space Systems Equipment  and
Associated Cornpor,ontn
6200 1	 NASA Transportation and General Traffic Management
65402
	
i, 11, Administrative Aircraft Opetatrons Manual
7 100 5B	 2; 1j launch Vehicle intimating far tore lot Advance Mission Planning
71202 
	
Principles of Project Management
7121 4	 2; Gu,delmos lot Project Planning
7320 18	 21 Focd,ties Engineonng Handtx)tk
73202	 21 Latxnotory and Industria l ^vntdatioo
7320 3
	
21 IdentUhcation of Utility Systems
1 .1 00 1 B	 5, Budget Admimsuation Manual
8(2012A	 16r Ouaronime, Provisions For Unmanned Extta Terres t rial Missions
80, 1 0 6A	 (iuufelinos for Acquisition of Invostigations
80bu 18	 2; Flammabdny Odor and Oftgass r ^;i Requirements and Test Procodutes for Materials in Environments that
Support Combustion
8800 5AI1)
	
Technical facilities Catalog Volume I
8800 5A01)	 Technical Facilities Catalog Volume II
8800 5Alllll	 Technical F acrid ,,s Catalog Volume III
8800 11	 Implomen!.ng i :v Provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act
88202
	
facility Project Iniplemer,tation Handbook
8830 1	 Operation and Maintenance Manager s Guide
9501 2A	 21' Procedures for Contractor Heporttng of Correlated Cost and Periormanco Data
97203C	 Travel Suggestions for NASA E mployees Including Advisers Consultants and E xperts Inside Cn,.torminous
United States
9760 1B	 12; Employees Guide for Pe r manent Change of Station Moves
SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER
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Footnotaefor Ordering
I	 Controlled distribution, chinges issued periodically, submit reWeats to livWfitNon Directives Officer (for Headquarters to Code NIM-12)
2	 Available to Vie public from the Supen %endent of Documerra, Oovw nmsri Ping r3tftce, Washington, D C 20402
3•	 Under control of Procurement Office, NASA Headquarters
4, Limiters
 distribxrtion (installation Chief Counsels) With a few exceptions, the fu!I texts of decisions of the NASA Board have been published by Commerce
Clearing Howse Inc in Board of Contract Appeals Decisions ' Copies of Board Decisions and Orders including those which have not been published by
CCH, are available to the public for rwterence purposes at the NASA Information Center at each installation Under control of Board of Contract Appeals
5, Limited distribution, under control of Budget Operations Division. NASA Headquarters
G	 Um!terl distribution Copies of Board decisions are available to the public for review or purchase at the NASA Information Center at each Installation Under
control of Contract Ad)ustmenl Board
7	 Under control of Expendable Launch Vehicles Program, NASA Headquarters
&	 Available to the public from the National Technical Intormation Service, Springfield, Virginia 22151
9,	 Limited distribution. under control of Public Services Branch, Public Affairs Division, NASA Headquarters
1 0 	 Under control of Industrial Relations Office
Ili Undo control of NASA Safety Office (NIQ)
12)	 Under control of Financial Maugernat Dhvtsfon (BF)
13Y Under control of Headquarters AdminiWativs Services Branch (NHS)
14, Under control of General Counsel for Patent Matters (OP)
15, Under control of Employee Development Seaton (NPH)
1& Under contol of Life Sciences DNtslor (EB)
17 ,
	Lrnder control of If* Transportation and Aircraft Branch (NIB)
I& Under control of B» Management Processes Branch (NSM)
19,	 Urdu control of the Adnunist%lon and Resources Management Division (EP)
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CHAPTER 5: CONSOLIDATED LIST OF NASA: MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES
APPLICABLE TO THE JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
ISSUANCE NO TITLE
NMI	 1020 If NASA Offi, ,d1	 Seal	 Insignia	 logotype	 Official Program and Asirunaut Badges	 and flatly,
NMI	 1022 1( Nanony of Road.. and Stioets
NMI	 1043 11) Fallout Shelters a, NASA Buildings
NMI 1 760 1 A I oordrnahon of Reeean h Concem ,
 ,g Foreign Arods
NMI 1 380 4A Reledso of InfotrTidtion to New", and Information Media
N,dl	 14103(, Application of the NASA Mdodgernertl 0-re( liver, Systom to the Jet Pmpul ,ron 1 aboratory
NMI	 1450 11( NASA Mail Managerne . 1 Program
NPD 1490 IA NASA Printing M,• dgement Program
NMI 14902 `3espomdbdnie•	 Prix educes	 ar,d 5lendards for NASA Printing	 Ouph(.ahmg	 and Baidai9
NMI 1490 3A Reports 1 ,	 the Joint (C.onundtee on Printing
NMI 1690 2A Nohh dtion and Alert Systom for	 NASA Offi(::als Durin li Duty drift 	 Duty	 Hours
NHB	 1 100 11 V 11 B .emu	 Safely Requirements
NMI	 1112 IA Investigation	 Reporting
	 and Analysis of Occupational Injuries and lllness
NMI 1820 2A Midi( at Services on Interim! oral	 Iravol or Assignment
NPD 1:20 4 Uee of the Inle—,itional Systern of Units ISH in NA `)A PubPc atiom.
NHB 1.3402 OSSA, OART Prolect Managornent Information and Control System 1MICS1
NHB
	
1410 1 1', Computer Resoutt es Marla(lelnent
NMI 24106 NASA Software Management Requirements for Flight Projot is
NMI 1410 T Assuring Security and Integrity of NASA Data Processing
NMI 25'01(. Conimurwations System Management
NMI 2530 10A Administrative Control of Communications
	
traffic Dunnq Emergency (,ondihons
I"'MI 2530 1 IA Providing Communications Orvices to Other Goverm-n— I Agen(. tin During ( mwgent y Sduations
NMI 25401H Placing of Official 	 Telephone Cells
NMI 2610 1 B ( ontiol of Radio f requency Tiansmissio
	 from Sp,co Vehicles and Spacm'dit
....,1.	 1 5,1 1-1 .1 1 ,chit r icquerl: y	 .via,agrrtooi
NHB 25703 Hades Frequency Mandg-rient Manual (Formorly NPC 102 11
NMI 40001( NASA Equipment Management
NHB 4410 10 U11111ation and Maintenance of Federal Catdingmg
NMI 5103 1 f Debriefing of (Lisucc.essful (.onlpanurs in Competit:vr	 'iclgotidled Procurements
NMI 51041B Pro( edcues Govc rniny NASA Ac qulsihon of Cedar 	 ,rnmunaj tton% and Ilectrom(	 Equipment
NH3 5300411 AI Reliability
	
Program Provisions for Aeronauli!: at d.	 ,pace System Contractors (Formerly 	 NPC 250 11
NHB 5300 41 1 131 Ouahty Program Provisions for Aeronautical and
	
J,aco System ConiraClofs (Formerly NPC 200 21
NHB 5300 4' 11 Inspection	 Syst(rm	 Provisions
	
for	 Aeronautical	 and	 Spare	 System	 Materials	 Paris	 (bmponents
	
and	 Servo 05
(Formerly	 NP(.	 200 31
NHB 53004(2B) Qualtty Assufar.(e P rovisums for Government
	
15 gen(jes 1Fornnerly NPC 200
	
1Aj
NHB ',300 413A 11 Requirements for Soldered Flo(tncal Connections
NMI 5310 1( " Alert Reporting of NASA Parts
	 Materials
	
and Safety Problems
NMI 531028
.W—pation in Government Industry Data Exchange Program (GIDEP)
NHB 5330 7 Managerent of Government Quality Assurance Funct;ons for Supplie , Operations
NHB 6200 1 NASA Transportation and General Traffic Manaaernent
NHB 6540 2 Admrnlstral,ve Ancrah Operations Manual
NMI 6560 1 Issues of Aviation Furl and OBI for	 NASA (:ontroiled Aircraft
NMI 6110 to NASA Motor Vohcle Management
NMI 710028 Estab!rehme.it of Responsibilities for Obtaimnp Cartographic 	 Pnx3ucts and Belated Services from Other Government
Agonises
NMI 7100 14A Major System Acquisitions
NMI
	
7121 IC Planning and Approval of Major Research and Dovelooment P,ojecls
NHB 7121 4 Guidelines for Project Planning
NM. 	 7232 1 ( Master Planning of NASA r 1c ddUes
NMI 7234 16 Facilities Utilizat i on	 Program
NPD 7300 2 Policies and Reporting on NASA Fd: d. •. Requirements
NHB 7320 1B fdrdities Engineering Hanubook
NHS 73202 Eatxvttury ano Industrlal Ventilation
NHB '3203 Identilcation of Utility
	 Systems
NHB 7400 I B Budget Administration Manual
NMI	 79.0 IA NASA Aucraft Management
NMI	 792 rn 2 Management and Operation of NASA Adnumst alive Aircraft
NPD 8000 1 NASA Earth Resources Survey Program Imawory
NMI 8010 1 Classification of NASA Space T ransportation Systom ISTSI Payloads
NPD 8020 10A Outbound Planetary Biological and Organic Gcmtammatlon C:vitrol
	 Policy and Responsibility
NPD 8020 11 l una , and Planetary	 Noinonc.lature
NHB 8020 12A Quarantine Prov-,ions For Unmanned Extra
	
Terrestrial Missions
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ISSUANCE NO TITLE
NMI 80303A Policy (oncomurp Data Obtdrnod from Spaco Sconce flight Invosttyation5
NNH 803r.t 1,A (,uufehnes lot	 Attlui • lion of	 Investillattons
NMI HA 30 1 A lrat king and Pala A. qu,ettion Sut-port for Unmannod Spd(e l nHht Pmlvt is
NMI fib I0 1 3 Sp11. e 1 ransportabon Syslent Pemonom Hohabdlty Proipant
NMI 8800 3A Fl-vontion Control	 and Abatement of Walur Pollution
NMI 13800 Pmvuntion (.onool	 and Abau+ntenl of Au Pollution
NMI H800 ID Pnnodwn5 lot	 I:oplernonhn(l it  Pruviste,ns of the National Environmental Policy Act INIPAI
NMI 8800 10 E luoQplain and Wetlands Mandilornont
NMI 939:1 7( (t5o	 of	 I nt ess and Now f ttc.o5s Forotgn Cvtroncy
NM:	 9 1,0;	 1 ( NASA Lunt at tut F inan, ial Manallernonl Roportinll Symcm
NNH 9101 7A Pro, eduren for Contractor Roportrnil of Correlalod Cost 11110 Performance Data
NMI 9710 111 1leleilatton of Authority	 to Authoruo or Apdrove Iravol on Official Buslnuss and Related Matters
(
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CHAPTER 6: CONSOLIDATED LIST OF NASA MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES
PUBLISHED IN THE CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS
This Chapter lists those NASA directives published in the Federal Register and their Code of Federal
Regulations,
ISSUANCE NO TITLE CITATION
NMI 1020 IF NASA Offir al Seal	 Insignia	 Logotype	 Official Program and Astronaut 14 CFR Part	 1221 Subpart 1
Badges	 and flags
NMI 1GiO4 Nominating Astronauts for the Congressional Space Medal of Honor 14 CFR Part	 1221 Subpart 2
14 CFR Part 1245 Subpart 5
NMI	 I ICd 1f1:k General Counsel 14 CFR Part 1245 Subpart 5
14 CFR Part	 1261 Subpart 1
14 CFR Part	 1261 Subpart 3
14 CFR 1204 505
NMI	 1 1205 Management of Organization and General Information 14 CFR Part 	 1201
NMI	 1152 1D Board of Contract Appeals 14 CFR Part 1209 Subpart	 1
NMI	 1152 5C Contract Adjustment Board 14 CFR Part 1209 Subpart 3
NMI	 1152 17D Inventions and Contributions Board 14 CFR Part 1209 Subpart 4
NMI	 1152 19D NASA Information Security Program r.orrimittee 14 CFR Part 1203 Subpart I
NMI	 1 152 61 NASA	 Internal	 Standing	 Committee	 fo r	the	 Issuance	 of	 Permits	 to 49 CFR Farts 100 199 49 CFR
Ship	 Rocket	 Motors Containing	 Class B	 Explosives in a Propulsive 17392(b) 	 49 CFR 173 881ei(2)11
State or With the Igniters Installed
NMI 1300 1 Development Work for Industry in NASA Vvmd Tunnels 14 CFR Part	 1210
NMI 13804A Release of Information to News and Information tvierie 14 CFR Part	 1213
NMI 1382 2C Availability of Agency Records to Members of the Public i4 CFR Part 1206
NMI	 1382 178 Protu.tion of Personal Privacy	 NASA Privacy Act Regulations 14 CFR Part	 1212 14 CFR
1206401
NMI 141010D Federal	 Register	 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 and	 Requirements	 for 1	 CFR Part	 16,	 14 CFR Chapter
Publication of NASA Documents V	 1	 CFR	 161(c)
NMI	 1450 110 NASA Mad Management Program 41	 CFR 101	 11 304
NMI 1600 1A Inspection of Persons and Personai Efiecis or, NASA Property 14 CFR Part 1204 Subpart 10
NHB 16404C NASA Information Security Program 14 CFR Part 1203 Subparts
A G
NMI 16407D Delegation of Authority	 to	 Make	 Determinations	 in	 Origra'	 Security 14 CFR Part 1203 Subpart H
Classification Matters
NMI	 171038 Design	 Inspect on	 and Certification of Pressure Vessels and Pressurized 29 CFR Part 1910 49 CFR
Systems Parts 170 189
NHB 190018 Standards of Conduct for NASA Employees 14 CFR Part 1207
NHB 19002A Standards of Conduct for NASA Special Government Employees 14 CFR Part 1207
NMI 19006 Articles	 Authon.ed	 to	 be	 Carried	 on	 Space	 Transportation	 System 14 CFR Part 1214 Subpart 6
Flights
NMI 19007 Administ•ative	 Enforcement	 Procedures	 for	 Alleged	 Violations	 of	 18 14 CFR Part 1207
U S C	 207	 Post Employment Conflict of Interest Statute
NMI 19008 Post Employment Regulations 14 CFR Part 1207 Subpart H
NMI 20001 Delegation	 of	 Authority	 To	 Take	 Certain	 Actions	 for	 the	 General 14 CFR Part 1261 Subpart 1
Counsel 14 CFR Part 1261 Subpa rtt 3
14 CFR 1204 5G° 14 CFF.
1245 502	 14 CFR 1245'.03
NMI 2080 1B Processing of Monetary Claims (General) 14 CFR Part	 1261 Subpait	 1
14 CFR Pa , t	 1261 Subpart 3
14 CFR Par, 1261 Subpart 4
NMI 2090 Civil	 Rights	 Act	 Nondiscrimination	 in	 Federally Assisted	 Programs of 14 CFR Part 1250
NASA
NMI 20902 Nondiscrimination on Basis of Handicap 14 CFR Part 1251
NMI 33304 NASA Astronaut Candidate Recruitment and Selection Program 14 CFR P.rt	 1214 Subpart 11
NMI 36101B Delegation	 of	 Authority	 To	 Take	 Ceram	 Actions	 with	 Respect	 to 5 CFR Part 610
Hours of Duly
NMI 5000 1 Small Business Policy 14 CFR Part 1204 Subpart 4
NHB 5100 2C NASA Procurement Regulation 41 CFR Chapter 18
NMI 5103 1F Debriefing	 of	 Unsuccessful	 Companies	 in	 Competitive	 Negotiated 14 CFR Part 1204 Subpart 12
Procurements
NMI 5109 2D Patent Waiver Regulations 14 CFR Part 1245 1
NMI 5109 3B Licensing of NASA Inventions 14 CFR Part 1245 :iubparl 2
NMI 51094 NASA Foreign Patent Program 14 CFR Part 1245 Subpart 3
NMI 5109 5 Foreign Patent Licensing Regulations 14 CFR Part 1245, Subpart 4
NMI 5154 2B Contract Appeal Procedures 14 CFR Part	 1241 Subpart 1
NMI 5154 3 Contract Appeals Procedures Implementing the Practices and Procedures 14 CFR Part
	 1241 Subpart 2
Required by the Contract Disputes Act of 1978
NMI 5700 1 Awardi for Scientific and Technical Contributions 14 CFR Part 1240 Subpart 1
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ISSUANCE NO TITLE CITATION
NMI 57003B Policy	 and	 Procedures	 for	 Granting	 Monetary	 Awards	 for	 Reported 14 CPR Part 1240 Subpart 2
Scientific	 and	 Technical	 Contributions	 to	 NASA	 and	 Contractor
E rnployees
NHB 6800 IA NASA Grant and Cooperative Agreement Handbook 14 CFR Part	 1260
NMI 60003A Use	 of	 NASA	 Airfield	 Facilities	 by	 Aircraft	 Not	 Operated	 for	 the 14 CFR Part 1204 Subpart 14
Benefit of the Federal Govo-monf
NMI 7100 16 Payload Specialists for NASA Related Payloads 14 CFR Part	 1214 Subpart 3
NPU 802014 Extraterrestrial	 Exposure 14 CFR Part	 1211
NMI 80303A Policy	 f;or- ornrnq	 Data	 Obtained	 from	 Space	 Science	 Flight	 In 14 CFR Part 1205 Subpart 1
vestigations
NMI 86108 Reimbursornent for Shuttle Serrices Provided to Non U S	 Government 14 CFR Part	 1214. Subpart 1
Users
NMI 86109 Roirnbursernent for Shuttle Services Provided to Civil U S	 Government 14 CFR Part	 1214 Subpart 2
Users and Foreign Users Who Have Made Substantial investment in
the STS Program
NMI 861013 Space Transportation System Personnel Reliability Program 14 CFR Part	 1214 Subpart 5
NMI 8610 14 Space	 Transportation	 System	 Procurement	 of	 Spinning	 Solid	 Upper 14 CFR Part	 1214 Subpart 10
Stages (SSUS)
NMI 8610 15 Space Transportation System	 Use of Small Seif Contained Payloads 14 CFR Part	 1214 Subpart 9
NMI 8610 17 Space Transportation System	 The Authority of The Space Transportation 14 CFR Part	 1214 Subpart 7
System (STS) Commander
NMI 8621 IC Mishap Reporting and Investigating 29 CrR Part 1960
NMI 87102 NASA `safety and Health Programs 29 CFR Part 1960 29 CFR Part
1960	 Subpart F. 29 CFR Part
1960 Subpa- H. 29 CFR
1960 7(011) (7)	 29 CFR
1960 34(b)
	
29 CFR 1960 54 59
NMI 8800 7D Procedures for Implementing the Provisions of the National Environmental 14 CFR Part 	 1216. Subpart	 1 .
Policy Act (NEPA) 14 CFR Part	 1216. Subpart 3
NMI 88009B Coordination of NASA Facilities Flunning and Projects 14 CFR Part 1204 Subpart 15
NMI 8800 10 Floodplam and %Nellands Management 14 CFR Part	 1216 Subpart 2
NHB 8800 11 Implementing the Pr"isions of the National Environmental Policy Act 14 CFR Part	 1216. Subpart 3
NMD!A 8810 I Power	 and	 Authority	 to	 Take	 Actions	 in	 Real	 Estate	 and	 Related 14 CFR 1204501
Matters
NPD 881 1 1 Delegations of Authority to the Corps of Engineers. U S Army Concerning 14 CFR 1204 502
NASA Land Acquisition Activities
NMI 8812 1 Delegation of Authority	 Adjudicalwo of Appeals Arising Under Certain 14 CFR 1204 507
Corns of Engineer Leases of NASA Real Property
NPD 8813 1 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of 14 CFR 1204 503
E dSement5
NPD 88132 Determination and Delegation of Authority Concerning the Granting of 14 CFR 1204 504
Leaseholds	 Permits and Licenses in Real Property
Delegation of Authority of Certain Civil Rights Functions to Department of 14 CFR 1204 508
Health Education and Welfare
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CHAPTER 7: COMPLEMENTARY MANUALS TO THE NASA MANAGEMENT
DIRECTIVES SYSTEM
This Chapter sets forth a list of the complementary manuals to the NASA Management Directives System and
their availability.
1. a. NASA PROCUREMENT REGULATION (NHB 5100.2)
ki	 b. NASA GRANT AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT HANDBOOK (NHB 5800.1)
Under hie cognizance of the Procurement Po;^cy Division, Office of Procurement, requests should be
submitted as follows:
(1) For all Changes to Distribution Lists: To Procurement Policy Division, Office of Procurement,
NASA Headquarters.
(2) For Additional Copies
(a) Field Installations: To the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD. 20771, Code 232.2
(b) Headquarters: To the Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 232.2
Available from Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, and
also published in the Federal Register; see Chapter 5.
2. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT MANUAL. Under the cognizance of the Financial Management Division,
Office of the NASA Comptroller. Requests should be submitted as follows:
a. For All Changes to Distribution List: To General Financial Systems Branch, Financial Management
Division, NASA Headquarters.
b. For Additional Copies
(1) Field h ►stallations: To the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 20771, Code 232.2.
(2) Headquarters: To the Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 232.2
3. NASA SUPPLEMENT TO FEDERAL PERSONNEL MANUAL. Under the cognizance of the Program
Planning and Adm ; ^ i stration Unit, Personnel Programs Divisicn. Requests should be submitted as follows:
a. For All Changes to Distribution List: To Personnel Policy and Progr,Am Management Branch, NASA
Headquarters.
b. For Additional Copies
(1) Field Installations: To the Program Planning and Administration Unit, Personnel Programs
Division, NASA Headquarters.
(2) Headquarters: To the Program Planning and Administration Unit, Personnel Programs Division,
Code NP-28.
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CHAPTER 8: NASA SAFETY STANDARDS
SAFETY STANDARD NO.
	 TITLE
NSS/HP 1740.1 NASA Aerospace Pressure Vessel Safety Standard
NSS/MV 1740.2 NASA Safety Standard for Motor Vehicle Safety Belts
NSS/FS 1740.3 NASA Safety Standard for the Fire Protection of Essential Electronic Equipment Operations
NSS/HP 1740.4 NASA Medium Weight Pressure Vessel Safety Standard
NASA Safety Standard for Color Coding Firefighting and Emergency Vehicles
NSS/MV 1740.8 NASA Safety Standard for Inflating Tires with Split Rim and/or Retainer Rings
NSS/FS 1740.7 NASA Safety Standard for Handlers of Hazardous Materials
NSS/GO 1740.8 NASA Safety Standard for Certification of Personnel Engaged in Potentially Hazardous Operations
Written requests for Standards should be addressed to:
NASA Safety Office
Code D
Washington, D.C. 20546
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PART B
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING
	
See FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
ADDRESS CODS FEDSTRIP AND MILSTRIP
COORDINATION OF 4050 2D
ADMINISTRATIJE SERVICES
Ant raft Operations Manual (Also see
AIRCRAFT) 65402
Records mgt	 , ogram 1440 6B
NASA Intercemer Aircraft Operations Panel
Functions of 1152 47A
Membership of 1152 47A
ADMINISTRATOR
Accident investigation responsibility 8621 1C
Flag	 official 10201E
Lines of succession 1 162 1M
Respunsibdibes
Accident; mission f lure investigation 8621 IC
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel 1156 14F
ADMINISTRATOR ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
Committee memberships 1 152 57D
Federal Register documentation 1410 10D
Functions 1 131	 1A
Responsibilities 
Freedom of Information Act 1382 2C
Personnel training in foreign countries by foreign
institutions 34106A
Privacy Act of 1974 1382 178
5
INDEX TO NASA
MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES
AS OF
AUGUST 1, 1982
A
	
A SfN(_I
	
See ATTENDANCE AND t[AV[
Al (JD[ NT,
Adlusunents for
(compensation for reporting requirements
Definmons
Air ,dent
A, (.,dent factor
Types of disabilities
Injuries
He. ^eation
Hepomng
Requirement% for
Responsibility for
Mission failure investigation
Operations invest iyabon%, do(-umentahon
Prevention program
Heports release to public
Policy on
Pro(.eduras for
Hespons,brhty for
Time Charges for
Vehicles rented by NASA travelers claims for
Disposmon of
NASA liability limitations of
Processing procedures for
Travelers responsibilities of
A(A- UUNTt NIr tAlso see FINANCIAL MANA(rEMENI)
Cost accounting
Reimbursement for expendable launch
vehicles/services 	 9240 1
Standards	 51 15 1D
	
Leave	 3630 3B
ADMINISTRATOR DEPUTY
Committee menrtwrshgis
Flay official
I rues of su(:(: ession
I	 Responsibilities
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EXCHANGES NASA PERSONNEL
At tw,llos of 9050 6A
AuIhowed patrons of 9050 6A
E slablishmom/obfot live of 9050 6A
I x( options!vanatrons of 9050 6A
E xchange (;owned	 duties of 9050 6A
F acllities of employee wallare activities 9050 6A
F uniting autnority 9050 6A
Insurance for 9050 6A
vro( uromont authority of 9050 6A
Resale policy of 9050 6A
Hospunsibdmos
Assocwlo/NASA cA)mptuillto 61506A
Installation	 Dueclors 9050 6A
NASA Exchange Councils 90506A
Taxes on 90506A
Termination policy on 90506A
E X( US[ D ABSF NCI S 3630 3B
IXHIBITS PROGRAM 1381 18
EXPERTS AND CONSULTANTS
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel 1156 14F
Contracts, guidelines 51045
E -nployeos as 190010
E mployment of 3304 1 C
Standards of conduct 1900 2A
Travel suggestions 9720 3C
EXTERNAL RELATIONS	 OFFICE OF
Associate Administrator lot
Cartographic -,roci ucts	 responsibility for 71002B
Delegation of authority to act 1103 150
Responsibilities
Gonoral 1 103 15D
NASA Council 1152 57D
EXTFHNAL RELATIONS OFFICE OF Coot
	
ingsnuatton of	 1103 15D
EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
Publit Affairs
Release of information (Also see PP' 1 ACY ACT
	
Of 1974)
	
1382 2C
1382 17B
IXTRAIERRESTRIAL EXPOSURE
(.otifl or other processes 8020 14
Dohnlbons
Administrator 8020 14
1 xlratenostrwl exposure 8020 14
NASA 802014
Ouaranbne 8020 14
United Statos 8,)2014
Polit y on
AdnumsLrahva	 a tion% 8020 14
Ouarantrne 8020 14
Violations ct provisions on 8020 14
FXTRATERRESIRIAL MAPPING
	
See
CART06RAPHY
F
FACILITIES (Also see BUILDINGS	 CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLATIONS	 HEAL PROPERTY AND
FACILITIES)
Director of
Organuatron chart 11302  6
Position	 description of 11302  C
Rospon.,ibihty of 11302  6
8811 3A
E ngrnoonng
Handbook 7320 10
Retorts	 (oF	 Preliminary 88202
F field installations master plans 7232 IC
Locution of
Polley no 8800 8B
Responsibility for 8800 8B
Ofhco of 7232 1 C
Requirements
Policies on 73002
Responsibility for 73002
Technical eataloN tot P8005A(I).
8800 5A (II)
8800 5A(III)
FACILITIES UTILIZATION PROGRAM	 7,ee
INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING AND APPROVAL
FALLOUT SHELTERS 10431D
101 t t edoral Bureau of Investigation)
	
See FEDERAL
FEB (Federal Executive Board)
	
See FEDERAL
FEDERAL
Budget System (Soo BUDGET ADMINISTRATION
MANUAL)
Bureau of Investigation 	 personnel security
referrals 16106 
Cataloging
Utilization and maintenance of 4410 1 D
Employees Lsbor Management Relations Program 3711 3F
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1
f
1
S
7400 1 B
FEDSTHIP IFederaI `itandard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure)
FIOfHAL Cont FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (Also see AUDITING
Executive Board activities FISCAL OPERATIONS	 TRAVEL RF(,ULATIONS)
Locations of 1154 1B Adminrstrabvo control of appropriations and funds
Oblo(trves of 1154 1B Adr-oustrator5 fund 905048
Participation i.i	 NASA 1 154 15 Exchange activities 1050 6A
Responsibilities of	 NASA 1 154 1 B Wocedufes for 9050 3A
Insurance Contribution Act (FICA) 740018 Violations	 reporting of 90503A
Marl	 privilegea/ restrictions on 1450 1 1 C Balance of payments	 Internaaorial 9393 1 C
Record Censors	 dispo • tion handbook 1441 IA Contract administration	 related held services
Register Budgeting of 7410 1 C
NASA doc :mentatron 1410 1 OD Funding of 7410 1(
Office of Payment of 7410 IC
NASA document publication 1410 100 Policy on 7410 IC
NASA representation 1410 10D Resources authontations for 741 V 1 C
,,tandard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure Contractors teporting system
jFfDS T RIP) 40bO2D Policy on 9501 1C
Telecommunications System IF TS)
	
(See (:ontraclors reporting system 9501 1C
COMMUNICATIONS; Responsibility for 9501 1C
Water Pollution Contrc( Admini%1ration 880c) 3A Currency	 foreign
Women s Program 37134B Definitions
Country use currencies 9393 2C
Excess currencies 93932C
Near excess currencies 9393 2C
F F DSTRIP (Federal Standard Requisitioning and Issue U S cur,	•e5 9393 2C
Procedure)	 See FEDERAL Ixcess/nea	 r.i.ess
Action on 9393 2C
Res,—nsibifity for 9393 2C
FIELD INSTALLATIONS (Also see INDIVIDUAL Director of
FIELD INSTALLATIONS) Authority of 92101A
Ch of Counsels )0001 Objectives of 1 103 20
Duecto s of Reporting of 9210 lA
Responsdalrties Responsibilities 110320 
I acdrLres master plan 7232 i C Oruanization chart 1 103 20
GIDE I' representative 5310 2B Miscellaneous financial matters
History program 4700 Authorizations
Ldboi management agreements	 authority to Annual obligation reports certification 90904B
approve 3711 5E General 9090 1 D
Micrographics management 23142 Payments/ vouchers	 cerlific9lion of 9630 3A
News releases 1 380 4A Telephone company charges certification 9090 1 D 9090 3F
Heat property acquisition P811 3A Personnel designation procedures 90902B
Statements of employment, frnan(aa! Telephone company charge certdreatroc 9090 1 D. 9090 3E
interests 190018 Polt:ies/objectives 90101A
Stores stock management 41001A User charges 90801B
F acd has 7232 1C
GIDEP program. 531028 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION OFFICE OF
News releases 13804A THE COMPTROLLER
Procurement officers 5115 1D Director of
Property and supply officers 41001A Functions of 110320 
Public affairs 1380 4A Position objectives 110320 
RTOP management system 7100 12 Pesponsibdrties 110320
Word processing	 responsibility for 2430 1 Orgrnizaton chart 110320 
FIRE PROTECTION 88381B
FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
Definition of 1610 3A
FIREARMS
Authorization to can y 1620 1 A
FILES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM Control and issuance
Definitions Definitions
Disposition 1440 6B Certifying official 16202
riles
	 ne/ mamtonance 1440 6B Concealed firearm 1620 2
Filing
	 stations 1440 6B Unconcealed firearm 16202
Installation staging area 1440 6B Possession
Official NASA records 1440 6B Certification for 16202
Records control schedules 1440 6B Commercial aircraft limitations 16202
Records Management officer custodian 1440 6B Conditions for 16202
1440 6B Proficiency maintenance 1620 2E quq>ms il	supplies for
hie	 on for 1440 6B Qualifying procedures/ standards 1620 2.
Responsibility for
R e po
1440 68 Record keeping 16202
Responsibility for 16202
Storage requirements 16202
FINANCIAL INTERESTS EMPLOYEE 19001B. Traimrng 16202
1900 3A	 19005 Weapon standards 16202
60
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)
IISCAI	 OPfRATIONS iHes(, see FINANCIAL FORMS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
MANA(, FMf NT) Definitions
Miscellaneous Email: at upenftions towns 14201C
Allowdn( es Installation form 1420 1 C
Notdner, public 9610 IA NASA form 142010
Optional form 1420 1 C
Standard form 14201C
FtA('S NASA/NHO Prefixed Forms Index 14202D
NASA 1020 11	 1020 2B Objectives 1420 10
United States	 half staff	 display of Policy 1420 1 C
Hespons.tnhty for 1020 2B Procedures 1420 1 C
Rules for 102028 Responsibilities 1420 1 C
FLAMMABILITY ODOR AND OFfGASSING FHC (Flight Rotearch Center) 	 See DRYDEN FLIGHT
HFOU I PFMfNTS AND TEST PROCEDURES F()n RESEARCH CENTER
MATERIALS IN ENVIRONMENTS THAT SUP
COMBUSTION 8060 18
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA)
Agency records	 public access to 1 382 2C
FLIGHT RESEARCH (ENTER	 See DHVDEN FLIGHT
HE SE ARCH (F NTE H
FTS (Federal TelecoMMUn)Cdh011S System)	 See
COMMUNICATIONS
FLOOD HAZARDS TO NASA FACILITIES
Budget estimate guidelines for 7400 1 B
Floodplain and Wetland Mandgernont 880010 FULL FAITH AND CWDIT 	 CERTIFICATES OF 20001
FOIA	 bee FREEDOM Of INFORMATION ACT FUN( T16NAL MANAGEMENT 12401A
FOHEIGN FUND RAISING 39402
Affairs
Aeronautical 3.Id spa(.e program 1382 1B FUNDING
rt:•L ^!.°,!::J!
	
.... .,	 r	 .....,.: Of 1 (1'3(
'
11 t A 
Technical etlorrnation documents
E xchange visitors employed by NASA Pane charges of 9280 1 
c0ntrd1tofs Reprinting of 92801A
Policy 1311	 18
Waiver of residence abroad requirement for 1371	 18
Exhibits request 1387 1B FUNDS ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF	 See
Research coordination FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Foreign area
	
definition of 1360 iA
Foreign national	 definition of 1360 lA FURNITURE/FURNISHINGS	 OFFICE
Policy 1360 1A Acquisitions 4220 1C
Responsibility for 13601A Approval requirements 4220 10
Tec hnology utilization rnatenal	 dc(.ess to 2110 1A Assignment criteria 4220 1C
Visitors activities coordination Policy 4220 1CCommunist dominated countries and areas 1371 3
Foreign national 1371 3
Standards for
Foreign representative 1371 3
Definitions
Executive office/ furniture and furnishings 4220 iC
Procedu res for 1311 3 Federal supply schedules 4220 1C 
y forRespons ibi li t 1371 3 GS lb and above or nqufvalent 422010Currency
	 use of c xcess/ near excess 9393 2C Unitized wood furniture 4220 1 C
Intergovernmental negohatinns 1See
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS)
Travel
Approval of 5710 1 H G
College/university personnel 97205A
Communist dominated countries GAG	 See GIDEP GOVERNMENT AD%'1SORY
Approval of 162048 GROUP
Definition of 1620 3A
9710tH GAM' LING EMPLOYEE 13001B
Scope/purpose of 1620 3A
Nonprogram activities 9710 1H
Outside meetings 9710 iH GAO	 See GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Requirements 9710 1H
Studies!traimng 9710 1H GENERA. ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)
Trig) reports 9710tH Audits 1325 1	 99202
Congressional investigations for 1325 1
FORMS AND REPORTS PREPARATION OF Financial relationship 740018
Announcement of Opportunity 7100 11 NASA release of information/ records to
Management Program 1420 1C Policy/ ground rules for 13253
Marine equipment 6600 ' Response to requests for 13253
R T OP i100 12 Special cases on 13253
Statements of Work 56002 Statutory authority for 13253
61
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Ittm c
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE t(,AO) (Aunt
Policy 1325 1
Re'vhonships with 1375 1
Responsibility to 1325 1
Working procedures w'th 1325 1
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Labor r.ianagement approvals 3711 5E
Seal	 Insignia	 and flags 10203
GENERAL COUNSEL
Assrslant. respons,bd.ties
Field installations 2000 1
Litigation 2000 1
Patent; 2000 1
Office of
Organization	 functions and chart 1103 10A
Patents/ inventions
	
delegation of authority for
acceptance 2000 1
Responsibilities
Federal Register documentation 1410 100
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 16SA)
Financial relationship 740018
Regioi 'al offices 8811 6A
GEODESY	 See CARTOGRAPHY
GIDEP	 See GOVERNMENT INDUSTRY DATA
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
GIDEP GOVERNMENT ADVISORY GROUP (GAG) 53102B
GIFTS ACCEPTANCE OF
Conditions for 1210 1P
Foreign 103018
Policy on 12 10 1A	 1900 1B
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ((,SFC) (Also
see FIELD INSTALLATIONS)
Communications responsdalit es 25:0 1 C
Director of
Authority to act for 1107 10A
Objectives of 1107 10A
Responsibility of 1107 10A
Organization chart of 1107 10A
DOVE RNMENI
Industry Data E xcharga Prugrarn I(,tDE P) 5310 2B
Printing Office standa , ds 14902
Property damage/ loss 2080 1 B
Oualny assurance handbook 53004(28)
Supplier operations	 management of 5330 7
GOVERNMENT,, INDUSTRY AFFAIRS DIVISION
Director of
Delegation of authority to act for 1 103 30A
Organization chart 1 103 30A
Responsibilities of 1 103 30A
Interagency agreements	 listing of 1050 4A
Military personnel	 derailing of 3280 3B
GPO (Government Printing Offi(e)
	
See
GOVERNMENT
GRANT;
Handbook for 5800 to
GRANTS Cont
Pr •)cureme.it	 res(	 .nsibrhty for 5101 24E
University	 terminahon of 8340 1A
G r' 4PHIC PRESENTATIONS STANDARDS AND
GUIDE LINES 1430 1	 14302
GRATUITIES
	 EMPLOYEE ACCEPTANCE 1900 1B
GRIEVANCES EMPLOYEE
C.omplatnt resolution 3711 6B
Delegation of authority to act on 3771	 1C
Manual 3771 2B
GROUP ACH EVE ME NT AWARD 3451 to
:CROUP LIFE
	 INSURANCE 3870 Ift
97204A
GSA See GE NE HAL SE RVICE S ADMINISTRATION
GSFC: Sae GODDARD [.PACE FLIGHT CENTER
GUIDE FOR INSERVICE INSPECTION OF
GROUND BASED PRESSURt VESSELS AND
SYSTE MS	 17006
GUNS See FIREARMS
H
HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS 20903 33061A
HARDWARE
	 LIFTING OF	 MST OPERATIONS
E quipment /operation/ maintenance requirements for 53008
Policy on 53008
Responsibility for 53008
HEADOUARTERS ADMINISTRA HON
Aircraft	 utilrtahon 7920 1	 79202
Classified information/ safeguarding responsibility 16203A
Consulting services contracts/ responsibilities 51045
Director of
Authority to approve labor management
agreements 3711 5E
Responsibditres of 1 103 28
Materials Inventory Management 4100 1A
Organization chart 1 10328
Research and technolcgy activity 7100 12
RTOP management system 7100 12
Sc:ence activity 7100 12
HI.LTH (Also see MEDICINE)
Alcohol/drug abuse progran, 3792 1D
Controlled drugs
	
list of 1815 1C
Hearing conservation in noise exposure
	 guide
to 18203
Medical; dental care program	 astronauts 8900 3A
Narcotic and drug control
Policy on 1815 11C 
Responsibility for 1815 1 C
NASA policy 87102
Services/ international travel 1820 2A
Standards
Definition of 8710 1A
Distnbution/availability 8710 1A
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IMAGE RY	 Sou EARTH RF SOURCES SURVEY
PROGRAM IMAGERY
IMMIGRANT ALIEN!;	 DEFINITION Of 10103A
INCENIIVF AWARDS PROGRAM/BOARD 3451 lA
INCENTIVE	 CONTHACTI;:G /;VIDE 5104 3A
INDEBIEDNESS	 EMPLOYEt 190018
INDEX Of	 NASA AND NHO PREFIXED FORMS 1420 2E
INDUSTRIAL
Products' services	 a(qursitioo of 1410 3B
Set unly 1650 1
Ventilation handbook 1320 2
Wind tunnel utiltiation 13001
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 	 OFFICE	 Of
Director of 1 103 2A
Latxir relations manual 5200 1A
INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
Definitions 8020 22/.
Objectives 8020 22A
Responsibilities 8020 22A
InRIAIIUNAHY 1NIPA(.I EvALUAIlUni	 Jee
PROGRAM f ORMULATION
INFORMATION (Also see FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACT	 PRIVACY ACT OF	 1974
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
OFFICII
Congressional 1450 4B
Internal conimuni(ations 1480 1A
NASA release to GAO
Policy/ground rules for 1325 3
Response to requests Lot 13253
Special canal on 13253
Statutoy authority for 13253
Publications
Educational and public 13922B
Scientific and technical 2220 1 B
Release of 13804A	 13822C
Retoeval/records dis osition handbook 1441 1A
Scientific and tocnmcal
Definition of 2220 5A
Documents page and reprint charges 92801A
Early domestic dissemination of	 policy on 22101
GIDEP 5310 2B
Policy on 2220 5A
Presentation/ publication	 authority for 222028
Related policies on
Responsibility for
Senior management direct channel to
INFORMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION
Consulting services contracts; responsibilities
Federal Register
63
2220 7A
22208A
2220 100
2220 1 IA
2220 5A
22205A
3711 6B
23402
51045
1410IOD
INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION
Slande'dol (sett
Identification of	 8710 lA
NASA ongnlaled ; adopled	 8110 to
Obµxtives of	 0110 to
Prot wernonte for	 87101A
Relationship with Safety Standar.l	 0710 lA
Responsibili ty for	 8710 1A
HEALTH EDUCATION AND WELEAR[ IHEWI Of PT
Of
Au Pollution One regional program dueclors 	 88004
E xtratelrrestoal exposure quarantine for	 8010 14
HEW Sao HEALTH EOUCATION AND WEIFARE
DEPT Of
HISTORIAN DITTIES OF Set, HE CORDS AND
REPORTS
HISTORICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE	 I 1 S6 34C
HISIOHICAL PROGRAM
Artlfa( Is
DO'nition of	 4.1104A
DI'posilon of
Lists preparation of	 4310 4A
NASA Artifacts Cononntee 	 4310 4A
Polity for	 4.110 4A
Procedures for	 43 10 4A
n^v, AA
Du-(tor of	 27002(
Poh(y	 210010
Prugi dm	 27002C
Responsibdrttes	 1700 2(
HOLIDAI DESIGNAIION	 3610 1B
HONOR AWARDS	 3451 IA
HONORARIUMS EMPLOYEE ACCEPTANCE 	 190o 1 B
HOUSEHOLD GOODS SHIPMENT OF	 9760 1B
HUMAN RE SE ARCH
Aulhontation for	 71009
Policy .
 procedure
Committee on	 71008
Coolant of protocol for	 71008
Definitions	 71008
Inlunes/iW .s or disease reports on	 71008
Legal/ safety / medical office reviews of
	 71008
Procedures changes reports on 	 71006
Protocols/ author jalion of 	 71008
Requiremcntsjexceptions, waivers on	 71008
Subjects rights of	 71m a
Voluntary informed consont for 	 71008
IDENTIFICATION BADGE CARD	 16203A
ILLEGAL OR UNETHICAL CONDUCT
INVESTIGATION AND R,PORTiNG OF Wso see
STANDARD OF CONDUCT HANDBOOK) 	 99501A
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION
Aeronautical and space programs 1362 1 B
Director of
Delegation of authority to act for 110331 
Organiratio . c nan 110331 
Position objective 110331 
Responsib6ilies of 1 103 31
Foreign area research coordination 13601A
Foreign visitors/ activities coordination 1371 3
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATES OF VACCINATION 18202A
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI) 22204. 80102
INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS
	 See FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
INVENTIONS (Also see CONTRIBUTIONS.
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL)
Appeals 34502
Award consideration 34502
Employees 34502
Licenses/ assignments acceptance of 20001
Patents
Foreign, program for 5109 4, 5109 5
Licensing regulations	 NASA inventions 5109 31B
Policy
	
implementat,on of 34502
Waiver regulations 5109 2D
Petitions 34502
Responsibility for 34502
INVENTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS BOARD
Advance Warver Review Panel 1 152 24G
Definition of 5109 3B
Membership of 1152 17D
INJURIF S
Format and preparation 	 Cent
Original 1050 10
Referenced list 105018
Signature block 1050 1 B
Subject title 1060 18
Lasting 1050 4A
Obtaining authorirv, 1 060 1 B
Power and authority
negotiate/ execute/ a mend/ terminate
Conditions and limitations on 1050 2A
Delegation of authority 1050 2A
Effects on current agreements 1050 2A
Reporting on 1050 1 B. 1050 2A
Records and publications of 1050 1 B
Review of 105018
Space Tug/Inental Upper Stage management (AF) 802022A
Supply support (DOD' 4050 18
Termination of 1050 1 B
INTERCENTFH AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS PANEL 115247A
INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION Cont
Federal Register Office NASA
Representative	 1410 I OD
L. S Government Manual update	 1410 IOD
INTFRCENTEH COMMITTEE ON AUTOMATIC DATA
PROCESSING	 115240E
INTERCEPTION Of CONVERSATIONS/ MEETINGS
POLICY ON	 2530 1 B
INTERGOVERNMENTAL PERSONNEL ACT OF
970
	
3334 1 A
INTERNAL COMMITTEES 	 11501C
INJURIE S
Cornpensat on for 3810 IA
Occupational/investigation/raportrng of 1712 lA
INSIGNIA	 OFFICIAL NASA
F stabhsh merit /dust ripbon of 1020 11
Use of
Ganeral policy 10201E
Printing standards 14902
Reimbursable launch vehicle% 86106
INSPF CTIONS
Boilers 8833 lA
E levators 8833 1 A
NASA property
Persons 1600 IA
Policy 8833 1A
INSPECTOR GENERAL
Cc.mmntee rnembershipt 1 152 57D
Employee complaints to 3711 68
Investigations by 99P0 1A
Organization chart 1 103 27
Responsibilities of 1 103 27
INSTALLATION INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITY
PLANNING AND PLANS	 See INSTITUTIONAL
PLANNING AND APPROVAL
INSTALLATIONS (Also sari FACILITIES 	 FIELD
INSTALLATIONS)
Appropriations
Delegations of authority for 7240 1 D
Reporting of 72401D
Classified information/ safeguardurr, ;	 esponscbdrty 1620 3A
Communications resfxrnsibihties 2520 1C
Roads naming of 1022 1C
Sec:unty instructions j requirements 1620 3A
Word processing	 responsibility for 2430 1
1!	 INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING AND APPROVAL (Also
see PROGRAM FORMULATION)
Installation institutionel capability planning and
plans
Facilities utiluation program 723418
INSURANCE AND ANNU!TIES
Group life insurance
NASA Employees Benefit Association 38701D
In j ury compensation 3810 lA
INTANGIBLE BENEFITS SCALE 3451 IA
INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS
Amendments or reviews of 1050 TEL
Basic requirement for 1050 1B
Contract admlmstrat ,on	 related field services 7410 TIC
1-	 Definition ofi 1050 1B
Format and preparation
Cancellation paragraph 1050 1B
Draft copies 1050 1B
Effective date and termination 1050 1B
Final version 105018
64
3711 5E
3711 10A
5200 1 A
3711 3F
3711 11
73202
LABORATORY VENTILATION HANDBOOK FOR
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER (JSC) (Also Goo FIELD Cant
Space Shuttle program responsibilities 8020 18B
Space Transportation System responsibilities 8900 1 A
JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING (Also see
PRINTING)
Definitions
CPMO 1490 3A
Duplt.atrng 14902
Equipment 1490 3A
NASA plant 1490 3A
NASA PMO 1490 3A
Printing 14902
Procedures for 1490 3A
Production unit 14902
Regulations 14902
Reports to 1490 3A
Responsibilities 1490 3A
JPL	 See JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
JSC	 See JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
JURY DUTY 3630 3B
JUSTICE	 DEPARTMENT OF
Drug Enforcement Administration Regional
Offices 1815  1 C
Federal Register documentation 1410 100
INVENTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS BOARD Goof
Patent waiver petition, 	 finding-	 and
recornmondatior. , 5500 1 A
Hesfa>c.sibility	 of 1152 17D
570036
Services provided by 1152 17D
Statement of ornployment /hna':.ral mtorosis 190018
INVENTORY CONIHOL SYE,TEMS 41001A
INVE NTORY MANAGE ME NT (Also soe PROP[ RTY
AND SUPPLY) 41001A
INVESTIGATIONS
Accidents/mission failures 8621 1C
Full	 field 1610 3A
Guidelines for acquisition of 8030 6A
Outside proposals/procedures 6030 6A
Policy on 2530 1B 9950 )A
Recording of 2530 10
Reporting of 9950 1A
Resolution of recommendations 99501A
Responsibilities for 99501A
Space science 1 152 51 E
7100 11
T emenology/ abbreviations 7 100 1 1
INVESTMENTS
E mpio-los 1900 1 B
Key Officials 1900 5
ISSUANCE SYSTEM NASA
Annual •_. _.. 1410 2A
Applicability to JPt
Piucedu^os for 14103C
Responsibility for 1410 3C
De'nitions of/formats for
Complementary Manuals 1410 2A, 1410 12
NASA Handbooks (NHB) 14102A 141012
NASA Management Instructions (NMI) 14102A 141012
NASA Notices INN) 1410 2A 141012
Management Directives System Handbook 1410 12
Operating principles 1410 2A, 1410 12
Policy 1410 2A 1410 12
Purpose 1410 2A 1410 12
Responsibilities 1410 2A 1410 12
IUS	 See INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
J
JCP	 See JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY (JPL)
Description 1132 2W
Manager	 NASA Resident Office 1 103 32
NASA management directives application 1410 3C
Porformance Evaluation Board 1152 9C
Residen t Lega! Office 20001
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER (JSC) (Also see FIELD
INSTALLATIONS)
Director	 Acting
During norrnai conditions 1 107 9
In event of attack 11019
Lunar materials control responsibilities 7100 10
Organization 11079 
Responsibilities 11079 
K
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER (KSC) (Also see FIELD
INSTALLATIONS)
Director of
Authority to act for
During normal conditions	 1107 7
In event of attack
	 1107 7
Objectives of	 1107 7
Responsibilities	 1 107 7
Organization chart	 1107 7
Shuttle Landing Facility	 6000 3A
Space Shutt!d program responsibilities 	 8020 18B
Space Transportation System respomobihties	 8900 1 A
KEY EMPLOYEES/ POSITIONS
Investments requirements for	 19005
Outside employment. policy for 	 19005
Ready reserve screening 	 3303 1 C
KSC See KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
l
LABOR MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
Agreements
Delegation of authority to administer
Industrial LAbor Relations Manual
Program
Policies
Rgporting/review
LABORATORY VENTILATION HANDBOOK FOR
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LANGLEY RESEARCH ',EN1ER ILaRCI
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER (LaRC) (Also ,ee LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER (LnRC) (Also coo Fit -0
FIELD INSTALLATIONS) INSTAL LATION)
Director of Director
Authority to act for Authority to act for
During normal conditions 1 107 2 During normal conditions 107 4
In event of au ., k 1 107 2 In event of attack r 107 4
Objectives of 1101 2 Organvalion chart 1107 4
ResponsibilrUe^ of 1 101 2 Responsibilities 1 107 4
Organization chart 1107 2
LICENSING 	 PATE NI RE (A)LATIONS 5109 3B
LAUNCH
Information systems	 definition of 86104 LIFE INSURANCL	 GROUP 3870 1D
Operations	 (See OPERATIONS)
LIFE
	
SCIENCES (Also see SPACI	 SCIENCE	 OFFICE
OF)LAUNCH VEHICLES AND SPACECRAFT
Advisory committee 1156  34CBudget procurement price out data 7400 1B Responsibility lot 1 102 1 CEstimating factors 11005B
Insignias on reimbursable launch vehicles 86106
Reimbursement for non U S Govt users LINES OF SUCCESSION
Apphcat on of 8610 5 Administrator	 delegation of authority to act for 1 162 1M
Items reimbursed 86105 Approvol and documentation of 1 160 IF
Policy on 8610 5 Policy for 1 160 IF
Responsibility for 86105 Requirements for 1 160 IF
Users	 definition of 86105
Spsce Systems termination 86402
LOGOTYPE	 NASA OFFICIAL 10201E	 10203
LAWS AND LEGAL MATTERS (Also see BUDGET LOITEPIES
	
EMPLOYEE 190018
AnMiNISTRATION MANUAL)
Conflict of interest enforcement 19007
Court actions LUNAR AND PLANETARY NONMENCLATURE
Definition of 2010 1 Policy 8020 11
NASA ngmnst 2010 1 Responsibility of 0020 11
NASA employees against 2010 1
Procedures for 2010
Federal Roomer/'-FR documentation 1410 IOD LUNAR CONTAMINATION (Also see
Tort claims CONTAMINATION CONTROL) 80207
NASA against 208018
NASA employee against 208018 LUNAR MAPPING
	
See CARTOGRAPHY
U S Government	 against 2080 1 B
LUNAR SAMPLES
LEAVE	 See ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE Control of
Policy on 710010
Responsibility for 710010
LECTURING	 EMPLOYEE 19001B Selection	 research and development of 13872A
LEGISLATIV'	 AFFAIRS
Accident/ mission failure investigation 8621 1C M
Acting Director for
During norma; conditions 110322 MACHINES OFFICE 14904
In event of attack 1103 22
Office of MAIL
Authority to act for 1 10322 NASA Management Program
During normal conditions 1103 22 Definitions
In event of attack 1 103 22 Bulk mail 1450 11 C
F (unctions of 1 103 22 Mail 1450 1 1 C
Organization chart 1 103 22 Official mail 1450 1 1 C
Responsibility of 1 103 22 Objective 1450 1 1 C
Timely impiemeniation of 1410 11 Privileges
Contractor 1450 1 1 C
Federal government; 1450 11 C
LEGISLATIVE MATERIAL Responsibilities 145011C
Definition of 1320 1 Restrictions 1450 11 C
Processing of 7010 IC
Program for 7010 IC
Requests for 13201 MAILINGS OFFICIAL 145011(.
Responsibility for 1320 1	 7010 1 C
MAINTAINABIUTY ASSURANCE SPACE SHUTTLE
LeRC	 See LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER PROGRAM 5300411D 2)
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MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
MAINTI NANCE AND OPt RATION Definitions	 Court
Marine ogoq,nw, nt 6600 1 Senior Executive Seuvic a Posmon 31003
NASA f xecu6vo Resources, Board 31003
NASA Performance Review Board 31003
MAJOR FA(CIt1I1fS 11TIL12AIION fit PORI 7).34 1B NASA SES Executive Position Manaocim 31003
Responslbdrtros 31003 
Senior f xecutrv p I ommdtee 31003
MAJOR F I I(,HT AND DE Vt IOPME NT 5ettware' flight prole, is
Proyrdrn ,onlrol Oble,.live 24106
Inertial	 tipper	 `,lage (10S) prolect H02(127A Plan 24106
Sub( ommolve on Nowor F roptoyew, 1 152 310
MAJOR SYSTt M A l OUISITION`,	 IAlsu see Word pnx-essing
Fit SEARCH AND	 i VE LOPME NT PLANNING AND Authority 2430 1
APPROVAL 4 Definition 2430 1
Ba, kground o0 1100 14A Objectives 2430 1
Ba ,m poh,.ros on 110014A Policy 24301
c --,onvderations. "Irdtegy for 7100 14A Hes{ronsdnhbes 2430 1
Definitions 7100 14A Work Breekdown Structures 56101
t xceptions to pin( e•bb for 7 100 14A
Pro, ("lure	 process fur 1100 14A MANAGE ME NT DE VI LOPMF NT F DUCATION PANE L 1 152 52A
Redffemdtioo to need statement preparation 7100 14A
Rebponsibrhhee lot 7100 14A
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND CONTROL
SYSTEM (MICS) 23402
MANAGEMENT (Also soe OUAIITY ASSURAN(E)
Affairs	 t.nlely	 Icnplernenidtl)n	 of 1410 11
Alcohol dmq abuse 3792 1C:
MANAGEMENT FINANCIAL
Auton,atie. data processing equ,pinent 2410 l( Director ofObjectivesof 110320
Conferences, retroats	 NASA sponsor id ibResponsibilities of 110320 
Bkacground of 12005 Financial relationship 740018 Definition s Organization chest 110320  
Management conference 12005
Retreat 12005
Policy for 12005 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND CONTROL
.a SYSTEM iM!CSI 23402
Approval it), 12005 
Reporting on 12005 
MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS OFFICE OFEmployee disciplinary action 3752 1B
Employee relations with 3711 3F	 3711 6B Assoc	 Administrator for
Employment ceding/ funding 7240 1D Authority to approve emplo;^lent ceilings 7240 TD
Functional 1240 IA Lines of succession 1103 11C
NASA Council 1 152 57DImprovements; evaluation
Responsibilities 1 103 1 1 CDefinitions
Evaluation resources 1410 1 Federal Register 141010D
Management evaluation 1470 1 Organization chart 1103 11C
Management improvement 1470 1 Privacy Act of 1974 1382 17U
Policy 1470 1
Productivity measurement 14701 MANAGEMENT SUPPORT OFFICE	 DIRECTOR OF
Program evaluation 14701 Organizational setting of 110321A
Requirements 14701 Position objectives of 110321A
Resources Report 14701 Responsibilities of 110321A
Instructions	 NASA 1410 2A
1 .1vestigations	 responsibilities 9950 1A
Labor agreements 3711 5E MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
3711 10A Audit reports 99202
Organizational responsibilities, structure/ changes Disease and injury exposure control 89002
Announcements,/other actions of 1120 1D DOD support
Approval levels of 1120  1 D Coordinating official 11383 	 11387
Definitions	 basic organization Ground operations support
Field installation 1120  1 D Definitions
Headquarters Office 1 120 ID Launch Information Systems 86104
Documentation of 11201D Manned Space Flight Network 86104
General criteria for 11201D Mission Control Systems 66104
Information required for 11201D NASA Communications Network 86104
Procurement Office (See PROCUREMENT) Procedures 86104
Review/approval process for 1120 10 Responsibility for 86104
Personnel Management Review Committee 1152260 Systems analysis 86104
1 152 37C Medical support
Radio Frequency Manuel 25703 Functional relationships 89001A
Servor Executive Service Implementation procedures 89001A
Definitions Objectives 8900 1 A
Career Reserved Positron 31003 ResponsAmbties
General Position 31003 Flpht oats 89001A
Senior Executive 31003 Ground test planning 8900 1 A
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MAPPIN(,
Hosp ons,bdmcc,	Writ ME SSA(r E S	 HE( OHOING PRECEDENCES FOR
Occupational rrwd,cuno 8900 )A (:ntena for 253020
loll documentation u+quuernents 89001A DofrnrUons (p , ecodcnr of
NPtwoik	 definition of 86104 Flash 2530:0
Program haniwan,
	
Idling of 53000 Immediate 2530 2B
Reliability and quality assuianco audits 5330 BA Pnonty 2530 2B
Safety 1 156 14F Routine 2530 2B
Sufiwaro management of 24106 Delivery hnu, 1530 2B
Polay on 253028
Responsibility for 2530 28
MAPPING	 See CARIOGHAPHY
ME IA' ,	 PRE CIOL15	 HE COVE RY OF 4300 2
MARINE FOUIPMENT	 MAINTENAN(E OF 00001
METRIC SYSTEM 12204	 80102
MARSHALL	 SPACE	 til(iHl	 CtNTEH 1MSf(C ) IALto
see f IF LD INSTAI LATIONSI
IOIUGICAI EXAMINATION OF SPACE(.onvnunicabons n,sponsdnfihes 2510 1C
Duo( for of
HARD
HARDWARE '	 3010
Authority to ac t	 for
During normal tondn,ons 11016 MICROCIRCUITS
In event of attack 1 101 6 Ouahhod P,oducts lists Roquuemt+nts fur 53004(3F)
Ob j ectves of 1 107 6
He y pwnsibil.twe	 of 1101 6
Oryamlation , hart 1 101 5 MWROGHAPHR S MANAGE ME NT 1314 2
Spate shuttle program wP poosibihtw% 8010 186
Stan ' tard parts program respon sd,dihos 53106
MI( ROHE PRODUCT ION
E ngn,eonng data	 specific afion%	 slandani ,, fu, 1440 4A
MASTS H LIST AND INDF X TO NASA Mdnagernent 23142
DIRE CTlVtS 14104Ff Policy and quidelu+es 14403
MALI HIAI `, MICS	 Sec MANAGE Mt N1 INf ORMATION AND
l„^^;;;;;^	 man.:y ••• 41001A (ONTHOI SYSTEM
Pro, ur PrM!nt requests 10W 121'
Nei overy of t VIII ai 4300 2
Safety requldhons 806018 MILITARY IWAIIEE	 PARENT StHVICE	 HfPORT 32809
Unlawful y ep	 nl...Iron of 14904
MILITARY	 LEAVE 36303B
MATEHIALS PRO( I',SINt, ACHEtM(NTS 10505
MILITARY PE RSONNf L	 See PE HSONNE L
MI A`,(lRE Mt NT 1,
iiP,ndhondl	 .y strn, of	 Units 21204	 80102 MILITARY `iEHVICE
	
OBLIGATIONS 3303 IC
Metrology and (dhhrahon 53309
MILITAHY SIANDAHD HEOUISIIIONING AND
MI LM INt iAt— —e HEAI IHI ISSUE	 PROCEDURE	 IMILSTHIPI 40502DA%ow , aut, dependents health , are Iuuyram 8900 3A
I-4,,w-q , onservat,on 18203
MSFespor,.rt,^n^PS	 "'Id
	
...I%N,s 89001A MILSTRIP	 See MILITAHY STANDARD
0,,,^I,at^^ 10001(	 3192 TO HEOUISITIONING AND ISSUE PROCEDURE
`,pd,P	 l 8900 IA
MINORITY GROUP STATISTICS SYSTEM
MI E TINES History 3713 5B
Management	 NA',A spuareore0 Procedures for 3713 5B
Ba, kq,ound of 1 200 5 Responsrbdity for 3713 56
Safeguards 3713 5B
Management ronlernncP 12005
Hetwat 12005 
Policy for 12005 MISSIONS
Private facilmes	 use of Control system	 definition of 86104
Approval fo, 12005 Director	 See MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
Reporting on 12005 Failure investigation o821 i C
RP, urdmg of Objectives	 rating of 8610 3D
on iinons to , 2530 1B Planning	 launch vehicle estimating factors for 7 100 5B
Pot„ y on 2530 1B Sohware management of 24106
—ent,fic and ItK hmcal	 v,sual for 2210 6A Space Systems	 termination 86402
Tavel to 9710 1H
MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY	 Seri NATIONAL
NMI, HIT PROMOTION PLAN	 (,S 15 AND BELOW 333518 SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES
88
e i
MONITORIN(, OF CONVERSATIONS ME L TIN(,',
POLI( Y ON 2530 18
MONUMENTS PROPOSED 8813 1
MOTION PICTURE	 II It VISION AND RADIO
PROOO(: TIONS
rlo r•n,tions
( las s, A. R Not	 television and raefio produ' lions 1 394 1
Maumin, production Iechnu luos 1394 1
Produ' lion 1 394 1
Drstnbuhon of 1394 1
Poh,. y 1 394 1
Preporathon of 1394 1
MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT
(Also see TRANSPORTATION)
Policy on 6720 1A
Rented vehn-les	 , Idinn tot r olhsion, upset
damaiTe 9120 4A
MST(	 See MARSHALL
	
',F'ACE
	
Fll6fil CENTER
MTF	 (Mississq,pi	 Test Facility)
	
See NATIONAL
',PAGE	 TE (HNOLOGY LABORATORIES
N
NARCOTIC`, AND DHO6 CONTROL	 1815 1T,
NASA ADVISORY COUNCIL AND RELATED
COMMITTE E	 1103 15D
115b 340
NASA COMMUNICAT I ONS NE TWORK (NASC OM)
Dcfinitum o! ?52010	 8610,
Prot educes foi 252() 1C
NASA COUNCIL 1152 570
NASA IMPLOYEES BENEFIT ASSOCIATION
NE BAI 3870 ID
NASA E XE CUTIVE HE SOURCE S BOARD
C
31003
NASA (,RANT and ( - OOPE RAT!V1 ACRE (ME NT
F;ANDBOOK 58001A
NASA INTERNAL SIANOING COMMITTEE FOR THE
ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO SHIP ROCKET
MOTORS CONTAINING (.,ASS B EXPLOSIVES IN
A PROPULSIVE	 `,TATS
	
OR 1c1YITH	 THE	 IGNITERS
INSTAL LE D 1 151 61
NASA MATERIALS INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
MANUAL 4100 1A
NASA OPERATIONS AND EN riiNEfRING PANEL	 1151548
NASA PARTS STEERING COMMITTEE 	 1152 11D
NASA PERFORMANCE REVIEW BOARD 	 31003
NOISE RESEARCH HEARING CONSERVATION
NASA PROGRAM CHANGE REVIEW 11204
NASA,RECON REFERENT,[	 L STS	 EVALUATION OF
Definitions
NASA/RECON Refernrxo (rot 222012A
Usor 2220 12A
Procodurns 2220 12A
Report form 222012A
NASA SAFE TV COORGINATING COMMITTEE 115260
NA':A SES EXECUTIVE POSITION MANAGERS 31003
NASA TRANSPORTATION AND GENERAL TRAFFI(
MANAGE ME NT (200 1
NASCOM	 See NASA COMMUNICATIONS
NE TWORK
NATIONAL
Agency check	 definition of 1610 3A
Communications Systom INCS) dehndron of 25201C
Emergency	 contra(( negotiation during
Determination of 5101 6B
F mdings 5101 6B
Environmental Policy A,: 8800 7D
Security	 definition of 1610 3A
Space Science Data Center
Functions 8030 3A
Operation of 8030 3A
NATIONAL SPACE
	
TF (:HNOLOGY LABORATORIES
NSTI)
Manager 1 107	 1B
Organrration and rosponsdali ies 1 107 1 B
NATO	 See NORTH ATLANTIC: TRiAiY
ORGANIZATION INFORMATION
LOSS; COMPROMISE
NCS INational Communications Systems)	 See
COMMUNICATIONS	 EMERGENCY 	 NATIONAL
NE BA	 See NASA EMPLOYEES BENEFIT
ASSO( IATION
NEPA (National Environmental Policy Ac1 1	See
NATIONAL
NEWER EMPLOYEES SUBCOMMITTEE ON 1152370
NEWS AND INFORMATION
Accident investigation reports 1 382 3A
Accident reports 1382 4A
Agency records, public access 1382 2C
Casualty reports 1382 4A
Coordination of 1380 4A
Officials	 pubhe: Popearances by 1385 to
Policy 1 380 4A
Presentations	 ;uentific and tochmcal 2220 1B
Responsibility for 1380 4A
Speeches	 scientific. and technical 2220 1 B
NOISE RESEARCH HEARING CONSERVATION 18203
69
NONDISCRIMINATION
NONDISCRIMINATION OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAM Cunt
Handicapped indiv.duols 20903 Inspe how, 110;) 1(V 10)
NASA federally assisted pmgramo 2'	 1 Officraln	 responsibrhlros of 1700 11V101
Pubb,	 events past's palton t ab.	 1 Records 1700 1(V 10)
S tanc, jros 1 700 1(V 10)
lraarmg 1 700 1(V 10)
NONPROFIT INSTITUTION!,
Educational and nunpicift in•,trtuhonr, IO603H
Unsohcrlod pro(x)sal ,,, from 8330 to OD	 See OPERATIONS DIRE( TIVE
NONSENSITIVE POSITION	 INVESTIGATiV1 Of 	 (Office of Emergency Planning)
	
See
REQUIRE ME NT!, F OR 10103A E ME RGE NCY
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION OFFICE	 FURNITURE	 See
INFORMATION LOSS/COMPROMISE 16203A FURNITURE ,FUHNISHINGS 	 OFFUt
NOTARIES PUBL1(	 Son ,ISCAL OPERATIONS OFFICE MACHINES	 `ioe MACHINES OFFICE
NOTICE S	 NASA 1410 10[) OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT (OPM)
1410 12 Agreements
E n ports/consullant employment 3304 1C
Delegation of authority
NOTIFICATION AND ALERT SYSTEM Positron classification 3510 IF
Normal operations 1_' 402A Positron management 351C 1F
Ofhe.lals	 public appearances by 1385 to Personnel Management Review Committee 1152 26D
Special alert 1590 2A Personnel transfer/ travel
Condrhons of 97106F
NSSDC (National space Science L`ata Center)	 See Limitation of 9710 b
NATIONAL
O'-FICES	 HEADQUARTERS (Fur complete first sea
NSTI	 See NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY Part A	 14104	 1103 series)
IAHUHA7UHIE7
OFFICIALS	 PUBLIC APPEARANCES BY 13651A
0 OEM
	
See OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP MEDAL
OAST (Office of Aeronautics and Spa(e Technology)
See AT RONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY OPeRATION AND MAINTENANCE MANAGERS
GUIDE 88301
OATHS OF OFFICE 3311	 1C
OPERATIONS
OCEAN DYNAMICS ADVISORY SUBCOMMITTEE 115630 Accident/ mission failures investigationdocumentation 8621 IC
Launch contracts and agreements 8610 16
OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE Mission objectives and success rating 66103D
Agency program 1800 1C NJn U S government reimbursable launches 8610 7A
Narcotics and drugs 	 handhng of 1 815 1 C Software management of 24106
Space Shuttle reimbursements 86108 86109
Space Systems	 termination 86402OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAM STS support requirements 861010Accident investigations 1700 11Vt01
Background 1 700 11 V 1 OI
Councils/committees 17001(V10) OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE (OD) 861010
Definitions
Administrative Contracting Officer 1700l(V101
OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS (OR) 861010Employment accident 17001IV101
Federal OSHA Official 1700 1(V10)
Imminent danger 17001(V10) OPM
	 See OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Injuries/ illnesses
	 reporting of 1 700 11V 101
Lost workdays 1700 1(V 10)
NASA contractor 17001(V10) OR	 See OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS
NASA contractor workplace 1700 1(V10)
NASA employees 1700 1(V10) ORGANIC CONTAMINATION
	 See
NASA occupational safety and health standa r ds 17001(V10) CONTAMINATION CONTROL
Occupational illness 1700 1(V10)
Occupational injury 17001(V10)
OSHA 17001(V10) ORGANIZATION
OSHA standards 1 700 1(V 10) Curt 1132 2W
State OSHA official 1700 1(V 10) Committees boards. councils panels
Hazards 1700 TWO) Advisory committees
Injunes,'illness	 reporting 17001(V10) Aeronautics 1156340
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E	 Advisory corom,nows Cont
•	 f -Aabhshrount	 opo,dhun	 d •.v it"m of 1 160 2E
H,ntom dl X,v,sory Cortunitlwe 1 I bb 34(.
01,
	 `.. loot (" 1 16, 34(
',pat ( and I drth	 S( I ( nt e 1 1 h  34C
bpaan Appht dhow" I 1 h, 34(.
',pat a `WAorm. dnd T(( hnuloyy 1 Ibh 341.
Way( ( urnowtow 1 i bb 24E
Inird agent y
( all(ch	 JPI	 Pwformdn' r I valuation Board 1 152 9(
f Judi Opportunity (anuu d 1 152 48(
P+i is Sloe nor) (umr• ,nY(e 1	 1 t ,2	 1 1 C
',(c wity Clas0,, dtion Program Cuml •utto( 1152 190
Spat ( Med" uw Boant i 152 59A
",pace Mod" me Poh, y Board 1 152 59A
I Ield IwAallal,orm
Amvs Restraoh Center 1101 5A
('odtlartl Spa(n F light 	 Conle y 1 107 10A
Johnson `,pace Conte, 1101 9	
I
Kw-ody Sua(e Center 1107 7
Langley	 Reswanl, (.tinter 1101 2
I ewo, Rwwdn ll (.omit" 1 107 4
Marsha" Spate Ilight Conle, 1 107 6
National Space Tochnoingy L dbn r`atorow, 1 107 1 B
General Counsel 110„ IDA.
Headquarle,s
Awonauhc5 and ',par a let hnu]oily 1 102 2B
I aws or sue.(. ession
Adm,nlsttato, 1 182 1 M
Pobh,	 dffa"s 1162 5E
Space fllghl COSTS; 1102 5A
In%pe, for General 1 103 27
M,.ndgement Operdtions 1103 11C
Hespowb,b,h,es	 stru, tun! and , hdnges 1 120	 11)
Statement of organlMhon dnd genwral mforroation 1 1205 
Supply and E Juipownt Mandgement Drvlsron 1 103 12B
Term.fiology 1132 2W
ORIEN'ATION	 f MPtOYf F 1900 1B	 3711 5B
W S (Office of Space S( lent el	 'we SPACE I
`,(:IFWA	 OFFICE
	
OF
OSTA IOffice of Spdr(- and Twrestnal Apphcahons)
See SPACE AND TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS
OFFICE	 OF
OSTDA (Office of Space Tracking and Data
Acyuislhon)	 See SPACE	 TRACKING AND DATA
SYSTEMS	 OFFICE OF
W,T5 (Offi(e of Spd(e Transportation Systems)
	 Sew
SPACE
	
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS	 OFFICE OF
OUTPLACEMENT PROGRAM 3250 3B
OUTSIDE AWARDS 3451 to
OUTSTANDING LEAOERLH)P MEDAL (OEM) 3451 1A
OVFRHEAO MONITORING PROGRAM 51151D
OVERTIME POLICY 35501E
PF Rf OHMANC.E EVALUATION BOARDS CAL Ti CH/JPl
PAGE AND REPRINT (HAH61!, TECHNICAL
INFORMATION DO( UMI NTS	 9200 IA
PANE L', See Chapter 2 1160 (ones NHB14104
PARTS AND MATERIALS
Basu pohcy 63205
USA roguv.,bon 4050 1B
Prtrblwrn r( ,or1,nq (Alortt.; b310 IC
Standard parts 5320 6
Twat data 5310 2B
PARTS STEERING COMMITTEE
	 1152 110
PATENTS
Assistant General Ctwnswl m L rowibihho5 1410 10D	 2000 1
foomIn program
Contract Inventions 51094
(.,item for 51094
E. mployee Inventions 5109 4
Licensing r91julations
Government i,cense 51095
Patent rights enforcement 51095
Polley, procedure( 5109 5
Types	 terms and condihons 51095
Procedures for 5109 4
L Icensing	 NASA Inventions
Appeals/ litigation 5109 3B
Communications addcuss 5109 3B
Considerations on 5109 3B
Deft-n'
Admintstlator 5109 38
Government 5109 3B
Invention practice of 510938
Inventions and Contributions Board 5109 3B
Practical application 510938
Special Invention 510936
Nonexclusive/exclusive apph(ahon for 510938
Practical application for ', 109 3B
Procoss,ng of applications for 5109 3B
Pubbcation of 5109 3B
Revocation of 5109 3B
Royalttes; fees 5109 38
Types of 5109 3B
Redelegation of authority for 2000 1
Soliciting manual 5109 7
Waiver 5109 2D
5500 1 A
PAY ADMINISTRA 7 ON See POSITION
CLASSIFICATION PAY AND ALLOWANCES
PAYLOAD SPECIALIST
Definitions	 710016
Responsibilities	 7100 16
Selection	 710016
PAYLOADS
Classification of	 80101,
Small self contained
	 861015
P
PAD See PROJECT APPROVAL DOCUMENT
PERFORMANCE DATA CONTRACTOR REPORTING
OF	 9501 2A
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BOARDS
CALTECH/JPL	 11529C
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PERSONAL INJURY
PERSONAL INJURY F'I RSONNE L
	 RE 1AI ION S AND SE HVI( I', IAlco soe PE Ell SON NIL) Cont
Heltorting and analysis 1711	 IA Nondrse. nnunahon
Tort , laims 1080 1 It Equal F rnployrnenl Opportunity
Poh(y 1103 16
	 37131(
Hespunwtald'os for 37134B
PERSONAL PROPERTY DAMAGE l08t118 (qual Opportuort; Programs
Haaponerbilay In' 3 113  6J
Minority Group StatrAi(n System 3113 5BPE HSONAL PROPERTY DISPOSAI MANUAL
i
4300 1
PETITIONS t0H PAIENT WAIVER 55001A
PERSONNEL IAlsn we EMPLOYMENT	 INSURANCE
AND ANNUITIES	 POSITION CLASSIFICATION
PAY AND ALLOWANCE', PHILATELIC	 ACTIVITIES 13806
Director of
Fun(Ilons 110319A PHY5,WAL 'J(UHIIY HANDBOOK 16203A
Resp>cnsrbihtio 1 103 19A
Division
Newer Ernpluyenes Subcornrndtoe sutport 1151 37!. PID Sue PROGHAM INTHOOLA TION DOCUMENT
Management Review Committee 1151 260
1 151 37C. PLACEMENT	 PE HSONNE L	 See IMP[ OYMt NTMiht try
Ass.gnnonts to NASA
Requests for extonson of 3280 bB PLANETARY
Hespons,bdety for 3280 b (cartography ISee (ARTOGHAPHY)
Awards; recommendations 31808 1	 ^tamrnation control 8020 7 8020 ICA
Detadoe Parent Service Report 32809 Pr, .t rams	 wspon,dnhty for 1 102 IC
Oetadetg to NASA 3280 3B
Evaluation Reports 328010
Uniforms 3280 11 PLANNIN(i AND PROGRAM INTF(,RA1ION 115257D
Personnel olanagemanl iii agen(.les
Career counselau) 32504A PMIS	 Sc, , PE HSONNE L MANAGE ME N1
Outplacement program 3e DO 3B INFORMATION SYSTEM`
Records and processing
r-wsonnei reports
Personnel Mann,:rnenl Information Systern 3791	 1 iUIICIES	 IMPLEMENTATION OF III 101I
Pro( ossina '
	
,rsorinol at tions
(`-..,,s	 of	 OR.(e J311	 1B POLICY ANALYSIS 115257D
',equesl for personnel action form 3280 3B
Spar e Trar,sportanun Syslom 8610 13
POLIU'	 N lAlso see INVIRONMENT -
At(
'ERSONNEL MANAGEMENT	 OFFICE OF	 See Fveiluation of 88004
OF F I(E OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT Prevention	 control	 and abatement of
Inventory 88004
Policy 8800 3A B80O 4
III HS()NNEI MANAGEMENT INFORMATION Procedures for 88003A 88004
', y STLM IPMISI 3191	 1 Requoements for 88003A
Responsibility for 8800.4
Standards for	 general 8800 3A
PE HSUNNE L PR06,4AM., DIVI',ION Federal Water Pollution Controi Admuns	 ion
Military personnel	 deta,l.nq 32803B IFWPCAI
Hesponsdnhhes for 1 103 19A P.1Nional offices 7400 1 B 8800 3A
Standards of 8800 3A
III RSONNE L	 HE LA I ION`, AND `A RVICE S (Also see
PE HSONNE L I POP (Program Operating Plan) 	 See BUDGET
Adverse a,1,-i• ADMINISTRATION MANUAL
Appeals systems manual 3771 2B
Hesponsibd,
	
o act 3752 18 POSITION AND SALARY COMMITTEE
	 ISee
Al,ohol and drug abuse prograrn 3792 1D EXECUTIVE)
Career , ounsehrul
l ounsehng 32504A
P , o(wement Caree r Development Program (;aide 34108 POSITION CLAESIFIC.ATION	 PAY	 AND
Employee yne .	aes ALLOWANCES (Also see PERSONNEL)
Appeals systems mdnuai 3771 28 Handbook 35105
Responsibility
	
to act or, 3771	 1C Pay administration
Employee rnanagwTie'nt r elalions Overtime policy 35501E
Agreements 3711 5E Premium pay 355020
3711 10A Pay r ates and systems
Hargaw,nq proposals 3711 8C Classification Act System
I (xnmuni( atrnr's ( hannels 3 7 1 1 6B Responsibility to adjust 3531	 IF
t ederal Employees labor Management Relations Step increases and quality increases 3531 3A
p'rc,gram 3711 3F Rate rule	 applicaton of 35302
Mobddy 3271	 1 Responsibility for 35101F
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E	 Advisory corom,nows Cont
•	 f -Aabhshrount	 opo,dhun	 d •.v it"m of 1 160 2E
H,ntom dl X,v,sory Cortunitlwe 1 I bb 34(.
01,
	 `.. loot (" 1 16, 34(
',pat ( and I drth	 S( I ( nt e 1 1 h  34C
bpaan Appht dhow" I 1 h, 34(.
',pat a `WAorm. dnd T(( hnuloyy 1 Ibh 341.
Way( ( urnowtow 1 i bb 24E
Inird agent y
( all(ch	 JPI	 Pwformdn' r I valuation Board 1 152 9(
f Judi Opportunity (anuu d 1 152 48(
P+i is Sloe nor) (umr• ,nY(e 1	 1 t ,2	 1 1 C
',(c wity Clas0,, dtion Program Cuml •utto( 1152 190
Spat ( Med" uw Boant i 152 59A
",pace Mod" me Poh, y Board 1 152 59A
I Ield IwAallal,orm
Amvs Restraoh Center 1101 5A
('odtlartl Spa(n F light 	 Conle y 1 107 10A
Johnson `,pace Conte, 1101 9	
I
Kw-ody Sua(e Center 1107 7
Langley	 Reswanl, (.tinter 1101 2
I ewo, Rwwdn ll (.omit" 1 107 4
Marsha" Spate Ilight Conle, 1 107 6
National Space Tochnoingy L dbn r`atorow, 1 107 1 B
General Counsel 110„ IDA.
Headquarle,s
Awonauhc5 and ',par a let hnu]oily 1 102 2B
I aws or sue.(. ession
Adm,nlsttato, 1 182 1 M
Pobh,	 dffa"s 1162 5E
Space fllghl COSTS; 1102 5A
In%pe, for General 1 103 27
M,.ndgement Operdtions 1103 11C
Hespowb,b,h,es	 stru, tun! and , hdnges 1 120	 11)
Statement of organlMhon dnd genwral mforroation 1 1205 
Supply and E Juipownt Mandgement Drvlsron 1 103 12B
Term.fiology 1132 2W
ORIEN'ATION	 f MPtOYf F 1900 1B	 3711 5B
W S (Office of Space S( lent el	 'we SPACE I
`,(:IFWA	 OFFICE
	
OF
OSTA IOffice of Spdr(- and Twrestnal Apphcahons)
See SPACE AND TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS
OFFICE	 OF
OSTDA (Office of Space Tracking and Data
Acyuislhon)	 See SPACE	 TRACKING AND DATA
SYSTEMS	 OFFICE OF
W,T5 (Offi(e of Spd(e Transportation Systems)
	 Sew
SPACE
	
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS	 OFFICE OF
OUTPLACEMENT PROGRAM 3250 3B
OUTSIDE AWARDS 3451 to
OUTSTANDING LEAOERLH)P MEDAL (OEM) 3451 1A
OVFRHEAO MONITORING PROGRAM 51151D
OVERTIME POLICY 35501E
PF Rf OHMANC.E EVALUATION BOARDS CAL Ti CH/JPl
PAGE AND REPRINT (HAH61!, TECHNICAL
INFORMATION DO( UMI NTS	 9200 IA
PANE L', See Chapter 2 1160 (ones NHB14104
PARTS AND MATERIALS
Basu pohcy 63205
USA roguv.,bon 4050 1B
Prtrblwrn r( ,or1,nq (Alortt.; b310 IC
Standard parts 5320 6
Twat data 5310 2B
PARTS STEERING COMMITTEE
	 1152 110
PATENTS
Assistant General Ctwnswl m L rowibihho5 1410 10D	 2000 1
foomIn program
Contract Inventions 51094
(.,item for 51094
E. mployee Inventions 5109 4
Licensing r91julations
Government i,cense 51095
Patent rights enforcement 51095
Polley, procedure( 5109 5
Types	 terms and condihons 51095
Procedures for 5109 4
L Icensing	 NASA Inventions
Appeals/ litigation 5109 3B
Communications addcuss 5109 3B
Considerations on 5109 3B
Deft-n'
Admintstlator 5109 38
Government 5109 3B
Invention practice of 510938
Inventions and Contributions Board 5109 3B
Practical application 510938
Special Invention 510936
Nonexclusive/exclusive apph(ahon for 510938
Practical application for ', 109 3B
Procoss,ng of applications for 5109 3B
Pubbcation of 5109 3B
Revocation of 5109 3B
Royalttes; fees 5109 38
Types of 5109 3B
Redelegation of authority for 2000 1
Soliciting manual 5109 7
Waiver 5109 2D
5500 1 A
PAY ADMINISTRA 7 ON See POSITION
CLASSIFICATION PAY AND ALLOWANCES
PAYLOAD SPECIALIST
Definitions	 710016
Responsibilities	 7100 16
Selection	 710016
PAYLOADS
Classification of	 80101,
Small self contained
	 861015
P
PAD See PROJECT APPROVAL DOCUMENT
PERFORMANCE DATA CONTRACTOR REPORTING
OF	 9501 2A
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BOARDS
CALTECH/JPL	 11529C
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PERSONAL INJURY
PERSONAL INJURY F'I RSONNE L
	 RE 1AI ION S AND SE HVI( I', IAlco soe PE Ell SON NIL) Cont
Heltorting and analysis 1711	 IA Nondrse. nnunahon
Tort , laims 1080 1 It Equal F rnployrnenl Opportunity
Poh(y 1103 16
	 37131(
Hespunwtald'os for 37134B
PERSONAL PROPERTY DAMAGE l08t118 (qual Opportuort; Programs
Haaponerbilay In' 3 113  6J
Minority Group StatrAi(n System 3113 5BPE HSONAL PROPERTY DISPOSAI MANUAL
i
4300 1
PETITIONS t0H PAIENT WAIVER 55001A
PERSONNEL IAlsn we EMPLOYMENT	 INSURANCE
AND ANNUITIES	 POSITION CLASSIFICATION
PAY AND ALLOWANCE', PHILATELIC	 ACTIVITIES 13806
Director of
Fun(Ilons 110319A PHY5,WAL 'J(UHIIY HANDBOOK 16203A
Resp>cnsrbihtio 1 103 19A
Division
Newer Ernpluyenes Subcornrndtoe sutport 1151 37!. PID Sue PROGHAM INTHOOLA TION DOCUMENT
Management Review Committee 1151 260
1 151 37C. PLACEMENT	 PE HSONNE L	 See IMP[ OYMt NTMiht try
Ass.gnnonts to NASA
Requests for extonson of 3280 bB PLANETARY
Hespons,bdety for 3280 b (cartography ISee (ARTOGHAPHY)
Awards; recommendations 31808 1	 ^tamrnation control 8020 7 8020 ICA
Detadoe Parent Service Report 32809 Pr, .t rams	 wspon,dnhty for 1 102 IC
Oetadetg to NASA 3280 3B
Evaluation Reports 328010
Uniforms 3280 11 PLANNIN(i AND PROGRAM INTF(,RA1ION 115257D
Personnel olanagemanl iii agen(.les
Career counselau) 32504A PMIS	 Sc, , PE HSONNE L MANAGE ME N1
Outplacement program 3e DO 3B INFORMATION SYSTEM`
Records and processing
r-wsonnei reports
Personnel Mann,:rnenl Information Systern 3791	 1 iUIICIES	 IMPLEMENTATION OF III 101I
Pro( ossina '
	
,rsorinol at tions
(`-..,,s	 of	 OR.(e J311	 1B POLICY ANALYSIS 115257D
',equesl for personnel action form 3280 3B
Spar e Trar,sportanun Syslom 8610 13
POLIU'	 N lAlso see INVIRONMENT -
At(
'ERSONNEL MANAGEMENT	 OFFICE OF	 See Fveiluation of 88004
OF F I(E OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT Prevention	 control	 and abatement of
Inventory 88004
Policy 8800 3A B80O 4
III HS()NNEI MANAGEMENT INFORMATION Procedures for 88003A 88004
', y STLM IPMISI 3191	 1 Requoements for 88003A
Responsibility for 8800.4
Standards for	 general 8800 3A
PE HSUNNE L PR06,4AM., DIVI',ION Federal Water Pollution Controi Admuns	 ion
Military personnel	 deta,l.nq 32803B IFWPCAI
Hesponsdnhhes for 1 103 19A P.1Nional offices 7400 1 B 8800 3A
Standards of 8800 3A
III RSONNE L	 HE LA I ION`, AND `A RVICE S (Also see
PE HSONNE L I POP (Program Operating Plan) 	 See BUDGET
Adverse a,1,-i• ADMINISTRATION MANUAL
Appeals systems manual 3771 2B
Hesponsibd,
	
o act 3752 18 POSITION AND SALARY COMMITTEE
	 ISee
Al,ohol and drug abuse prograrn 3792 1D EXECUTIVE)
Career , ounsehrul
l ounsehng 32504A
P , o(wement Caree r Development Program (;aide 34108 POSITION CLAESIFIC.ATION	 PAY	 AND
Employee yne .	aes ALLOWANCES (Also see PERSONNEL)
Appeals systems mdnuai 3771 28 Handbook 35105
Responsibility
	
to act or, 3771	 1C Pay administration
Employee rnanagwTie'nt r elalions Overtime policy 35501E
Agreements 3711 5E Premium pay 355020
3711 10A Pay r ates and systems
Hargaw,nq proposals 3711 8C Classification Act System
I (xnmuni( atrnr's ( hannels 3 7 1 1 6B Responsibility to adjust 3531	 IF
t ederal Employees labor Management Relations Step increases and quality increases 3531 3A
p'rc,gram 3711 3F Rate rule	 applicaton of 35302
Mobddy 3271	 1 Responsibility for 35101F
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POSITION (MASSIF I( 1% 1„)N	 PAv	 AND AlI()WAN(ES (Also see Cunt
Orulr,nn•, 3594 1 A
PRO	 St- PROGRAM ItI')[)I HE ME NI S DO( - (IMF NT
PHIL MIUM PA r 35')0 2C
PHf ',E NIATIONS
.ern Dh(	 and	 to, hnic al
Alit	 oval of
Delegation ul authority 222028
I melatwr s un 2220 7A
rt ,
2220 8A
2220 I OB
2220 11A
22202B
2220 7A
22208A
2220 10B
2220 11A
222028
2220 7A
22208A
2220 10B
2220 11A
22206A
1430 1
1030 18
I/ V U e I l l U d ti
5101 171
14902
14902
1490 1 
14902
1 490 1 A
14902
1490 1A
1490 1A
14902
14901A
1 490 1 A
14902
14902
14902
1490 3A
1450 6B
1490 1 A 1490 2
1490 1A
149(1 1A 14902
14902
14902
1490 1 A
14902
1490 1 A
1490 1 A 1490 2
14902
1490 1A
14902
Hedelegation of authority for
fieportmg on
M,
V.%"411 did', tar
Visua l and graphu guede r rne • Io,
PNf SE N 11 , 11 ORE 1(,N) ACCE PIANCF Of
PHE "U R" V" SSE E 1, PRE S`iUFiii E D STSII MS
PHI( :IN(, DATA WAIVE HS ON
PHINIED R1PORIS Sea HE PUN TS
PRINTING
(:olo'
(C.Mot', dufhorS ndmeS oil
Ddfir"1mns
Be1,Lng
Coiurnrl one oqugxnenl
Duplecatmg
Duphcatmq cenlen
PwO,,w
( onune , i i,lly pro( arable
r„r•,aI
r ,mtmg p'au
Prudu(hon unit
E quipn)ont LSt of
Irlenln.cation of pubh(.al.ons
Illustiations
Imprint
Jolnl (:Olnmitteo oil
E eltwhoad stationery
Mandganent prod am
Pohi y
HeguldhunS, Standar,f' f-
Nespon,Ibilrty fm
Plant,
Def^n.non of
JCP duff- q ateon fo,
Pol” y
Pr(x edw e, for
Regions
He•^lydlii)Ilh
Hot rudu, turn unlawful
Respuns,,,,iity to'
Seal and ns,gn,a ^IASA offi( Idl
14902
1 , 30 1 A 1490 2
1382 17B
1382 178
1620 7
1900 18
5106 1 A 5106 2A
5103 6A
5103 It
5103 4G
5103 6A
34108
51 15 2
1103 8D
1103 8D
5101 11F
51151D
1103 8D
14101OD
5101 8G
5101 8(•i
8310 1 B
5.',1 ^.4E
5101 ;4E
5101 241
5101 24E
34109
5101 1A
5101 1A
5101 to
1410 10D
1103 8D
51151D
5101 16D
5101 24D
5109 13A
51002C
5101 121,
5101 12L
510112E
5101 12E
5101 121
5101 12E
8610 14
2530 SB
3451 1A
7910 1A 79202
	 i
PROG,RAA.i FORMULATION
PRINTING Cont
Speles titles on
Standards/ spe(,ficalrons
PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
Regulations
Hospons,behty for
Safeguarding unclassified record systems
Statements of employment/ financial Interests
PRO( ' URE ME NT (Also sou SPACE)
Buy America Act
By negotiation
Gontiactor serechon publication
Debriefing of unsuccessful crunpames
Headquarters selection officwls
Sourcee Evaluation Board
Hauttwok
Career Development Program Guide
Contract cost principles and procedures
Contractor IR&D NASA Involvemont
Director of
Authority to ac(
During normal conditions
In event of attack
Power/ authority
Responsibilities
CAS Admimst:ation/Overhead Monitoring
Program
Description of
Federal Register documentation
Policy formation
Priorities
University prolec.ts
Doectors
Delegation of authority
Field Installations
Headquarters Administration Div
Headquarters Contract and Grants Div
Intern Program Handbook
Legal review
Policy
Requirements for
Responsibility for
Office of
Federal Registor publication officer
Organization chart
Pricing Divisi-u)
Plans approval of
Priorities authority
Recoupment policy
Regulations
Requests
(iuvemment commitment
Polio;
P(OL601Jres for
Responsibility for
Review ; coordination of
Responsibilities dnd authorities
Sprnnmg Soled Uppe r Stages
Telecommunications services
PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY AWARDS
PROGRAM FORMULATION (Also see BUDGET
FORMULATION AND EXECUTION INSTITUTIONAL
PLANNING AND APPROVAL RE -FARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AND APPROVAL
RESOURCES
)•I. 40RITY ALLOCATION SYSTEM)
7.: craft management
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PROGRAM INTRODUCTION DOCUMf N 1 iPIDi
AUTHOHIT y ALIIJI.AIION SY1,TEMI Cunt
Headgvartets amwfl viducta- of	 1920 i
PROGRAM INTRODUCTION DOCUMENT PtD	 861010
PROGRAM MANAGk ME NI See OPI RATIONS
REAL PROPERTY AND FACIEITITS
PROH;HAM OPERATING PLANS WOPI See
BUDGF T ADMINISTRAIION MANUAL
PROGRAM RE OUIRE ME NT`, DO(.uMl N1 WHDI 	 8810 10
PRO(,RAM SUPPORT PLAN W'W!	 8610 10
PROGRAMS A(,( N( Y SPONSORED Soo AGENCY
PROGRAM.`,
PROJECT
Designation can1n1111ee 7620 1 B
Hardware
	
lifting of 5300 8
Identihcae.on ^ offt(ial designations for 7620 1B
Management principles 7120 2
Planning guidelines 	 handbook for
Attributes of
DlsclpimeO 7 121 4
Flexible 7 121 4
Multifunctional 7121 4
Systematic 7121  4
Early and preparatory effort 	 importance of
Adequate depth of preliminary work/need 7121 4
tosses	 cause/'r-,,k at 7121 4
Operational .ocifficivncy	 risk of 7121 4
Poor cost pro jections	 risk of 212 1 4
Organcational considerations
Authority relationships of 7121 4
Institutional considerations of 7121 4
Structural relationships of 7121 4
Planning process
Approval/review of 7121 4
Candidate t
—, lects	 selection of 7121 4
Cost	 estir, .	 Ong	 for 712 1 4
Procurement for 7121 4
Project commitment/ evolution/
development 7121  4
Scheduling for 7121 4
Re( urnnq features
Technology assessment ,	.ming 7121 4
Use Cf competition 7 1, 21  4
Work phasing 7121 4
PROJECT APPROVAL DOCUMENT (PAD) 7121	 1C
PROJECT PLANNING AND APPROVAL See
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AND
APPROVAL
PROMOTIONS	 3335 18
PROPERTY AND SUPPLY (Also see EQUIPMENT
MANAGEMENT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
SUPPLY CATALOGING UTILIZATION AND
MA'NTENANCE OF FtDERAL CATALOGING)
Definitions
Appropriation	 43105
Excess personal property	 43105
Personal property	 43105
PROPERTY AND SUPPLY (Also see EOUIPMENT MANAGEMENT	 Cant
Disposal	 foreign personal personal excess 4300 1	 4340 1 D
4340 3D
Government
t mployee use 190016
Lost; damaged destroyed 	 survey lot 4200 1 B
Personal
Claim settlement
Claimants
	
dehnduv	 of 2080 1 B
laauns	 allowable unallowable 2080 1B
Computation of allowance 2080 1 B
Delegation of authority for 2000 1
NASA against 2080 1B
NASA employees against 2080 18
Recovery from third parties 2080 1B
Settlement ollicial	 responsibility of 2080 1 B
Supporting uvldenc c	 for 2080 1B
Time limitations 20801B
E xcess 4300 1
E xchange or sale of 4300 1
Foreign excess
	
disposal of 4300 1	 434C 3D
Non NASA annual report 43105
Non NASA excess
Policy 43102
Procedures for 4310 2
Utiliser	 n of 43102
Report iequimments 4300 1
Surplus 4300 1	 4320 5A
Tort claims 2080 1 B
Piocurenlunt inquests 5101	 121
Property Disposal Offt(er%Reviow Board 43001
Real
Acceptance of 8800 IF
Accountable officer 7232 1 C	 8800 1 F
Acquisition
Approval for 8811 5
Classification of 8800 1 F
Delegation of authority for 8811 3A
Information requirements for 9811 5
Procedures for 8811 5
Army Corps of Engineers	 leases
Adjudication of appeals on 8812 1
Delegation of .:.ithonty for 8812 1
Definitions
F asement 8800 1 F
Excess real property 8800 1 F
Holding agency 8800 IF
Installed property 8800 IF
Institutional director 88132
Interest in real property 88132
Leased property 8800 IF
Leasehold improvements 8800 IF
Real property 8813 2
Real property accountable officer 8800 IF
Heal property under management control 8800 IF
Delegation of authority 8810 1 B. 8811 3A
Document depository 8800 IF
Facility planning and project coordination 8800 9A
Inventory of 8800 IF
Leaseholds	 permits	 and licenses
Army Corps of Engineers	 services for 8813 2
Delegation of authority for 8813 2
Ret'tnctions on 8813 2
Record files of 8800 1F
Records examples of 8800 IF
Reporting requirements for 8800 IF
Transfer or disposal 8813 3A
Scrap/salvage
	
disposal of 4300 1	 43002
Sources of supply
Defense Logist.cs Agency 4050 1B
FEDSTRIP/MIL STRIP activity address codes 40502D
Supply catalopri,g	 See SUPPLY CATALOGING
User charges
	
leased/sold 90801B
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RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH
PHOTF( TIVE (IOTHIN(r AND EQUIPMENT
P',P Sue PROGRAM Sl1PPOHI DEAN
PUBLIC
Affau
Ac 'Ivities
Approval of
Budgeting of
(Allool Jnity died, relations
F umhng of
F"oluct type
Purpose of
Responsibility for
Assistant Admirnstram, fur
Act ident, , mission failure IoVestigation
Oigaroiational settin , l `(hart
Position obfectivus
Responsibility of
Noodisc nmmation
Off ,(e of
L me% of succession
Policy
Regions
Centralised activities for
Community relations
Definition of
Regional operations for
Responsible Installations for
Reporting requirements
Visitor a(livities
Coordination of
Responsibility for
Appear an( es
Exhibits program
Information publications educational and
public
Motion picture television and radio
productions
Reporting of
Speaking engagements acceptance of
Information Division Director of
Service Award
Service Group Achievement
Award
PUBLICATIONS (Also see SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION)
Educational and public
Distribution of
Local community definition of
Polley
Preparation of
Production of
Publication of
Historical
Scientific and technical
Appro . at for
Limitations on
Redelegation of authority for
Criteria for
Format
Policy
Release of
O
OUAL11Y ASSURANCE (Also see HE LIABILITY AND
OUALITY ASSURANCE)
Aeronautical and space systerns
inspection,, provisions for
Contractors aeronautical and space sVStoms
Govt agencies provisions for
Govt supplier operations management of
Legislative/presulenhal de0510ns for
Microcircuit line cerlificatian
Soldered electrical connections
Space Shuttle program
OUALIIY INCREASES
QUALITY STATUS STAMPING REQUIREMENTS
QUARANTINE
Definition of
Extraterrestrial exposure
Period of
Policy on
Provisions for unmanned extraterrestrial
missions
R
R&D (Research and Development)
R&PM (Research and Program Management)
RADIATION PROTECTION FROM
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS PREPARATION OF
RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION
Communications and electronic equipment,
acquisition of
Control of
Policy
Responsibility for
Security classification
Management of
Definition of
Manual for
Policy
Procedures for
Responsibility for
RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH Sea RADIATION.
PROTECTION FROM
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1130 1C
7040 1
7040 1
7040 1
7040 1
1040 1
7040 1
7040 1
8621 1C
1127 1
1127 1
1127 1 13804A
1 380 7
1162 5E
1380 3A
1380 2B
1 380 2B
1 380 28
1380 2"
1 380 2H
1 380 3A 1382 3A
1 380 3A
1 380 3A
1387 1B
1392 2B
1 394 1
1385 1A
1385 2A
1 380 4A
3451 IA
3451 1A
ivotih( and te(hne.al ( ^r
Heporimil on
Spe( lal^ proposals
Types/(.haiactenstirs
(.embaclor reports
Speclal publicatrom,
Technical rnemordndurns
Technical notes
Technical reports
Technical reprints
Technical translations
1392 2B 2214 1
1392 2B
1392 2B
1392 2B
2214 1
1392 2B
27002C
2220 7A
22208A 22209
2220108
2220 11A
22207A
22208A 22209
2220 108
222011A
2220 1B
2220 1 B
2220 1 B
2220 7A
22208A 22209
2220108
222011A
2220 13A
2220 iB
2220 1 B
2220 1 B
2220 1 B
2220 1 B
222U 1B
2220 1 B
5300 4(1 C)
5300 4(1 B)
5300 4(2B)
5330 7
1410 11
5300 4(3D)
5300 4(3A 1)
5300 4(1 D 2)
3531 3A
53302B
8020 14
8020 14
8020 14
802014
8020 12A
1043 1 C
1 394 1
5104 2B
2570 18
2570 113
2570 1 B
25702B
25703
257028
25702B
257028
READY RESERVE PERSONNEL SCREENING OF
M,
iiiiiiir^
READ`: RESERVE PERSONNEL	 SCREENING OF
Definitions
Key employee 330J 1C
Key position 3303 IC
Policy 3303 1C
Requirements for 3303 1C
Responsibility 3303 IC
Status request form/centers .ist 3303 1C
REAL PROPERTY AND FAL:ILITiES
Land and improvement
Acquisition
By transfer 8811 6A
Responssbrhty for 8810 I B
Location priority 88008B
Physical accountability 	 recording	 reporting 8800 1 F
RECORDING DEVICES
CONVERSATIONS/ INVE STIGATIONS/ ME E TINGS
Conditions for 2500 10
Policy on 2530 lb
RECORDS DISPOSITION HANDBOOK 1441 lA
RECORDS AND REPORTS
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel 1156 14F
Auditing 9910 1
Control schedules 1441 lA
Management program
Content/implementation 1440 6B
Definitions
Non record materials 1440 6B
Offical	 files 14406B
Private records 14406B
Records 1440 68
Objectives of 1440 6B
Responsibility of 1440 6B
NASA release to GAO
Policy/ground rules for 13253
Response to requests for 13253
Special cases on 13253
Statutory authority for 1325 3
Official NASA	 definition of 1440 613
Public access 1382 2C
Space Scionce Steering Committee 1 152 51E
Vital
Definitions
Emergency Operas	 q Records 1440 5A
Rights and Interes. riecords 1440 5A
Vital Records 1440 5A
Vital Records Protection Flan 1440 5A
Operating forms 1440 5A
Policy 1440 5A
Reporting 1440 5A
Responsibility for 1440 5A
Selection of 1440 5A
Storage of 1440 5A
RECRUITMENT. PERSONNEL	 See EMPLOYMENT
REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS 222010
REGIONAL PREPAREDNESS COMMITTEES See
EMERGENCY
REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS
Space Shuttle	 86108 86109
RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
Audits
Policy 5330 8A
Responsibility for 5330 8A
Basic policy 5300 7B
Microbially controlled environments 53402
Parts/materials/safety problem reporting 53101C
Provision. for 5300 4(1 A)
Responsibility for 1701 1 C 5300 7B
Soldered electrical connections requirements 5300 4(3A 1)
Space Shuttle program 5300 4(1 D 2)
Stamping requirements 53302B
RENTED VEHICLES CLAIMS FOR
COLLISION/UPSET DAMAGE 97204A
REPORT OF NASA FACILITIES IDENTIFIED DURING
THE PAST REPORTING PERIOD AS BEING NOT
NEEDED OR UNDERUTILIZED	 72341B
REPORTING
Automatic data processing equipment
management	 2410 1C
Guidelines for new technology	 21701. 2 170 3
Illegal or unethical conduct	 99501
Information and control system 	 23402
Labor management program actions 	 3711 i 1
NASA/aerospace employment 	 3309 1 B
REPORTS
Personal property provided to non Federal
organizations	 43105
.supply activity piepaiation, and submission 	 4100 1A
REPORTS CONTROL
Definitions
Reporting systems	 2312 2C
Reports
	 2312 2C
Reports control officer	 2312 2C
Management system
Clearance requirements of
	
2312 IA
Definitions
Certifying Officer	 2312 1A
Contractor/pubi ic reports	 2312 iA
External/ internal  reports	 2312 1A
NASA wide/inter insta4auon reports 	 2312 1A
Office of P rimary Responsibility (OPR) 	 2312 lA
Person	 2312 1A
Plyn	 2317 1A
Report fora•	 2312 1A
Reports	 of Manager (RCM)	 2312 1A
Reports i-ontrol Officero
(RCO)/ Rep. esentatives (RCR)	 2312 1A
Reports Manager/ inventory	 2312 1A
Reports/ reporting systems	 2312 1A
Used
	 2312 1A
General information on	 2312 1A
Guidelines for	 2312 to
Procedures	 2312 1A
Public reports of
	
2312 lA
Recommended procedures for	 2312 1A
Policy	 2312 11A. 2312 2C
Responsibility for	 2312 1A, 2312 2C
REPORTS MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
	
2312 1A
REPRINT CHARGES, TECHNICAL INFORMATION
DOCUMENTS
	
9280 1 A
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SAFETY
4200 1B
3280 3B
6000 1 C
REPRODUCTION MACHINE S
Rf DUE ST FOR PE RSONNE L ACTION I ORM
HEQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) Sea SOURCE
EVALUATION BOARDS
HEOUIREMENTS FOR PACK, GING HANDLING
AND TRANSPORTATION
REOUIREMFNIS FOR SOLDERED ELECTRICAL
TONNE CTIONS
RETREATS MANAGEMENT NASA SPONSORED Cent
Definitions
Management conference 12005
Retreat 12005
Policy for 12005
Private facilities	 use of
Approval for 12005
Reporting on 12005
RETURNABLE CONTAINERS 40601A
REVOLVERS
	 Sao FIREARMS
RESEARCH See ADVANCL.J RE SEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
PROGRAMS HUMAN RESEARCH
INVESTIGATIONS SPONSORED RESEARCH
ROADS (NASA INSTALLATIONS) NAMING OF
ROCKET MOTORS SHIPMENT OF
1022 1C
115261
110228
110326
11031C
11281
1103 29A
1103 16
110315D
110320
1103 t0A
1 103 30A
110328
1103 2A
110327
110331
110322
110311C
110321A
110332
1103 19A
110380
1127 1
1 103 25A
1 102 4A
1102 1C
1 102 3A
11026
1 102 5A
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT APPROPRIATIONS
Sao BUDGET ADMINISTRATION MANUAL
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AND
APPROVAL (Also see PROGRAM FORMULATION)
Foreign countries coordination with
Major R&D projecis
Definition of
Guidelines for
PAD preparation/review/approval
Policy on
Preparation of/process for
Responsibility for
Major system acquisnions
Phased project planning and approval
RESEARCH AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
APPROPRIATIONS See BUDGET
ADMINISTRATION MANUAL
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY OPQCTIVFS AND
PLANS (RTOP)
	
7100 12
RESEARCH COUNCIL OAST	 115243A
RESIDENCE ABROAD REQ:—REMENT WAIVER OF
Policy
Procedures for
Requests for
Responsibility for
RESIDENT LEGAL OFFICE JPL See JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
RESOURCES ALLOCATION/CONTROL OF
RESOURCES AUTHORITY ALLOCATION SYSTEM
(Also see BUDGET ADMINISTRATION MANUAL.
PROGRAM FORMULATION)
Rr_STRICTED DATA
Certification for acs esF to
Definition of
RETREATS MANAGEMENT NASA SPONSORED
Background of
ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES (Also see individual
field installations)
Aeronautics and Space Technology
Budget Operations Division
Chief Engineer
Comptroller
DOD Affairs Division
Equal Employment Programs
External Relations
Financial Management Division
General Counsel
Government/ Industry Affairs Division
Headquarters Administration Division
Industrial Relations
Inspector General
International Affairs Division
Legislative Affairs
Management Operations
Management Support Office
Manager. NASA Resident Office;
Personnel Program., Division
Procurement
Public Affairs
Small and Disadv.,ntaged Business Utilization
Office
Space and Terrestrial Applications
Space Science
Space Tracking and Data Systems
Space Transportation Operations
Space Transportation Systems
RTAC See RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
ADVISORY COUNCIL
RTOP MANAGEMENT SYSTEM See RESEARCH
` AND TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES AND PLANS
S
SAA See SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
SAF ALER T REPORTING SYSTEM
SAFETY (Also see ACCIDENTS. RELIABILITY AND
QUALITY ASSURANCE)
Accident/ mission failure m-estigation
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel
Basic policy
Manual
Materials/ regulations
1371 1B
1371 1B
1371 1B
1371 1B
7000 1 B 7000 3A
7830 1 E
16302D
1620 3A
12005
53101C, 53102B
8621 1C
1156 14F
87102
17001(V0
8060 1 B
53004(3A 1I
,360 1 A
7121 1C
7121 1C
7121 1C
7121 1C
7121 1C
7121 1C
7121 1C
110014A
7100 14A
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SALAHII S
aAftTY (Also see ACCIDENTS
	
HEIIAB-IfY AND OUAIITY Cont Geudohnos Cunt
NASA Safety Coordmdting Committee 116160 follow off 16404(:
Occu pational Safety and Health Program 1700 TWO) Non (to(ument at roll old • . ,111c ation 164040
Pressure vessels/pressure/ed %yllerlls 17103B Official assrstdnce 16404(.
Problems	 reporting of 11310 IC Open publrr alion 1640 4f;
Protective clothing/ogwprnent for 1130 1C Proprietary information 164040
Responsibility for 8710 1 State of the art; in l eltrgem a 1640 4C
Spoon Snuffle program 5300 4(i D 2) Unprocessed datd 1640 4C
Standards legal basis
Definition of 8110 IA t rocutive Orders	 1 1651 and	 10865 1640 4C.
Dislributfon/dvatlability 87101A Space Act of 1958 164040
Emergency 81101A NASA policy 164040
Identification of 87101A Pnnciples/consideratrons
NASA originated adopted 8710 1A Classification reasons 16404C
Objectives of 8710  1 A Combination; rnlerrelation; compifa.ion 1 640 40
Procurements for 87101A Dissemination 1b40 4C
Hesppnsrbddies 8710  1 A Information identification 1640 4C
STS payloads	 safety pofu y and requnements 1 700 7A Infema) effect 164040
System handbook 17001(V31 Rest uled data 164040
Responsibilities 1640 4C.
Control of .lass,fied mfoiMdhOn 16302DSALARIES	 See POSITION CLASSIFICATION 	 PAY [)aid processing 1410 7 
AND ALL OWANCf `, tducahon
Minimum standards , procedures for 1 620 3A
SAMPIIN(;	 See STATISTICAL	 SAMPLING, Responsibilities for 16203A
TECHNIQUE Support material for 1b203A
Termination interview 1620 3A
Industrial
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 2220 18	 22301 C'assified contract
Award of 1650 1
SEAL	 NASA 1020 11	 1490 2 Security requirements for 1650 1
Contractor facility clearance
Determination of 1650 1
SE B	 See SOURCE EVALUATION BOARDS Request for 1650 1
Definitions
Access 16501 StCHfT INFOFiMA'iUN	 See C LASS n IfU Classified contract 1650 1 MATERIAL	 PHY 	 1(,AL SECURITY HANDBOOK Classified information 1650 1
Cogniranl security officer 1650 1
SECURITY (Also see PERSONNII	 PHYSICAL (contractor 16501
SECURITY HANDBOOK) Facility security clearance 16501
Areas Need to know 1650 1
Access to 1620 3A Security classification officer 1650 1
Definition of 1620 3A Responsibility for 1650 1
E stableshment/ rna nlenance; revocation of 1620 3A Investigations 9950 1 A
Implementation of 1620 3A News releases 1380 4A
Sign for 1620 3A Officer	 responsibilitios 1620 3A
Violation of 1620 3A Personr;el
Classification	 matters authority 1640 7D Classified information	 alien access to 1610 3A
Classification program handtxnok Clearance	 suspension of 1610 3A
Background/objectives 16404C Criteria	 for 16103A
Declassification/downgrading Cryptographic udorrrt.ation	 access to 16103A
After 30 years 1640 4C Definitions
Burden of proof 1640 4C Access 1610 3A
E xemptions 1640 4C Alien 1610 3A
Hesim led da+d 1640 4C Classified information 1610 3A
Review request, requirements 1640 4C Computation of time 1610 3A
Schedule 1640 4C Cryptographic information 1610 3A
Dofiritfons E mployee 1 610 3A
Class,h , ation 1640 4C Full held investigation 1610 3A
Classified information 16404C Immigrant alien 16103A
Declassficauon 1640 4C National Agency Check 1610 3A
Document 16404C National Agency Check and Writter
Downgrading 1640 4C Inquiries 1 610 3A
Formerly restricted data 1640 4C National secuiity 1610 3A
Information 1640 4C Sensitive position 1610 3A
Material (Also see CLASSIFIED MATERIAL) 16404C Delegation of authority 16103A
Offic.al information 1640 4C Handbook 16106
Original classifier 1640 4C Investigations
Restricted data 1640 4C Requirements 1610 3A
Security classification categories 1640 4C Updatirg 1610 3A
Degree of protection 1640 4C Policy 1610 3A
Guidelines Reemployment 1610 3A
E xceptronal cases 1640 4C Reports status 1610 3A
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SPACE AND EARTH SCIE NCE ADVISORY (OMMITTEF
Pf..SOnnt' ('ont
',et unty He'd nm_I Bodnt
Mombershq, 0
Prot eduros of
( Iea^ dn. e'
f nipinyrneni
Phy^.'( al ser unty
'.ah • yud'( ing un, Id—he(I rcr ort7 systems
,Iordge t+ywpment
( uslodldl rf!sponvtt'hlwti of
Inrl,e( Iton of
L of kd!g dev,, es for
Hest n<tion in use of
Vuilal'ons
At lion regwu i w went nl pussdN •! loss
I ,mjuu,mse of NATO ntlurotd0urt
I nu• r glen( y d(nun rep- rl
 
in 'I rt+yunernents for
` ,e( unty Ofht e' at tinn y for
'A ( URHY ( LASSIFI(.ArinN PROGRArA
' OMMITIEE
`,E L E ( TION PI H`,,ONNE L	 Sea I M Pl. 0YMI NT
SELLIN(, TO NASA
SE NIGH F X  CU TIVE SE r1VICE MANAGE ME NT OF
Dehninnn,
( aree'r Heserved POSiti)n
(,eneral Position
Senior E xecutivP
Senuir E xe(utive Servo e Position
NASA E xe(ulive HeSoUft VS Board
NASA Performant a Review Board
NASA SE S E xe(utive P(s uon Managers
Hespunslbdlties
SenlUr E xe(ut,ve (.unxnilleP
Sf NSITIVE POSITION
Cntical
Dehmhon of
Investigativ:- regurtements for
Non, roical
Deffinillon of
(rwest'gattve requuernenls for
SERVICE CONTRACTS Sot , CONTRACTS
SERVICES COMMERCIAL OR INDL7;TRIAL
SE S EXECUTIVE POSI T ION MANAGERS
SHELF t FE PROGRAM
SHE I TE RS
SHIPMENTS
Household goods
Rocket motors
SHUTTLE LANDING FACILITY KSC See KENNEDY
SPACE CENTER
`,HUTTLI	 PROGRAM	 IAiso sea INE RIIAL
	
UPPE R
STAGE I
1610 3A Art,, les ( dined on	 fllghlF	 dulhu r oa[IO+'. 19006
161 U 3A 40rnmunrt dhoT,	 vote 8610 11
Maintainability	 yudhty ptov,sions 53004110 2!
1610 1A Mdragernont
16103A Levels	 definitions W 802018B
8020 22A
1620 7 Ortlanuation ( rail ul 8020 18B
8020 22A
620 3A Responstbdows 8020 188
16,1 0 3A B020 22A
1670 3A Working mlallunshq,s 8020 188
162(! 3A 8020 22A
Sdit'ty	 relability b3004(10 2)
Mate r dls pro(esenig dgreements 1050 5
1h203A NASA and NASA related payloads 861012
1620 3A Personnel relabdliy 8610 13
1620 3A Reunbufsernenl
Foreign users 86109
Non U S
	 government users 86108
U S government USW% 86109
1152 19D
SICK LEAVE 363038
SMALL AND DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS
UTILIZATION	 OFIICF
	 OF
5100 IC Policy 5000 1
Holes and Hesponsibdihes 1 103 25A
CSMALLPDX VA( 	 CERTIFICATE 18202A 
31003
3100, SMB
	 See SPACE MEDICINE BOARD
31003
31003
31003 SMPB	 See SPACE MEDICINE POLICY BOARD
31003
31003 SOLAR TERRESTRIAL STUDIES 1t021C
31003
3'. 00 3
SOLDERING
	
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
REQUIREMENTS 5300413A 11
SOURCE EVALUATION BOARDS (SEB)
1610 3A Decision and review responsibility 5103 4G
1 610 3A Handbook 5103 6A
Letter of dnslgnation 5103 6A
I b 10 3A Proceedings	 prevention of improper disclosure of
1610 3A Policy 5103 6A
Responsibility for 5103 6A
Report guidelines 5103 6A
Secretary of 5103 6A
Statement of employment; financial Interests 1900 1 B
Statements of Work 56002
7410 38
SOW	 See STATEMENT OF WORK HANDBOOK
31003
SP	 See SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
41001A
SPACE
Act of 1958 1640 4C
1043 1 D Flight experiments
Data analysis 8030 3A
Flight services
	 reimbursement for 86105
Hardware	 microbiological examination of 5340 1 B
9760 TEL Investigations	 outside proposals for 8030 6A
1 1 52 61	 9760 1 B Systems
	 terminatlon of 86402
SPACE AND EARTH SCIENCE ADVISORY
COMMITTEE 115634C
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SPACE AND 1E FIRE STRIAL APPLICATIONS OFFICE OF
SPACE AND TERRESTRIAL APPLICAIIONS	 OFFICE
OF
Assoc.	 Administrator for
Oelogation of authority to act for 1 102 4A
NASA C-ouncil 1152 57D
Rosponsrbdrbosof 110<4A	 53102B
G SF C responsibilities I t (, 7	 10A
Orgamration chart 1102 4A
Scientific; to( finical	 information	 authority	 for 222() 10B
SPACE TRANSPOHTATION OPERATIONS OFFICE
OF
As5m,ale A(lmine,tiatof for
( „ nmrtteo mernrwroh+ps 1 152 57D
f)eimlat,on of authority to a(I for 1 102 6
Orgdmidtion 1 102 6
Responsibihles 1 102 6
1dun(.h+ng serv.cos contracts end agreements 8610 16
Payload Specialists 710016
Program inanagernent 80403
Reimbursement for Spdce Shuttle 8610 7A. 8610 8
86109
SPACE AND TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS
STE E RING COMMITTEE tSTASCI 	 1156 30
SPACE MF DICINF BOARD (SMB1	 1152 59A
SPACE MEDICINE POLICY BOARD (SMPB) 	 115259A
SPACE PROCE SSING AD HOC ADVISORY
SUBCOMMITTEE	 115b 30
SPACE PROCESSIN(, , AYLOAD ADVISORY
SUBCOMMITTEE	 115b 30
SPACE
	 SCIF NCE	 OFFICE	 Of
Administrative operations 2220 8A
Asso(iate Administrator for
Acting
Donny noimal conditions 1102 1C
In event of attack 1102 1C
Committees and boards 1 152 57D
Hosponsrbil1ties 1102 1C	 8621 1C
GSF(.	 (e.sponsiL)Ilules 1107 10A
Investiga Dons. Announ(ement of Opportunity
I-), ess 7 100 1 1
Life
	
a y en, es	 Dire, for	 of 1 138 14
Orgdnirahor, chart 1102 1C
SPACE SCIE WE STE EHING COMMITTEE
	 1152 51E
1156 4F
>PACF SHUTTLE See SHUTTLE PROGRAM
SPACE SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY
OMMITTEE 1156 34C
',E'ACE
	
TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEMS
	 OFFICE
OF
Asso, Idle Adnunistratnr 	 for
Cumnnlloes and twards 1152 57(
Delegation of aulhonty to act for 1 102 3A
0,gamtahonal relationships of 1 102 3A
Position oblectives of 1 102 3A
Responsih,ldies cif 1102 "lA	 8621	 1C
GSFC	 esponsibifioes 1107 10A
Offu:e of
Communications responsibilities 2520 1C
Organization chart 1 102 3A
Scientific	 locihmcal informahori authority for 2220 7A
Support
Reimbu r sable launches of non U S 	 government
spacer rail 8410 1
Sl,ace	 .y,toms	 lenninahon 86402
l "mannol spa(e flight I` olecls 8430 1 A
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM ESTSE
Agreements
Documentation 8610 10
Managernent 8610 10
Articles carnod on flights ; duthoniation 19006
Commander authority 8610 1 7
Materials disposal 43003
Medical responsibilities 8900 1A
NASA and NASA related payloads	 utiludbon for 8610 12
Operations program 80403
Payload Specialists 7100 16
Payloads
	
Small self contained 8610 15
Payloads classification 8010 1
Personnel	 reliability 8610 13
Spinning Solid Upper Stages 	 procurement of 8610 14
Support requirements 8610 10
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS OFFICE OF
Associate Administrator for
A ,thonty to act for,; hne of succession for 1 102 5A
Committee memberships 1 152 57D
Orgdn rational chart 1 102 5A
Fro	 objeci-ye 1 102 5A
Responsibilities of
General 1 102 5A
GIDEP utihration 531028
NASA and NASA related payloads 8610 12
Point of contact with DOD 1 138 7
GSFC responsibilities 1107 10A
SPACE LAB PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Definitions
	 level	 I, level	 2 8020 21 A
Mission +ettegretion 1102 1C
Program; institutional r6ationships	 chart of 8020 21A
Responsibilities
Asst	 Adm	 for Internatl	 Affairs 802021A
Launch Site Manager (KSCI 802021A
Program Director EOSTSI 802021A
Program Manager (MSFC) 802021A
Space Shuttle Program Director (OSTS) 802021A
Space Shutt le Program Manager (JSCI 802021A
Working relationships
European Space Research Org 8020 21A 
European Space Technol	 Center 802021A
Office of	 Internatl	 Affairs 802021A
Program. Director IOSTS) 802021A
Program Manager (MSFCI 802021A
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS ACCEPTANCE OF 13852A	 19001B
SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD (SAA) 3451 1A
SPECIAL PROJECTS 1152 57D
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS ISM 2220 1B
2220 13A
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SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT
Duocto, of
Hosponsibildiee
Foreign excess personal property 	 disposal of 43403D
Materials precious metals	 recove •y of 43002
Division of 1103 12B
4210 4F
Equip ment Management Manual 420018
Materials Inventory Management Handbook 41001A
Reporting requirements 42104F
SUPPLY CATALOGING (Also see PROPERTY AND
SUPPLY) 4410 1D
5• UPPLY SOURCES OF 	 See PROPERTY AND
.1	 Y
SUP^'v SUPPORT	 See INTE RAGE NCY
AGREEMINTS	 SUPPLIES
SUPPORT SERVICES 74,01C
SURPLUS PROPERTY	 See PROPER(Y AND
SUPPLY
SURVEILLANCE	 ELECTRONIC	 See ELECTRONIC
SURVEILLANCE
SUSPENSIONS CONTRACTORS 5101	 11E
SUSTAINED SUPERIOR PERFOAMANCE AWARD
ISSPI 3451 1A
SYMBOLS OFFICIAL NASA
Estabhshment,'tecltn,cal des( nt hon
Astronaut badges 1020 1 f
Flags 10201E	 10202B
Insignia 1020 1E
Program bauges 1020 1F
Seal 1020 1E
Poh( y for use of 1020 1F
VrOlat,OnS of 1020 1E
SYMPOSIA	 Flee CLASSIFIED SYMPOSIA
INTEHN',TIONAL AFFAIRS	 TECHNICAL
SYMPOSIA
SYSTEM SAFETY HANDBOOK 1700VV3)
T
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS
SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGES (SSUSI	 861014
SSP See SUSTAIN[ D SOPE HIOH PE Hf ORMANCE
AWARE)
TANGIBLE BENEFITS SCALE
TARDINESS
1EACHIN( -, EMPLOYEE
TECHNICAL FACILITIES CATALOG
TECHNICAL INFORMATION DOCUMENTS PAGE
AND REPRINT CHARGES
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS
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SUS ISee SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE Si
STAMPING REJUIREMENTS 	 See RELIABILITY
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR NASA SPECIAL
r,OVE HNMF NT EMPLOYEES 1900 2A
STANDARD OF CONDUCT HANDBOOK 1900 1B
STANUAH[.	 PARTS PRO(!RAM
Ir,plementatwn 53206
Pole y 5320 5
STANDBY HE SERVE 330310
',TATFMENT	 OF	 CAPABILITY (SC' 861010
STATE MF NT OF WORK )SOWI HANDBOOK 56002
',TATIONERY 145068
STATIS11CAt
	
SAMPLIN(,	 TFCHNIOUES
UTILIZATION OF (Also see M,NORITY GROUP
STATIS'
	 ':.,	 SYSTFMS) 96302(
S T EP INCHEASFS 3531 3A
STOHES STOCK MANAGEMENT 41001A
',!HEFTS
	
NASA INSTALLATIONS)	 NAMING OF 1022 1C
STS	 See SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NEWER EMPLOYEES 1152310
SU(iGE',TION PROGRAM 3451 1A
SUPS RVISOR S GUIDE ON ALCOHOLISM 3792 1D
SUPFRVISORY TRAINING 3410 7A
.AJPPLIFR OPERATIONS	 UtJAIITY ASSUf-ANCF 53307
A^hvity report	 preparation n Td submission of
Instru(tions for 4100 1A
'	 Proredures for 41001A
DSA	 requ,s,1,o,, 4050 18
Support	 Defense Supply Agen(r
MILSTRIr	 preparation of 4050 18
Pole ^ 4050 1B
Part edures for 40,50 16
3451 to
36303B
1900 1B
8800 5AI.11)
9280 1A
2220 1B
TE CHNI(Al PAPERS
TE (.HNI(.AL	 PAPERS )11() 1 H
IECHNI( At	 SYMPOSIA	 PARTI( IF'ATION IN 13502B
TE (,HNOL 0(,Y (Al,u see AOVAN( 10 Fit SE ARCH
AND TE CHNOIO(,Y
E Orly dur„estic dissemination of 	 nfureiaLun	 poh, y
un 2210 1
Rm oupment pohc y 5109 13A
Hepoomq guidehnen 2110  1	 11703
Research a( tiv,ly 7 100 12
HTOP management systen, .00 12
Uhh/alion
Material
Dohmlion of 7110 1A
Foreign at , v— to 21 10 IA
Hespons,bdiTy for 2110 IA
TEIEC.OMMUNICAIIONS IAisu see
I OMMUNI(.ATIONIo
Delegation of aul ti—ity for 2530 3B
Federal	 Telmo .... 7.Un1(al,Uns	 System (ITS I 25201(
Se rv„ es 2530 3B
Telei ornmuni(di,ons
	 New	 Start 2520 1 (.
It LE PHONES (Also see COMMUNICATIONSI
(.omn-F1.1 ahon on
Charges	 rerlihc. atioo of
Admu„stiahve controls 909(7 3E
L ong distance calls 2540 16 90903
Maintenance 9090 3E
Personal 2540 1 B
^.,	 s	 !or 90903E
Conversations	 inter( eptn,n 	 recording of
Conditions for 2530 18
Poi„ y 2530 1 B
TELETYPE	 TRANSMISSION
Dehnit,ons iprocerlencel 2530 2B
Delivery time 253028
Policy on 253026
TFLtW,ION PRODUCTIONS	 See MOTION
PICTURE	 TE 1 E VISION AND RADIO
Pr)OI)UCTIONS
TERMINATION IUNIVEHSITY (,RAN") AND
(:ON T RAC 1', , 8340 IA
TORT CLAIMS
Annual report ntqunernents 20801B
Definitions
Chief Cuur sel 2080 1B
Clain, 2080 1 B
Claimant 2080 1B
t,eneral Counsel 2080 I B
Filing requirements to, 20801B
Fors for 208118
Goverrnnent property	 damage or loss to 2('6(
Justice Dept	 app r oval for 2080 1 i
NASA	 against 2(BG I B
NASA employee
	
against
Motor vehicle	 itarnage Itom.
Personal in j ury 208() I B
Personal properly 2J80 1B
P, aced u,es 2080 1 B
Not,hcation to,	 denial	 o' 2080 1 B
Settlement of
Payment 2080 1 B
Sotllernent of (font
Ros)onsrbelrty For	 2080 1 B
Suppurllnt,) evident a for	 2060 1 B
Tent, hrnilahons	 2080 18
U S (,ovornrnont agamsl	 2080 1 B
IRA(. KIN(, AND DATA ACOUISITION Set, SPACE
TRACKIN(, AND DATA SYSTEMS OFFW, OF
TRAFFIC. MANAGEMENT PHOGRAMS (Also we
IRANSPORTATIONI	 6200'
THAINING PROGRAMS E MPL DYE E
Outside the U S	 3410 6A
Supervisory	 3410 7A
Wahm the US	 34102A
TRANS( HIPTION OF CONVE HSATIONS ME i TIN(-,
POW Y ON	 2530 1B
TRANSOCEANIC COMMUNICATIONS See,
COMMUNICATIONS
TRANSPORTATION iAlso see MOTOR VEHICLE
OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT PHOGF.AMS TRAVEL
HEGULATIONSI
Aeronautical and spate systems pa(king and
t , andhng requirements	 6000 1 C
Shuttle Landing Facility KS(, responsibility for 	 60003A
TBAVEI	 f(EGULATIONS (Al-.o sae FINANCIAL
MANAGE M! NT)
Authunrahons 9710 1 H	 9710 8C
Cummunisl donvnatnd ,ounines
Aulhimiation
Procedures 1620 46
Responsih.,Lty	 for 16204B
Common,,, cuuntnes 1620 3A
Dehnihoo of 1620 3A
Delegation of authority 9710 1H
Emplcyee
	
de,imtion of 162048
Employee mformmion for 1620 3A
Poling
	
or, 1620 4B
Procedures For 162048
Purpose of 1620 3A
Security	 Officer	 actions 16203A
Definitions of 1620 ;,A
Duty stations
Approval of 97106F
Change of	 Guide for 97601El
Delegati i n of authority 97106F
E xpenses 1900 18
Foreign currency
	 use of
Excess, near excess 9393 2C
Responsibility for 9393 2C
Foreign 9710 1 H
9720 5A
Medn al services 1820 2A
Re,mbursable arrangernents 97108C
Rented vehicles
	 claims for collision	 upset damage 97204A
Transpo rtation and rolled expenses 972030
TRAVEL SU(,GESTIONS fOR NASA EMPLOYEES
	 97203C
TREASURY DEPARTMENT US
	 74001B
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UTILIZATION AND DISPOSAL (Also see PROPERTY
AND SUPPLYI
Disposal of foreign excess property 43001
Exchange or solo of propony 43001
Reporting of excess 43001
Utilization of oxcoss personal property 43001
UTILIZATION AND MAINTENANCE OF FEDEf1AL
''ATALOGING 4410 1D
V
VACCINATIONS
	
See INTERNATIONAL
( F RTIFICATES OF VACCINATION
AUTHENTICATION OF
VENDORS RETURNABLE CONTAINER CONTROL 40601A
VENTILATION LABORATORY AND INDUSTRIAL
MANUAL 73202
VISITORS (Also soo PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE OF
RESIDENCE ABROAD REQUIREMENT WAIVER OF)
Definition of 1620 3A
Fore(gnjaclivltios coordination 1371 3
Inspections
Personal 1600 1 A
Personal property 1600 1 A
Procedures for 1600 1 A
Processing/ control of
Classified visits '6203A
Installation cleared personnel ros(or 1620 3A
Responsibility for 1620 3A
Socunty clearance for 1620 3A
Unclassified visit 1620 3A
VISUAL AIDS QUALITY IN
Definitions
Meeting 2220 6A
Organizer 2220 6A
Visual aid 2220 CA
Policy on 2220 6A
Responsibility for 22206A
VISUAL INFORMATION STANDARDS AND
GUIDELINES 14301
VITAL RECORDS PROGRAM
Definitions
Emergeocy Operating Records 1440 5A
Rights and Interest Records 1440 5A
Vital Records 1440 5A
Vital Records Protection Plan 1440 5A
Operating forms 1440 5A
Policy 1440 5A
Reporting 1440 5A
Responsibility for 1440 5A
Selection of 1440 5A
Storage of 1440 5A
1410 100
9950 1 A
3280 11 3594 1 A
8610 10
9720  5A
340 1 A
83101B
8310 1 B
8310 1 B
8330 1 A
8330 1 A
8330 1 A
8330 1 A
8330 1 A
8320 1 B
8320 18
8320 1 B
8320 18
8320 1 B
80:0 12A
86402
8430 1A
8430 1 A
8430 1 A
8330 1 A
3410 5A
WAGE COMMITTEE
.I
C
THLI'.iT FUND Soo RESOURCES AUTHORITY
ALLOCATION SYSTEM
TYPEWRITERS Sol ,
 MACHINES Offl(E
U
(I S COVE RNME NT MANUAL
UNETHICAL OR ILLEGAL CONDUCT
INVES T IGATION AND REPORTING OF
UNIFORMS
UNION Soo LABOR MANAGE ME NT RELATIONS
PERSONNEL
UNIVERSAL DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM DOr`
UNIVERSITY (Also soe FDUCA11ON1
Foreign !ravel approval
Grants 	 )ntracts termination of
Protects funding of
Definitions
Procedures for
Responsibilities for
Proposals unsolicited
Policy for
Procedures for
Uomostic proposals
Foreign prup—al,
Processing of
University definition of
Relationships
Guidelines
History
Policy
Responsibilities
University definition of
UNMANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROJECTS
Quarantine provisions
Space systems termination
Tracking and data acgwsiuoo support
Documentation systems; procoduros
Policy
Resoonsibility for
UNSOLICITED UNIVERSITY PROPOSALS
PROCESSING OF
UPWARD MOBILITY PROGRAM
USA (ARMY U F I See CORPS OF ENGINEERS
U S ARMY
USAF See AIR FORCE
USDA See AGPICULTURE DEPT OF
USER CHAFr,,iLS See NNANCIAL MANAGEMENT
UTILITY SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION OF
HANDBOOK
W
WAGE BOARD EMPLOYEES 	 3531 1E
73203	 WAGE COMMITTEE	 115624E
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WAIVE R',
Y
YELLOW FEVER VACCINATION CERTIFICATE	 10202A
WAIVERS
Advance Waiver Rcvievv Board 1152 24G
Cost and pricing (iota
Delegation of authority 5101	 17E
Foreign government contracts 5101	 17E
Roportino on 5101	 17E
Inventions and Contributions Board 1152 17D
1152 24(;
Patent
Petitions for 55001A
Regulations 5109 21)
Regulations on bargaining proposals
Authority for 3711 8C
Reporting on 3711 BC
Residence abroad requirement 1371	 18
WALLOPS STATION
Airstrip uhhtation by non government aircraft
Definitions
Aircraft not operated for the benefit of the
Federal Government 6000 3A
Certificate of insurance 6000 3A
Hold harmless agroomert 6000 3A
Official business 6000 3A
Use permit 6000 3A
Uuor 6000 3A
Wallops Station Airstrip 60003A
Facility	 availability 60003A
Inffight emergency	 procedure, for 6000 3A
Policy 6000 3A
Unauthorized use	 procedure for 6000 3A
Utififahon	 requests for 6000 3A
WA T r r, POLLUTION Pac Vc NTION OF 8800 3A
WEIS	 See WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURES
WHITE HOUSE OFFICE	 CORRE:;PONDENCE FROM
Definition of 1450 3C
Information	 requests for 1450 3C	 1450 5B
Policy for 1450 3C
Procedures for 1450 3C	 1450 58
Replies to 1450 3C
Responaibilay for 1450 3C
WIND TUNNELS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMtNT
WORK 13001
WIRETAPPING
	 TELEPHONES 2530 18
\40RD PROCESSING MANAGEMENT OF
Authority 2430 1
Definition 2430 1
Objectives 2430 1
Policy 2430 1
Responsibilities 2430 1
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURES (WEIS) 56101
WORK INJURY COMPENSATION 38101A
WORKFORCE ADJUSTMENTS 325038
WRITING 190018
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